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When the time comes I will endeavour to
show that the building of that line is not
only justifiable, but in the best interests
of Western Australia, I again thank hon.
members for the fairness which has char-
acterised their criticism. I appreciate the
manner in which they have discussed the
Address-in-reply without displaying, as
far as I have been able to see, the slightest
party bias. I hope that that good feeling
will continue to the end of the session,
and that though we may differ on mnny
questions, nothing will occur to disturb
the good feeling which has existed be-
tween us all.

Question put and passed; the Address
adopted.

ADJOTIRNMhENT-SPECIAL.
The COLONIAL SECRETARY (Hon.

J. M. Drew) moved-
That the House at its rising adjourn

until Tuesday 26th Ausgust.
Question passed.

House adjourned at 8.5 pxm.

legisative E8eeembip,
Thursday, 7th August, 1918.
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The SPEAKER took the Chair at 4.30
p.m., and read prayers.

QUESTION-RAIhWAY WORK-
MAN'S TRAIN, BOULDER.

Mr. MUNSIE asked the Minister for
Railways: 1, Has he received an estimate
of the cost of running a workman's train
to Boulder Block? 2, By whom was the
estimate prepared? 3, What was the
amount of the estimate?

[15]

The MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS
replied: 1, Yes. 2, The Commissioner of
Railways. 3, To run a passenger service
from Kalgoorlie to the mines would nece-
sitate the laying down of an additional
line and making alterations to certain
of the mine sidings, which is estimated
to cost £4,079. It is estimated that sir
trains per day would be required; this
would mean an approximate expenditure
of £50 per week, exclusive of interest on
cost. of alterations first mentioned. If
200 persons travelled daily (which is a
most liberal estimate), at an average fare
of Is. 6id. per week, the revenue would be
£15 per week.

QUESTION-RAILWAY CONSTRUC-
TION, BOLGART EXTENSION.
Mr. MOORE asked the Minister for

Works: 1, Does he intend to continue the
Bolgart Railway so as to bring the Duck-
Rn milling settlers within reach of rail-
way conveniences! 2, Does be realise that
this settlement, and a large one at that,
is more than 1S miles from any railway?
.3, The surveyors being now on the spot,
does he intend to order the continuance
of the survey?

The MINISTER FOR WORKS re-
plied: 1, 2, and 3. Further extension of
the Bolgart line will be considered when
the present authorised extension is under
construction.

ADDRESS-iN-REPLY.

Seventh flay-Conclusion.

Debate resumed from the previous
day.

Mr. E. B. JOHNSTON (Williams.
Narrogin) : One cannot but regret the
tone the bon. members for Sussex (Hon.
Frank Wilson), and Northam (Hon. J,
Mitchell) attempted to impart to this
debate in their remarks, and I think one
can congratulate the other 48 members
of this House on having refused to fol-
low on similar lines. For my part, I ap-
prediate the action of those members of
the Opposition who said they did not
endorse the innuendoes andl insinuations
which the members for Northarn and
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Sussex saw fit to fling at the Ministry,
a Ministry which has the confidence of the
people of the country. I think we have
arnived at a time when throughout West-
ern Australia the people are prepared to
give credit for good intentions and hon-
est work to the members of this Cabinet.

Mr. Underwood :The leader of the
Opposition will do well to take a leaf
out of the Premier's book.

-Mr. E. B. JOHNSTON: I hope we
will now settle down to that work the
country has sent usa here to carry out,
without hearing any more such speeches
delivered by those two gentlemen to whom
I have referred, speeches which, to my
mind, cause Parliament to be looked
on unfavourably by the people of the
State. I am not going to touch on any
of the charges made against Ministers
but I do wish to refer to one point in
connection with the Eucla land which
hag lnot been given proper publicity. A
lot has been said about thg FEucla land
grab, but what is the tenure that Mr.
Scaddan possesses ? The land is 40
miles from a railway and if ever it is
required for settlement the Government
have the absolute right to resume it on
giving one year's notice to Mr. Seaddan
in writing. At the end of one year the
Government can take possession of the
whole of that land and Mr. Scaddan
gets no compensation except. the value
of the improvements he has effected, if
any. So that it will be seen, when these
leases were granted to Mr. Scaddan, he
cot no secutrity* of tenure for the land
beyond one year. Tf it is ever required,
and I hope it will be, for closer settle-
meat, the hon. gentlemen has to walk
off it as soon as he gets a year's notice
in writing. . I hope this fact will be
remembered whenever people refer in
future to the Fuels land transaction. I
regret that the Government have not
seen flt to have day sittings of Parlia-
ment because I think now that members
are paid for attending to their Parlia-
mentary duties, and now that the ma-
jority of members do not have any other
business to attend to. at any rate, those
on this side of the House. I think the
proceediiws would be far more effee-

tively carried out if we were able to sit
more during the day time.

The Premier :What about the MAinis-
ters getting through their work ?

Mr. E. B. JOHNSTON : In Victoria
where there is a Conservative Govern-
ment in power, on one day-Thursdays-
Parliament meets at 10 o'clock in the.
morning and sits until 4.30 in the after-
noon. If wve were to follow a similar
procedure it would give those members
living in the country a chance of getting
home to their constituents. I believe also
some of the gentlemen on the Treasury
hench held this view when they were
in Opposition. The most distinguishing
feature of this debate has been the ab-
solute pessimism and wnt of faith in
the country which has been expressed
in what I can only term the wails of the
members of the Opposition. Since they
got on that side of the House they can
see nothing but ruin staring, the country
in the face. Sometime ago the member
for Northam was known throughout this
country as a breezy optimist but to-day
lie is nothing of thle kind. Be was a
breezy optimist when he was drawing
£1,300 a year from the public purse and
when he was in the position which en.
ahled him to divide up a fine repurchased
estate amongst the members of his own
family.

Mr. Monger : That is quite enough
about that.

Mr. E. B. JOHNSTON : Since lie
has got on to the Opposition bench he
claims that the country, is going to ruin.
Perhaps there is some reason for mem-
bers of the Liberal party to feel that
their party at any rate is doomed, be-
cause since last election another body
has come into existence. I refer to the
Farmers' and Settlers' Association,
which iii the farming districts promises
to swallow up the whole of the
Liberal party; in fact, I think that
aissociation has pretty' well settled the
fate of manny of the gentlemen opposite.

Mr. M3ale : You incluided.
Mfr. R. I3. JOHN\STON I am quite

content to leave my services to the judg-
mnt of the electors of that great district
I represent, and I do not think the meii-
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ber for Kimberley knows their views
At any rate when he was a member
of the Ministry in this House it was a
Ministry that neglected that district in
a way that T believe it will never be
neglected again. It was a Ministry which
refused to build those railways in
the Narrogin district, which -were
recommended for special priority
of construction by the profes-
sional advisers of the Government,
namely, the Wiekepin-Mferredin and Villi-
minning-Kondinin railways. They were
a Mlinistryv who refused to build the
railways in the Narrogin district that
bad been recommended for special prior-
ity of consideration by the professional
advisors of the Government, which rail-
ways, T am glad to say since the Labour
party came into office arc in course of
construction and one of them is very
nearly completed.

Hon. J. Mitchell: They ought all to be
comnpleted,

'Mr. E. B. JOHNSTON: The hon.
member never even authorised the Yilli-
nunning.-Knndinin railway. During the
recent Federal election campaign the tight-
ness of money in Western Australia was
ascribed to the 'Labour party being in
-power, but I have had an opportunity of
visiting other States lately, and I find that
the money is equally tight in other States
of the Commonwealth, and perhaps par-
ticularly so in those States where there
are Liberal or Conservative Governmients
in office. For instance, we find, and it is
an unfortunate thing to have to say, that
the Premier of South Australia was not
able to obtain in London the money which
he went there to borrow, also that the
Premier of Victoria was not even able to
obtain on the London market all the
money he required in order to convert
certain loans falling due. In those cir-
cumstances we in Western Australia, a
State that certainly offers greater advan-
tages to the money lender since we have a
more economical and careful Government
in power, ought to feel proud that the
Premier was able to go to London and
successfully float a loan for two million
pounds. We wish to congratulate the Pie-
mier on (he success that attended his ef-

forts in regard to this loan, and also on
the highly capable way in which he repre-
sented Western Australia and the views
and aspirations of the people here when
he was in the capital of our Empire. Des-
pite the pessimism of the members of the
Opposition as to the future of this coun-
try, I say that this country is all right and
that the agricultural districts of this State
were never in a more solid position than
they are to-day, because to-day production
is higher than it ever was in the history of
the State. We find this year that the pro-
duction of wheat was 9,168,594 bushels as
compared with 4,355,594 bushels in 1912.
Of course, 1912 will be remembered as the
year in which we had an unfortunate
failure of crops in the dry portions of the
wheat belt. The oat production this year
was 2,105.812 bushels as compared with
961,13S bushels in 1912. Ia regard to the
clearing of land also it is shown that under
the capable administration of the present
Minister for Lands the policy of get-
ting a lot of land taken tip at any cost
and by any Means has heen su perseded by
a policy of genuine assistance and proper
help to the producers already on the land.
As a result, the area of cropped land in-
creased in 1913 to almost 1,200,000 acres
as compared with 1,072,653 acres in 1912,
and only 855.024 acres in February, 1911,
the year before the Labour party came in-
to power. So that it will be seen that in
two years under the Labour Administra-
tion there has been an increase of over
300,000 acres in the area of laud under
crop; and not only that, hut clearing is
continuing and farmers are adopting bet-
ter methods. There is a far greater area
of fallowed land under cultivation this
year, with the result that the return per
acre will be better than ever it was
in the past. It is satisfactory to note also
as a sign of the progress that our leading
industry, agriculture, is making, that the
average wheat yield increased this year in
a favourable season to 11.56 bushels per
acre as compared with 7.12 bushels in
1912, when unfortunately we had a dis-
astrous season in the wheat belt. The
average return Of Oats also increased last
harvest to 16.61 bushels per acre as com-

pared with 10.10 bushels per acre for the
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previous year. Western Australia is now
taking her place gradually as a great
wheat producing country, and this State
will he in the proud place of being the
premier wheat producer atmongst the
States of the Commonwealth in a few
wears. In the season 1910 we exported
wheat to the value of £406,326, in 1911 the
wheat export was worth 0386,022, and in
1ff12, owing- to the failure in the dry dis-
tricts, the value of wheat exported de-
creased to .0100.148. This year already we
have exported wheat to the value of
£671.276. and the tremendous increase this
year uinder the sympathetic administration
of the Labour Government is but a small
thing compared to what we may expect in
a few years' time. I confidently believe
that this State will he the greatest wheat
producing portion of the Commonwealth.
Particularly may we look to this distinc-
tion coming soon if the present season and
the following one turn out as well aq they
already promise to do. Land selection i s
proceeding on a very satisfactory basis.
It is true that the land boom in the dry
Areas has fizzled out. The figures show
that in 1911 uinder conditional purchase
3.956,499 acres was selected; in 1012,
1,728,041 acres, and for the first half of
this year 612,162 acres. But although
there has been a decrease in the actual area
of selection. I wish to say that the records
of the Lands flepartment show that there
has also been a decrease in the number of
forfeitures, and that ought to he taken
into consideration when these figures are
gauged. T say that to-day the settlers go
on the land under far better conditions
than ever before in the history of Western
Australia. To-day the Minister for Lands
requires districts to be proved before un-
suspecting people are sent to them; to-day
water is provided before land is thrown
open for selection ; a railway is approved
and surveyed, and if the line does not go
within 15 miles of any area of land that
area is witheld from selection.

Hon. J. Mitchell: You look at the maps.

Mr. F. 13. JOHNSTON: I have looked
at the malls, and I am able to say that I
only found one railway route on each
map, whereas we bad maps issued by the
hon. member when he was Minister for

Lands which showed As many as five rail-
way routes for one particular line. I re-
fer to the Wickepin-Merredin line, in con-
nection with which the late Government
undertook five different surveys and were
afraid to face the responsibility of decid-
ing which of the five would be built, and
that was why the line was not built by
them.

Hon. J1. Mitchell: Well, the wrong line
has been built now.

Mr. E. B. JOHNSTON. I am sure that
whichever line was selected by the present
Government the hon. member would say
that it was the wrong one, and it is certain
that many people would be dissatisfied, no
matter which of the five routes was
adopted. But as a member of the select
committee wvhich inquired into the route
of this railway, and obtained evidence
which perhaps has not come under the
notice of every member of the House, I
wish to say that the right route was sel-
ected for that particular line. It is a
trunk line that is to connect the wvhole of
the southern part of the State with the
great goldfields markets, and I am glad to
say that the present Government chose for
that trunk railway the shortest and most
direct route, and refused to penalise the
producers of the South for all time by
adding 10 or 12 miles to the route to the
goldfields market. I wish to say, too, that
under the present policy in the Lands fle-
partment the valuations of the officers who
see the land are adopted in regard to the
price of that land. I still believe that in
many cases the valuations are too high,
but I am glad that the system by
which 3s. or 4s. was added to the
land by a "breezy optimist" sit-
tin in a comfortable office in Perth
has ended for ever. Also roads are
now provided throughout the new districts
where land is about to be thrown open.

'Mr. Broun: That was so under the
Liberals.

Mr. E. B. JOHNSTO'N: They were
veryv slow about it. The Liberal Govern-
ment certainly did adopt the policy a few
years before they went out of office,
but not until the member for Nor-
tham became a 'Minister. I would]
like to compare the present policy which
I have outlined with the system obtaining
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under the administration of the member
for Northam when revenue, the extortion
of money from the settlers, was put be-
fore any other consideration. The settler
was sent on the land without water being
provided; he was sent out then without
railways being provided for. Promises of
railways were made, but the member for
Northam did not deliver the goods. Even
to-day the present Government are hard
at work building railways promised by
their predlecessors, hut never constructed
or provided for.

Mr. Heitmann: A good many of his
settlers did not worry about the water;
they were in the Terrace.

Mr. E. H. JOHNSTON: That is quite
correct. A few years ago unsuspecting
new arrivals from the goldfields, the East-
ern States, and elsewhere, were sent on
the land in dry areas, although it had
never been proved that that land was fit
for settlement, as I believe it ultimately
will be proved. At that time they were
told by the bon. member for Northam
thant it was not necessary to possess any
capital other than brave bearts and stout
armas to go on the land in this country.
We had fortunately in Western Australia
at that time as; Director of Agriculture
a gentleman of great knowledge and ex-
perience in the settlement of wheat areas.
I refer to Professor Lowrie, and that
gentleman contradicted the late Minister
for Lands publicly and openly and re-
fused to recommend people to go on the
land unless they had a capital of £300.
I am sure that the member for Katanning
will agree with me that most men who go

oul the land in this country ought to have
that amount of capital. The new settler
now has water provided for him, whereas
in the member for Northam's time be
would have to cart his water 2.5 miles.

Ron. J. 'Mitchell: We put in the dams.
Mr. E. B. JOHNSTON: The hon. mem-

ber for Northam just got otit of office in
time, when the dry season was arriving
and left the Government with the re-
sponsibility of prodiding seed wheat and
water for all the people whom be had
put oil the land without proper provision
being, made for them there. The present
Government were faced with the position

of having to bold over thousands of
pounds of rents and I am glad to say they
did so, and they are also holding over
Ag-ricultural Hank interests due by people
outback who are unable to Meet their
obligations. This Government has a
policy of assisting genuine settlement on
the land in this country, which it is carry-
ing- out to the satisfaction of the people
of the agricultural districts, and I am
glad the iAlinister for Lands is holding
over from present selection the one
million acres of surveyed land, much of
which was surveyed before he came into
office, until its value for settlement can
be established and water can be provided
throughout the new areas, and until it
call be definitely decided both where and
when the railways to serve those areas
are@ to be built. In regard to the admin-
istration of the Lands Department, it is
apparent that the decreased selection must
reflect itself on the district land offices,
that there is a little less work for the
officers there to do. I take it, there-
fore, this is an opportune time to
make the district land and survey offices
complete and to decentralise, giving dis-
trict officers more power than they have
in regard to the approval of applications.
Where applications are lodged for sur-
veyed blocks and the price is fixed, and
where the land is vacant, and the district
surveyor knows it to he vacant, I do not
see why the officers in the district offices
cannot approve of the application if
it is formal, that is on behalf of
the 'Minister. At present the district
offices are only receiving offices, not offices
of record; you cannot get information
even as to the absolute amount paid
on any selection in the district offices.
I do think that a lot of books
and records should be transferred
from Perth to the district offices whlere
they have capable officers in charge: a
great deal of duplication and lnnesarv
work would be avoided if that were done.
The high price put on the land prior to
the advent of this Government to power
is still giving great concern ill the "jr-

cultural districts and I say fle-'nitily
and with some knowledge of what T tan
talking about, that it is impo~sible for
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the man with limited means Lo Lo on the
land in this country and at the end of
three years have to pay a rental of up to
£75 a year on 1,000 acres.

Mr. A. E. Piesse: In many cases it will
have to he reduced.

Mr. E. B. JOHNSTON: Yes, in many
.cases it wvill have to be reduced. A lot
of the extra price was put on the land
when the late Minister for Lands was in
otlice, end the price was thus increased
above the recommendations of the officers
who inspected and valued the land, and
to-day the settlers are not paying the land
rents and cannot hope to do so situated
as many of them are 20 miles from exist-
ing railways. I was pleased to hear the
Minister for Lands promise, in his speech
the other night, that there would be a
reclassification of land on the basis of
average seasons. This ought to be done
quickly and where the department made
a mistake in over-valuing the land the

sets sould not he charged the re-
classification fee. It is a fair thing per-
haps to collect the fee from the settler
when he applies for reclassification, and
where the reclassification is an individual
one, but if the settler's claim is upheld,
and the price of the block is reduced,
the settler should have the fee for re-
classification refunded to him, and I hope
the Minister for Lands -will bear this in
mind. I suggest, and strongly urge, that
the Government should consider the
advisability of increasing the time over
which the payment of land rents should
extend. The settlers in the new areas
are quite unable to pay more than 6d.
per acre per annum land rent. It is like
wringing blood money out of them in
many cases to find it at the present time.
Where the land is valued at more than
10s. an acre the term of the lease should
be increased beyond 20 years, and only
6d. per annum charged for the whole of
the term of the lease. This would mean,
in the cae where the land was valued at
16is. per acre, that the settler would have
30 years in which to pay for it at 6d. per
acre per annum, and although it would
mean a little delay to the Government in
collecting the money, still they would be
sure of getting it, which they are not

sure of at the present time. The settlers
cannot afford to pay it at the present
time. They are facing great difficulties,
struggling in the hack blocks to stay upon
their holdings. It really means, if the
Government accept this suggestion, they
will be putting the principle of encour-
aging bona fide land settlement above
revenue consideration, and that is what
I claim they ought to do.

The 'Minister for Lands: What would
you do in the case of a man who bad
bought at 15s. and sold to another person
at £E. or 25s.?9

Mr. E. B. JOHNSTON: If that is done
and the difference in price is not
accounted for by improvements on the
land , I would consent gladly to a pro-
vision in the lease that on transfer the
conditions should be altered and the con-
cession for future time withdrawn. That
would be a workable proposition, I think,
and while there may be odd cases of that
kind I do not know of many. Look at
the thousands of men on the land who
cannot meet, and who are not meeting,
their obligations to the Government to-
day. The fact is this: men cannot pay
more than Gd. per acre per year,- and
the aovernment in the early stages of
settlement are lucky if they get it. It
has beein suggested by evlly disposed
persons that the Labour party are re-
sponsible for the present depression in
the agricult-ural areas, but I say this.
that the worst set-back the agricultural
districts in Western Australia ever had
in regard to progress was when the bon.
memher for Northam put up the "rice
of land far from existing settlement from
tea shillings. to £1l and 25s. per acre.

Mr. Georze: Did he not do it on the
advice of his offieers7

Mr. E. B. JOHNSTON: No, in Many
cases he increased the price contrary to
their advice.

Mr. George: That should be looked
into.

Mr. E. B. JOHNSTON: Yes, it is a
thing that should be looked into, and in
many cases it has had attention, and in
some cases the Minister has made the
proper reduction where it has occurred.

Mr. George: More power to him.
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Ms. E. B. JOHNSTON: I am glad
the member for'Auiamy-Wellington admits
that. I say we would have had a lot
more progress on the part of the settlers
going on the land if they bad been able
to spend the whole of their capital in
the improvement of their holdings instead
of having to pay such exorditaut rents
to the Government. I wish to remind
members that our splendid Land Act
Amendment Bill, which was passed
through this Chamber last session, pro-
vided for helping settlers in this respect.
Under that measure, which I canl only
describe as one of the best that has passcd
in this Chamber since I have been here,
it was provided that every settler should
have his land for the first three years
rent free; on poison lands, which to-day
practically are withheld from selection
through the member for Northanm abolish-
ing the poison lease clauses of the Land
Act, our Bill provided that every selector
should have the land 10 years rent free;
in both eases under compulsory condi-
tions of improvement.

',%r. A. E. Piesse: Would you make
the conditions retrospective?

Mr. E. B. JOHNSTON: The Bill gave
them the opportunity to bring the land
under these conditions. I think it was
a very bad thing for Western Australia
that the Bill met the fate which it did
in another place. I hope the Government
will reintroduce these two proposals this
session. For my part I would like to see
the leasehold carried into effect, but if
another place will not permit that to iie
done, let us have these two amendments
to the existing law. Even if the freehold
is granted eventually, give the settlers the
land rent free for the first three years, and
10 years on poison leases. The member for
Wagin (Mfr. S. Stubbs) knows full well
that the Upper House could have accepted
these two amendments and given the sett-
lers this relief, if they did not wish to
accept the principle of the non-alienation
of land.

Mr. A. E. Piesse: Why not apply the
conditions to the present condition of
affairs.

Air. E. B. JOHNSTON: I say, why
not apply them to the present conditional
purchase leases which carry freehold

rights, for at present they have no relief
at all. At present poison on vacant
Crown lands is a menace to the people
who have settled in these districts.
1 have to congratulate the Alinis-
ter for Lands and Agriculture on
the establishment of the State agricul-
tural machinery works. He has told
us that an up-to-date plant has been
erected at North Fremnantle. This action
of the Government shows a very genuine
desire onl their part to assist the man on
the land and relieve him from the opera-
tions of those gentlemen who, for so many
years, have charged him exorbitant prices
for his machinery.

Mr. S. Stubbs: It will never be a suc-
cess.

Mr. E. B. JOHNSTON: It will be,
and the hon. member for Wagin, in a few
years' time, will be claiming credit on the
hustings for the establishment of these
works. Re will be saying, "I was a mem-
ber of Parliament when this was done,"
and I venture to assert that when that
gentleman goes to Wagin, he will not
be beard saying that this work of the
Government will not be a success.

Mr. S. Stubbs: It will be the same
success as the butchers' shops.

Mr. E. B. JOHNSTON: They are all
right: I hope the Government recognise
that in establishing machinery works they
have to compete with great aggregations
of capital, and it is, therefore, necessary
for these works to be the most complete
and up-to-date that can be had.

31r. George: I hope they will sefl the
parts cheaper; that is the greatest rob-
be ry I know.

Mr. E. B. JOHNSTON: They will do
that. This work will be pushed on so that
the farmers will have the best agricul-
tural machinery, on good terms, as soon
as possible. I am proud to he associated
with a Government which is extending
practical assistance to the farmer in this
splendid way. The expert who has charge
of these works, Mr. Davies, recommended
that the distributing depot for the Great
Southern Railway should be in a very
suitable spot for that purpose. and I
need hardly say that I hope the Govern-
ment will accept his advice in this par-
ticular connection.
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Mr. George: What about Bunburyl
Mr. E. B. JOHNSTON: Mr. Davies

recommended that the distributing depot
should he at Narrogin, the Ballarat of
Western Australia, the capital of the
Great Southern districts.

The 'Minister for Lands: A very good
suggestion, too.

M1r. E. B. JOHNSTON: I commend
that suggestiou to the quick approval of
the Government. That expert is a dis-
interested and reliable officer, and since
he says Narrogin is the most suitable
spot for these distributing works, I am
rewinding thje G1overnment of the fact.
I desire to see that depot established at
Narrogin, because the expert and profes-
sional officer says it is the most suitable
in the interests of the people of the Great
Southern districts.

Mr. George: The hon. member's friend
Mr. Thomas says Bunbury is the best
place.

Mr. E- B. JOHNSTON: T stick to the
expert's opinion on this matter against
that of any hon. member, and I believe
the Government will in this ease, as they
hare already done in regard to the es-
tablishment of the works. Another mat-
ter which I understand is engaging the
attention of the Government, and one
which is of immense importance to this
Slate, is the bulk handling of wheat. I
have had an opportunity lately of seeing
a little, from the point of view of the out-
sider, of the mistakes made in the Eastern
States, admittedly, in regard to this mat-
ter. The Victorian Government propose
to spend £1,500,000 when they can raise
it, on a scheme of establishing elevators
and the hulk system of handling through-
out Victoria. New South Wales has
lately had an expert from Chicago, Mr.
Burrell, reporting on a comprehensive
system for bulk handling throughout that
great State. I was told that this scheme
would probably run into £2,000,000, and
that the country has to face it. In con-
versation with the expert, Mr. Burrell,
and other gentlemen interested in this
matter, I found a unanimous coneensas of
opinion that the time when Western Aus-
tralia ought to adopt a policy of elevators
and go in for the bulk handling of wheat
is now, before vested interests are built

up any more in favour of the present sys-
tern. At present we could Ido it for com-
paratively little cost. I am sorry the
Mfinister for Lands did not see his way
to adopt a suggestion I made that 1%r.
Burrell should visit Western Australia,
and report as to the exact expense of in-
stituting the bulk system of handling
wheat in Western Australia.

Hon. W. C. Angwin (Honorary
Minister): The cost seems pretty large in
the other States.

Mr. E. B. JOHNSTON: Yes, because
they have left it so long, but we are really
at the commencement of our wheat export
trade, and it could be done much cheaper
now; and although it does mean a large
capital expendituire, we have to face that.
The saving made to producers in relieving
them of the cost of bags and most of the
cost of handling, would very soon cover
the whole of the initial cost of the scheme.
I have it, however, from the Minister for
Lands, that the matter is under the con-
sideration of the Government. I am
pleased to hear that a committee is re-
porting on the question. Under the pre-
sent condition of affairs the farmers are
being absolutely robbed in connection with
the purchase of bags; now is the time
when we should initiate the modern system
of hulk handling, 'which has been ap-
proved throughout Canada and the United
States, where wheat production tnkes
place on a scale which we eventually hope
to attain.

MAr. George: You have to get the ships.
[Mr. Male took the Chair.]

31r. E. B. JOHNSTON: There is no
objection much from the point of view
of the ships. The report of the commis-
sion in Victoria says that is a very small
objection. There is another matter in con-
nection with the Department of Agricul-
ture which I wish to bring before the
notice of the M1inister for Agriculture.
One of the grave and calamitous mistakes
made in connection with the Department
of Agriculture b -y the member for Nor-
tham (Ron. S. Mitcheell) 'was the abo-
lition of the Journal of Agriculture, al-
though T think the cost was only £000
a year. Under the proper management it
would have cost nothing, as advertisements
'would have paid for it. We have a num-
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her of highly paid and capable officers in
our Department of Agriculture, the vari-
ous agricultural commissioners, and yet
the hon. member for Northamn brokd off all
connection between the department and
the settlers when he abolished the Journal
of Agriculture.

Hon. 3. Miitchell: Are not bulletins
much better?

Mr. E. B. JOHNSTON:- They are not
one-tenth as useful to the farmer as the
monthly paper.

Hon. J. Mitchell: Can you name one
really good article in the Journal?

Mr. E. B. JOHNSTON: It was an ad-
mirable publication and reminded the set-
tler, month by month, what to do, and
helped him in every way. Throughout
the agricultural districts to-day people ob-
ject to this publication having been
stopped.

Hon. 5. Mitchell:- What was the circula-
tion?7

Mr. E. B. JOHNSTON: I do not know;
but if I had been in the place of the hon.
member for Northam at the time, it would
have bad a circulation equivalent to the
number of farmers in this State. It was
his fault if that Journal was not to be
found on every farm in Western Austra-
lia. In New South Wales they give away
15,000 copies of their journal every
month. Even the Hawkcsbury Agricul-
tural College enn issue a college journal,
and- yet the hon. member for Northam
thinks that in Western Australia, where
we have special climatic conditions to deal
with and spedliat conditions of settlement
and agricultural problems in all our new
areas, we should be deprived of the Jour-
nal of Agriculture.

Hon. S. Mitchell: Well, I move that it
be reinstated.

Mn. E. B. JOHNSTON: Then I second
the motion. Coming to the question of
expenditure for the development of agri-
culture, I am pleased that under the pre-
sent 'Minister that it is increasing at a
satisfactory rate. For the 12 months
ended the 30th June, 1911, the total ex-
penditure on the development of agricul-
ture was £266.405.

HOn. 3. 'Mitchell: It is not whet you
spend, but what you get for it.

Mr. E. B, JOHNSTON: We are get-
ting better value than ever for our money.
For the year ended 30th June, 1912, the
expenditure had increased to £451,827,
while for the 12 months ended 30th June
last, the total was no less than £,575,184,
so it will he seen that in the first year of
Labour Administration the increase was
£185,422, and in the second year £308,679.

Hon. J. Mlitchell: Whatever did they
do with it? They must have bought the
steamers out of that money.

Mr. E. B. JOHNSTON:- No; it was
spent on abattoirs, immigration, and other
things of that kind. The hon. member
knows what it is expended on. In re-
gard to railway construction I wish to say
we need more and more railways, because
I am sure hon. members are agreed that
the future prosperity of this country de-
pends upon quickly opening up our egri-
cultural areas and supplying the settlers
now there with the long-needed lines.
For the year ended June 30th, 1910, we
spent £454,121 on railways construction
and improvements to existing railways;
for the year eiidedl 30th June, 1911, the
amount was £747,748, and for the year
ended 30th June, 1912, this amount was
almost doubled, and according to the Sta-
tistical Register was £1,316,800.

Hon. J. Mitchell: Mfore money-less
railways.

Mr. E. B. JOHNSTON: Most of the
big railways built by the present Govern-
ment are not yet thrown open for traffic;
although the Wickepin-'AMerrcdin line is
almost finished it has not yet been thrown
open for traffic. The lion, member for
Northam, by interjection, is seeking to
deprive the Government of the credit of
having built that and other lines. During
the first year the Government were in
power they spent double what the previous
Government spent and got much better
value for the money. The 1.linistcr for
Wl~orks can show us that the record for the
first year has been eclipsed, The Won-
gn and Mullewa lines are nearing com-
pletion. Of course the people are sing-
ing out for more railways, and I would
like to see many more authorised and
built. But when we remember that we
are a population of 3:3.,428 persons and
that at the end of last year we had a
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public debt of £23,624,205, with a net in-
debtedniess of £:77 s. 2d. per bead-when
we remember these facts, we can be prouda
of what successive Governments have done
and are doing in regard to opening up and
developing this country.

HRo'. J. 'Mitchell: What is the rate of
progress to-day?

'Mr. E, B. JOHNSTON: Our Govern-
ment are doing more than double what you
did, and I am proud if it. I hope they
will in the near f uture do four times as
much. At the same time I wish to say
the rate of progress wade in regard to
one particular railway is not satisfying
mue. I need hardly say T refer to the
Tillirninning-Kondinin railway.

Hon. W. C. Angwin (Honorary 'Minis-
ter) : What district is that in?9

Mr. E. B. JOHNSTON: It is in the
districts represented by the member for
Pingelly (Mr. Harper) and myself. I
wish to say it is nearly two years since
this railway was anthorised. On the 14th
June, 1912, a deputation on the subject
waited on the Minister for Works, and
that gentleman then pronmised that the
railway would he started not later than
March, 1913. 1 need hardly say, because
the House has accepted the facts, that this
is a railway to open uip a new and great
province for Western Australia. The
promise of the Minister for Works was
made on behalf of the Premier. It was
a deputation to the Premier, hut lie -was
called away and so the Minister for Works
took the deputation, and the promise that
hon. gentleman made at that time is re-
ported in the West Australian on the 15th
June, 1912, as follows:-

He could tell the deputation, however,
that the construction of the railway
would be commenced by next March.
11e reckoned that when they did get a
start they would go along at the rate
of seven miles per month.

The 'Minister then-went on to say-
Your line is being passed quicker

than any other line passed by Parlia-
ment. It will be a record, leaving out
the Bullfinch line. I have told you the
railway will be started by March, and
if things go along well we will be able
to make a commencement earlier.

The promise was a definite one made in
the Premier's office on behalf of the Gov-
ermnent, and as such it deserves to he
faithfully observed. Relying on that pro-
mise, the men in the district have put
thousands of acres under crop, bhut bow
they are to get their harvest away I do not
know, unless the construction of the line
from now onwards is pushed on with much
faster than has been done. The promise
was, that the line should be started last
March and pushed on at the rate of seven
miles a month, but I am sorry to have to
admit that although the material is on the
g~rounid not a miL of that railway has
been laid yet. It is a serious matter to
these people, andi I do hope thie Govern-
ment will take it into consideration.

The Minister for Lands: Getting the
miaterial there is part of the work.

Mr. E. 1B. JOHNSTON: But you can
hardly call that starting the railway. The
promise was that after M11arch the line
would be built at the rate of seven miles
per monuth. The people have put their
crops in and are relying on the railway
to take the harvest away. The 'Minister
for Railways has visited the district lately
and he knows the people will have ruin
thrust upon them unless the railway
comes to their rescue.

The Minister fOr 'Railwa-ys: But if it is
finished in time for the harvest?

Mr. E. B. JOHNSTON: That will be
alright, but I claim that the Govern-
ment ought to make a special case of this
seeing that they promised definitely that
the thing would be done.

Hon. W. C. Antnvin (HEonorary Minis-
ter) : It has been started.

Mr. E. B. JOHNSTON: What about
the seven miles per monthq

Hon. W. C. Angwin (Honorary Minis-
ter):. The material is getting there.

Mr. E. B. JOHNSTON: That is not a
.relief to the people.

Mr. B. J. Stubbs:- By building a mile a
day they will average that.

Mr. E. B. JO1NSTONS: If I could get
an assurance from the 'Minister that this
mile a day would be averaged I wouild be
satisfied, but there is grave dissatisfaction
in the district, and I am beginning to fear
that the railway will not be finished in
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time to take the harvest. Tt is a serious
matter, and I hope the Government will
see that their promise, on which these
people have relied so implicitly, is hon-
oured.

Hon. W. C. Augwiri (Honorary Minis-
ter):- Was a promise given as to the
time it should be completed?

Mr. E. B. JOHNSTON: We had the
promise that the line would he started not
later than March, 1913, and that it
would go on at the rate of seven miles
per aponth. Heare five months hare gone
by, and that rail-way ought to be oat 35
miles.

The MKinister for Lands: No. Be did
not say seven miles every month.

Mr. ES. B. JOHNSTON: That was pro-
mised. I have just readt it from the West
Australian. I am pleased to learn from
an answer made by the Minister yester-
day that he proposes to extend the Yilli-
nunning-Rondinin railway in order to
serve the settlers east of Emu Hill. These
people are not in my electorate, hut I
know there is a great population there,
and I would urge that the pushing on
of the work between Yilliinning and
Kudinin is the more necessary, in view
of the Government's promise to continue
it onwards.

Mr. Underwood: Which is the wtore
necessary, that or the Esperance railway?

Mr. E. B. JOHNSTON: There is no
comparison. The Yfliiminning-Kondiuin
railway is an authorised public work
which Parliament has approved, and the
Government have promised to put in hand,
and have actually started, and I want it
pushed on with. When the Esperance
railway is approved by Parliament I hope
construction will follow approval in that
ease a little more quickly than it has in
this instance. There is another railway
to which I would like to draw the atteation
of the Government, and that is the pro-
ject of a railway from Narrogin to Arma-
dale. The Premier has promised to have
a permanent survey of this railway under-
taken. That is a great step forward, but
the construction of the line is also re-
qjuired.

Mr. Underwood: There is no wheat
there.

Mr. E. B. JOHNSTON: Yes; it is
good wheat land. But apart from that,
this railway is required to shorten the dis-
tance between the Great Southern and
Fremantle by 57 miles It will mean a
saving of freight over 57 miles on the
wheat production of the whole of the
Great Southern district in reaching the
port of export, F'remantle. This is also
required to serve existing and future
settlement within the area under review,
in which there are no less than 761,000
acres of good laud, a large proportion
of which is owned by the Crown. These
are the Advisory Board's fgures. Half
of this area is owned by the people of this
count ry.

Mr. Turvey: Do you not think the line
should go to Drookton 7

Mr. IS. B. JOHNSTON: The two pro-
jects are'not antagonistic, since the Ad-
v'isory Board recommends a connection
with Brookton also, and I hope they
will be carried out on the Advisory
Board's -recommendation. I would like
to say also that this railway is required
to relieve the traffic on the northern por-
lion of the Great Southern railway, to
provide shorter routes to a port, and to
serve the whole of the wheat areas lying
easterly from Narrogin and Wiekepin.
The ltlinister for Railways is aware of
the great congestion which takes place
each summer on the Great Southern. At
the rate at which our wheat production
is increasing it is impossible for the
existing railway to cope with the traffic.
On these grounds I hope the railway will
soon be built. In the meantime, I am en-
couraged by the Premier's promise that
a permanent survey will he made. T
would urge the Minister for Works to con-
tinue his present policy of serving the
agricultural districts with water supplies.
The experience of the last two or three
years has shown us more than ever how
necessary it is that this should be done
on a comprehensive scale right through
the whole of our wheat districts. I hope
that, this session, Parliament will approve
the suggestion for a Public Works Com-
mittee. This has been before Parliament
several times, and I take this opportunity
of thanking the Minister for Lands for the
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promise he made at Williams that the
question of railway facilities for the Quin-
danning district should be referred to that
committee as soon as it -was appointed.
There is a very big settlement there. A
few months ago the Premier went to Wan-
dering, and was surprised to find there
one of the oldest setlements, neglected
and never yet served by a railway. A
similarly deserving settlement is to be
founid at Quindanning. The Agricul-
tural Bank lies done good work
during the past few months, but I hope
that an even more liberal policy will hbe
adopted. I understand the Government
propose to add another million to the
capital of the Bank, and this, I am sure,
Parliament will agree to very readily. It
is sat isfactory to know that last year over
£0630,000 was advanced] to our producers
through the Agricultural Bank, as cown-
pared with £285,000, which was the high-
est amount the Liberal Government ever
advanced to our settlers through this in-
stituition in any one year. The Education
Department are doing good work in pro-
vidinig schools in the new districts and I
am pleased to know that the secondar 'y
schools of the State are to become free
after the end of this year. I hope the
Minister, whom I know is sympathetic
with the proposal, will soon find himself
in a p)osition financially to supply the chil-
dren at State Schools with books and
stationery free of cost. In regard to the
local courts, I trust that the Attorney
General will introduce a Bill to extend
their powers. I think the Minister
promised that our local courts
should have their jurisdiction ex-
tended usp to an amount of £500
instead of £100. which is the limit
with which they can deal to-day. In the
Great Southern districts and other parts
of the State we have highly competent
magistrates. 'Mr. Burt is a man who has
the confidence of the people and the peo-
pie desire that he should have power to
deal with cases up to £500 in value, in-
stead of litigants in these cases having to
come to Perth. As regards the regulations
that have been made against the sale of
patent medicines, I am sorry to say I
do not see eye to eye with the Government

on this subject. I regret that a regulation
has been made which is going to prevent
household remedies of proved and stand-
ard value from being used by people out-
back who are unable to reach a doctor.
That is the effect which one of these regu-
lations is having.

The 'Minister for Lands: No, it does
not prevent the people from getting themt.

M~r. E. B. JOHNSTON: Simply be-
cause people owninge valuable formula)
will not deposit them -with the Public
Health Department they are not to ho,
allowed to sell their medicines.

The IM irister for Lands: What abott
the manufacturers of explosives9 They
lodge their formulw.

Mr. Dwyer: Why should they object to
deposit their formulm ?1

Mr. E. B. JOHNSTON :Perhaps the
hon. member f or Perth might know that
in France there are monks who have a
formuim of certain liqueurs. One of these
was sold for a sumn of £100,000, or some
such amount.

Mr. Dwyer :Btit y'on were talking of
something which ministers to the re-
quirements of the people.

Mr. E. B. JOHNSTON: Where a per-
son has a valuable formula whether for a
patent medicine for the people or a
liquer which the wealthy -wish to drink.
that person will not give it away.

The Minister for Lands:- That is not
the point. It is to prevent trading under
false pretences.

Mr. R B. JOHNSTON: I am with the
Government in that and I ant with the
Government in the effort to stop quackery,
becauq;e I consider there is no one worse
than a person who will wring blood-money
out of sick people by false pretenses.

Mr. Heitmann: Should not the Govern-
ment demand what is rigbt from them?

M1r. E. B. JOHNSTO'N: The Govern-
ment have overlooked the inter-State as-
Pect of this question.

Mr. Heitniana :. The inter-State con-
ference supports it.

Mr. E. B. JOHNSTON : If the inter-
State commission can put the thing into
order throughout the Commonwealth then
it wvill ho all right. To-day, however, ad-
vertisenmeots are still appearing in the
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Press-i have a bundle of them before
me now-and every one of them tells the
people how they ca get these patenit
medicines as before except that they have
to send their money out of the country
and the local trader is deprived of the
benelit of it.

Mr. Heitniann: Let them send it out of
the State.

Mr. E. B. JOHNSTON: If the regula-
tion is made operative throughout the
Comnmonwvealth there might be some rea-
son for the argument, but at present
it is not preventing the sale of these
medicines and there are widespread com-
plaints froml people -who have been ac-
customed to using slandard remedies for
years that they are now unable to get
them locally.

Mr. Heitman: What do you call a
standard remedy, Warner's safe cure'?

Mr. E. B. JOHNSTON: There are a
number of infants' foods which are pro-
hibited under this regulation.

Mr. Eituinn : 'Which are absolutely
cruel and murderous; the worst of all
forms.

The Minister for Mines: You are antiri-
pating your troubles.

Mr. E. B. JOHNSTON: These foods
are included in the prohibition, and there
are mothers in the back blocks who are
unable in many cases to get fresh milk,
and have brought up children successfully
on patent foods of approved value, and
they should be allowed to use them to-day.

"Mr. lleitmann: They can get suitable
foods to-day.

Mr. E. B. JOHNSTON: This reg&ula-
tion may suit the wealthy people and the
people in the towns who have doctors at
hand all the time, but in the baekloeks
the people cannot reach doctors so easily
and very often they are not even within
reach of a chemist. In the ease of people
living 25 miles from a railway, what are
they to do for little ailments if they are
deprived of these medicines to which they
are accustomed, and of which they know
the properties?

The Minister for Lands: They could get
any one of them for one-fiftieth of the
cost.

Mr. E. B. JOHNSTON: Where 9 Per-
haps they would have to go 20 miles to
a railway station and travel 30 miles by
a train to reach the doctor1 and then they
would have to pay the doctor half-a-
guinea and the chemist 5s. for dispensing
the medicine, when previously they could
get some patent medicine from a store-
keeper for about 3s. 6d.

The Minister for Lands: They could
buy the ingredients for one-fiftieth of the
cast.

Mr. E. B. JOHNS TON: They do niot
know the ingredients. Somec of these
mnedicines have been before the people
for a century, and their value has been
jproved.

'Mr. icitmann: If they used less in
the way of patent medicines they would
niever require a doctor.

Mr. E. B. JOHNSTON: That is all
rig-ht for the lion, member who is associ-
ated with doutors and nurses and who has
then always at hand. I am referring to
people who cannot roach them. This
regulation is simply forcing the trade in
patent medicines to the Eastern States.
People now are writing to the other States
for half a dozen bottles of this mtedicine
or that, and I say if they are to be al-
lo-wed to obtain it by post, they should be
allowed to get it here. TiC these medicines
are not fit to be sold here why should
the manufacturers be allowed to adver-
tise in this way when the only result is
that the motney goes to Adelaide or
Sydney?

'Mr. Heit-mnn: Because a conservative
Government in Victoria will not bring in
these regulations is that an;' reason why
we should not 1

Hon, J, M2 itchell : Yes, there is a rea-
so n.

M-r. Ileitmanin: I -will argue the ques-
tion with the bon. member for Northam
on any platform.

[Thme Speaker resumed the Chair.]

Mr. E. B. JOHNSTON: The name of
MrT. W. W. Garner has been mentioned
and I hare a newspaper extract regarding
that gentleman's evidence which I will
read, thoughb I did not intend to read it
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until his name was introduced. Mn. Gar-
ner: according to a report in the West
A ust ralian on Friday last pointed out that
a certain proprietary medicine was one of
tire best selling proprietary medicines on
the market. He said-

It had been sold by chemists, store-
keepers, and department stores, and had
been sold to the Government utnder con-
tract for hospital purposes. Only about
two of the saleable proprietary lines
had deposited their formuim utnder the
regulations. The Government had made
contracts since November of last year
in respect to articles which were not
now complying with the regulations.
He instanced two articles and described
other patent medicines which he said
had not complied -with the regulations,
but Which had been supplied to depart-
ments uinder the Government.

That was sworn evidence.
'Mr. Heitmaun: What firm does he re-

present?
M~r. E. B. JOHNSTON: That has noth-

ing to do, with it at all.
Mr. Heibmann: From the same firm you

can buy abortifacients by the score.
11r. E. B. JOHNSTON: Are the Gov-

ernment buying proprietary medicines
for the hospitals to-day which under the
remrnlation they will not allow to be
soldI

Hon. W. C. Angwiri (Honorary Minis-
ter) : They are not doing it.

Mr. E. B. JOHNSTON: They are doing
it if this sworn evidence by Mr. Garner
is correct, and I have no -reason to believe
that a gentlema-I have never seen him
as far as I know-would go into a court
and swear to anything that was incorrect.

Hon. W. C. .Angwin (Honorary Minis-
ter): Read the other portion of the evi-
denc.

Mr. E. B. JOHNSTON:, This is a
matter which should be settled. Tf we are
going to prevent country storekeepers out-
back from selling and coruntry settlers
from obtaining these proprietary medi-
cines we should prevent the Government
institutions uinder the Puhic Health De-
partment where doctors are available
from buying these self same medicines.

Hon. W. C. Angwin (Honorary Minis-

ter) : Read the other portion of the evi-
dence.

Mr. E. B. JOHNSTON: That does riot
qualify this particular statement. I say
this matter requires investigation. I be-
lieve the settler ought to be able to have
standard medicines of proved value.

Hon. AV. C. Angwin (Hlonorary Minis-
ter) : You do not believe anything of the
kind.

Mr. E. B. JOHNSTON: I do. I have
been on the land, and I know what it is to
rely on Eno's fruit salt and other prepara-
tions of that kind, and I would like to
say that if it is necessary to purchase
those medicines for Government institu-
tions, settlers in the outback country
should not he deprived of them.

Mr- Monger: Hear hear!
Mfr. SPEAKER: The hon. member for

Williams-Narrogin must first address the
Chair and the frequent interruptions
must cease. I consider that members are
going too far.

11r. E. B. JOHNSTON: I regret that I
have been led astray by interjections and
interruptions. I have quoted a statement
which was sworn to in the police court
to the effect that these proprietary medi-
cines are being sold to the Government
departments for use in public institutions
iii this State. If these medicines are re-
quired in these public institutions at
which there are medical offiers always
present I say the people outback who
cannot reach a doctor and wvho perhaps
live 50 miles from a chemist should be
allowed to buy the same medicines. As
far ats quacks are concerned, T am against
them just as strongly as the Honorary
TMinister.

Hon. W. C. Angwin (Honorary 'Minis-
ter):- I tell you that that evidence states
in another portion that these medicines
are not supplied.

,%.r. E. B. JOHNSTON: I believe Mr.
Garner's statement is true.

Hon. W. C. Augwin (Honorary Mtinis-
ter):- You believe one man and not the
other.

Mr. E. B. JOHNSTON: What I have
quoted was swvorn evidence.

Mr. Dwyer: The other was sworn evi-
dence also.
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Mr. E. B3. JOHNSTON : Does the Hon-
orary Minister deny that this was sworn
evidence 9

Hon. W. C. Angwin (Honorary Minis-
ter) :I say the sworn evidence is that the
Government hospitals aire' not supplied
with the medicines, and have not been
since the regulations came into force.

Mr. E. B. JOHNSTON: Do the Gov-
ernment buy them?

Mr. Nanson: They were supplied with
them before the regulation came in.

Rion. W. C. Angwin (Honorary Minis-
ter) : They are in the tender list.

Hon. J. Mitchell: And are used now.
Hon. W. C. Angwin (Honorary M~inis-

ter) : No.
Mr. E. B. JOHNSTON: The matter re-

quires investigation. I hope that the
inteVc-SIS Of the people out heek will
be ocisidered before anything further is
done. I want to speak now on a f:1es~ion
Or Federal concern and that is in regctrd
to the way in which the interests of \Ye.t-
emn Australia are being overlooked by' the
present Federal Government. In the first
place we find that this State, remote
from the great centres in the East. has
now only one representative in the Fed-
eral Ministry, 'whereas under the Labour
Administration for years past we 1,ave
had two Western Australian members in
the Cabinet.

Mr. Monger: What did they do?
Mr. E. B. JOHNSTON: The effect of

the reduced representation of this State
is already making itself felt, and it is
shown in regard to the appointments
lately made to the inter-State commission.
It is a matter of public knowledge that
the Labour Government intended to
appoint a West Australian on the inter-
State Commission, and we have even the
njame of the gentleman who was pro-
posed for that appointment.

Hon. J. M.%itchell: They had plenty of
time in which to do it.

Mr. E. B. JOHNSTON: And it is a
pity they did not do it, because there
would have been better appoint-
ments made. We find even the
'West Australian to-day is criticising the
Federal Ministry for its action in the
matter, hut I venture to say its criticism
would have been more severe if a Labour

Government had made the appointments
the Liberals have just made. Why
were the claims of the leader of the Oppo-
sition overlooked when the appointments
were being made? We know that it was
not that his claims were forgotten, because
he went to Melbourne, and I am glad
to think he did his utmost to see that
Western Australia was represented on.
that occasion. We are told that Sir John
Forrest promised that the leader Of the
Opposition in this State should have one
of those seats, but the influence of the
Eastern members in the Cabinet would
not allow that promise to be carried out.

Mr. Monger: Who made that state-
mend?

Mr. E. B. JOHNSTON: I have it on
reliable authority. I do not know whether
it is true or not, but I do say that West-
ern Australia should have been repre-
sented on the inter-State Commission.
As the West Australian contends, we have
peculiar problems of our own, and our
State should not have been overlooked.

Hon. W. C. Anigwin (Honorary Mfius-
ter) : Do you say that the leader of the
Opposition should have been appointed
to that Commission!

Mr. E. B. JOHNSTON: I am advo-
cating that Western Australia should have
been represented on the Commission. The
advice of the Sydney Chamber of Com-
merce and that of the Perth Chamber
of Commerce was given very little notice
by the new Federal Government, and
altogether we seem to have been ignored
by them. In regard to the Naval Base
we find that since the change of Gov-
ernment has taken place a large number
of men have been withdrawn from the
work.

A-r. Foley: They want to get rid of
Henshaw. that is all.

M r. E. B. JOHNSTON: Another mat-
tar I want to refer to is the general pro-
hibition which has been issued regard-
ing the trapping of opossums. Ever
since September, 1910, that prohibition
has existed.

Mr. Broun: Quite right, too.
Mr. F. B. TOHNSTON: It has now

lasted three years, and opossums have
re-established themselves in some locali-
ties.
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Mr. Broun: Not sufficiently.
11r*. E. B, JOHNSTON: They are be-

coming a nuisance to the settlers in some
districts, and wherever that is the ease
the settlers should be permitted to trap
them. I do not think the prohibition
should extend over the whole of the State,
.and in districts wvhere they are plentiful,
and there are such districts, I hope the
Government will permit them to be trap-
ped. In the Game Act Amendment Act,
passed last session, an unfortunate error
crept in. Until that measure became law
it had been the practice to allow settlers
without restriction to kill kangaroos for
meat. This is very necessary, because
kangaroo is the poor man's sheep, and
in parts of the State where settlers are
hard up they have to look to kangaroo
for their meat supply.

Mr. Lander: They often kill them for
their skins.

Mr. E. B3. JOHNSTON: That should
he prevented. This is a matter, however,
which needs the attention of the Minis-
ter for Lands.

The Minister for Lands: It is under
the Colonial Secretary.

Mr. E. B. JOHNSTON: I was going
to say that the Colonial Secretary's De-
partment has informed me that an amend-
ing Bill is being introduced to remedy the
error.

Hon. W. C. Angwin (Honorary Minis-
ter): Then why mention it if you know
that is being done?

'Ar. E. B. JOHNSTON: It is just as
well to have these things on record some-
times, and I hope the Honorary Minister
does not wind my referring to it in my
own way. Another question I wish to
bring under notice is one which engaged
the uttention of the Federal authorities
and would have been dealt with had Mr.
Fisher remained in power. I refer to
the restriction of marriage imposed upon
hank clerks. I think Ministers are aware
that hank clerks are an under-paid and
over-worked section of the community,
and that we cannot assist them as much
as we would like to do unless they form
themselves into unions.

Mr. Foley: T'he banks will not allow
them to do that.

Mr. E. B. JOHNSTON: There is a
restriction placed upon these officers
which prevents them from marrying un-
less they are in receipt of £C200 per annum.
The member for Capricornia, Mr. Riggs,
asked a series of questions in the House
of Representatives on this matter. He
desired to know whether it was true that
bank clerks were not allowed to manry
until they were in receipt of £200 per
annum, and he also suggested that the
Prime Mlinister should introduce a mar-
riage law providiiig that any bank dirc-
tor who directly or indirectly prevented
a man of 2-1 years.,f age from marrying
should be liable to imprisonment for a
period of six months without the option
of a fine. The reply of the Prime Minis-
ter was that he was of opinion that con-
ditions of employment which restricted
the marriage of adults, except in rare
eases, were generally not in the best inter-
ests of the State, and he added that the
matter could best be dealt with when a
Bill to make a uniform marriage law for
Australia was under consideration. The
Federal Hansard also published several
replies from leading banks in Australia.
which indicated what those banks did in
the way of placing restrictions against
their clerks on the subject of matrimony.
The Union Bank of Australia, amongst
others, replied to Mr. Fisher as under-

It is a rule of this bank that no
officer is allowed to marry unless his
remuneration amounts to £200 per
annum or upwards or unless Is own,
combined with his intended wife's in-
come, inclusive of his remuneration
from the bank, amounts to £200 per
annum or upwards-a rule which it
must be recognised is aL salutary one in
the interests of the officers themselves.

T cannot recognise that, and I am sure
that hon. members will agree that it is
against public policy to allow these banks
to continue to adopt such regulations, It
is a matter for the persons interested to
decide for themselves, end I do not think
any employer, whether he is a director
of a bank or anyone else should he al-
lowed to exercise this prohibition over
the private life of employees. ITnfor-
tunately the Federal Government has not
yet dealt with the marriage question. It
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is still one of State concern, the
marriage laws being under State con-
trol. Therefore I would urge the Govern-
ment to take this matter uip and try and
give relief to a 'worthy section of the
community. I do not wish to say very
much more except that I -= in accord
with the policy which the Government
have laid before Parliament and I
believe it is a policy that the peo-
pie approve of and that it is in
the best interests of the great ma-
jority of our citizens. It is a policy
of active development. The Government
intend to open up the country. They in-
tend, as far as legislation can do it, to
protect the poor against the rich and the
weak against the strong. That is the
object of the Labour party, and in pur-
suance of it they are also bringing in
legislation to protect the producer
against the middleman wherever the
middleman is aeting to the detriment of
the producer. This Government is the
only State party that has a. definite
policy of progress and a humanitarian
policy as well. The Ministry desire to
help the whole of the people Of Western
Australia whether they are engaged on our
agricultural areas, on our mining fields.
on our timber mills, or even in our cities.
T will admit that the Government's aim
to put this broad. humane andi progres-
sive policy of the Labour party into
operation is somewhat limited by finan-
cial stringency, which undoubtedly ex-
ists, all over the world, and it is also
limited by the actions of the conserva-
tive propertied U.pper House. In spite
of these difficulties, however, it must he
admitted by everyone that the Ministry
aire doing good work for the people of
'Western Australia and are deserving of
the thanks and the continued confidence
and support of the community.

Sitting suspended from 6215 to 7.30 p.m.

Mr. PRICE (Albany) :In rising to
address myself to the matter at present
before this Chamber. I do not intend to
occupy a great deal of the time of hon.
members, for the reason that the pre-
vious speakers have dealt 'with most -of

the questions which are at present, and
have been for some time past, agitating
the mind of the public. I must,
however, take this, the first opportubity
of expressing my sincere appreciation of
the Premier's action during his recent
visit to the Old Land, and also my plea-
Sure at the success which Attended his
representation of the interests of this
State in England. There is a further
matter which I mnight at this juncture
refer to, namely,, the re-appointmnent of
Sir Newton Moore. I think that in tak-
ing this stop the Government have done
something which is wise, and 'which will
undoubtedly redound to the credit and
welfare of this State. As 1 have pre-
viou sly mentioned in this Chamber, I
look upon Sir Newton Moore as un-
doubtedly one of the best, if not actually
the best man that can possibly be found
for the position he now occupies. Those
who have had an opportunity of judging
his work as a representative of the State
in the Old Land must indeed appreciate
it. and I are sure one and all will join
with me in expressing pleasure at
the fact that hie has been re-appointed
for a further term of three years. I also
desire to refer to another matter in con-
nection with the representation of this
State in London, wvhichi was dealt with
during the Premier's visit to England,
and that is the securing of premises for
the Agent General And his staff. It will
he within the memory of hon. members
that I advocated securing a lease of
Savoy House in preference to the pre-
viously expressed intention of the pre-
sent Government; to occupy portion of
the Commonwealth Buildings in London.
-I am sure that the. step taken by the Gov-
ernment in this direction is a wise one.

'Mr. Underwood: Did yoa get any ring-
barking in London?

Mr. ]PRICE: I did not bunt for it. so
Icannot answer the hon. member's in-

quiry. However, when we consider that
it was intended that the office of the
Agent General for this State should be
located on the third floor of the Common-
wealth Buildings, that we had no conveni-
ences for Advertising this State in the way
of windows for show purposes, and that
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the floor space of the Commonwealth
Building would be occupied entirely by
shops which it is intended to let to ten-
ants, I think it is certainly a wise move
for the Government to secure a lease of
Savoy House where they have a large
window frontage to the Strand on two
sides, and -where also there is a large
basement. I may explain that at the pre-
sent time the exhibits of all kinds sent
to the Agent General have to be stored
in specially rented premises and cannot be
kept under the observation of that gentle-
mail and his officers. This disability will
be obviated by the leasing of Savoy House,
providing, as it does, ample accommo-
dation for all exhibits which may be
seat from this State to the Old Land. I
now desire to refer at this stage to a
matter which I, together with the member
for Moore, regret is not appearing in any
way in His Excellency's Speech. I refer
part icularly to the fact that no reference
has been made to the Government's inten-
tion regarding immigration. I am one of
those who believe that the more immi-
grants we bring into Western Australia
thle better it will be for the State. To
check immigration undoubtedly means to
check the development of this State.

Mr. Underwood: What sort of immigra-
tion I

mr. PRICE: Advertising, and the pos-
sibilities of people engaging in remunera-
tive occupations.

Mr. Underwood: Advertising should be
reserved for soa-p vendors.

Mr. PRICE: If we are genuine in our
desire to develop the huge waste spaces
of this State, 'we cannot for a moment
check the free flow of immigration, and
it is with a certain degree of alarm that
we note that no reference whatever has
been made to this subject.

The 'Minister for Mines: Quite unneces-
sary. We have an immigration policy
which we are pursuing.

Mr. PRICE: The Mfinister says our
alarm is quite unnecessary, but the pub-
lic might be allowed to know that it is the
intention of the Government to continue
that policy. We have no indication that
it is, the Government's policy to continue
immigration.

The Minister for Mlines: If we conl-
temiplated a departure from that policy
it mnight be mentioned.

Mr. PRICE: The very silence of the
gentlemen responsible for putting that
Speech into the mouth of His Excellency
causes some alarm in the winds of those
who are anxious to see the State develop.
I am pleased to take the assurance of the
2t1inister for Mlines that there is no need
for that alarm, and that it is the intention
of the Government to continue the immi-
gration policy which has undoubtedly re-
dounded to the advantage of this State.

.Mr. O'Loghlen: The other States have
called a halt to some extent.

.Mr. PR ICE: In Western Australia we
are moulders; of our own destiny, and we
have no right to consider what may or
may not be done elsewhere.

'Mr. (VLoghlen: We have a right to con-
sider our own people.

Mr. PRICE: We owe a duty to our own
people. and in developing this State and
using every possible power to do so we
are serving the best interests of our peo-
ple and of the State. I feared the possi-
bility of some checking of our immigra-
tion policy, but from the interjection of
the M2inister for M1ines. I have every rea-
sont to assume that my fear is groundless,
and that the same vigorous policy will
be continued in future as has operated in
the past.

Mr. George: Following our lead.

Mr. PRICE: I respectfully submit to
the lion. member that I am now, I think,
occupying the stand which I have always
taken in reeard to this question, and just
here may T express my regret that the
bon. member for Greenough (ML~r. Nan-
son) so far forgot what is due from one
member to another in this Chamber as to
deliberately mis-quote utterances of mine
made on this question in the House a little
over three years ago. I have always ad-
vocated a vigorous immigration policy,
and at the close of last session that hon.
member deliberately mis-quoted some re-
marks made by me, in order to make it
clear that I had at one time opposed this
policy, and he expressed his pleasure that
a visit to the Old Country had broadened
my mind on at least one subject. To sup-
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port his allegations he mis-quoted a speech
of mine, as I said before, made something
like three and a half years ago. How-
ever, T join issue with the opponents of
the present Government who during the
past nine or ten months have travelled
throughout the length and breadth of this
State and deliberately mis-represented
the actions of the Government. A
perusal of the returns printed by the
Government Statistician will prove that
the influx of immigrants into this State
has been continued just as vigorously
uinder the present Government tip to the
present time as it was during the life of
any previous Government.

Mr. E. B. Johnston : More vigorously.

Mr. PRICE: I am not prepared to go
so far as that. I say that the immigra-
tion policy has been carried out as vigor-
ously as uinder any previous Government,
and I hope that the same policy will con-
tinue. Just here may I call attention to
the fact that during the time the Premier
was absent in England some bon.
mnembers at present sitting on the Opposi-
tion side, when addressing public meet-
ings, said that one object of the Pre-
mier's visit was; to arrange for loans from
the financiers in Europe to assist in the
development of this State.

Mr. George: That is true.

11r. PRICE: The bon. member who in-
terjected -was one of them, and they ex-
pressed an emphatic opinion that the Pre-
mier would raise no loan.

Hon. Frank Wilson:- Oh, no.

Mr. PRICE: I can produce to them a
copy of their printed utterances. They
stated emphatically that the Premier
would not secure the loan be was seeking.

Hon. Frank Wilson:- Produce the copy.

Mr. PRICE: I am quite prepared to
do so, but I did not think that lion. mem-
bers would even challenge that statement.

Mr. O'Loghlen: The Liberal candidate
for the Senate used it everywhere.

'Mr. PRICE: It was used throughout
the election camnpaign until the loan was
absolutely floated.

Mr. George: Sir Newton Mloore got the
money. and you know that as well as I do.

Mr. PRICE : We were told first of
all by hon. members opposite that the
Premier had gone to London to raise
a loan. That was the first statement
they made. They followed that up by
saying he would fail to get it. When
he succeeded they say he had nothing
to do with it, it was Sir Newton Moore.
It was alleged by members of the Oppo-
sition that the policy of the present
Government was such that the finianciers
would not touch our loans and would
have nothing to do with this State.

Mr. George: Never.
Mr. PRICE: One cannot help mar-

velling at the extraordinary effirontery
of hon. members coming here to-night
and repudiating their utterances, which
were published throughout the length
and breadth of the State.

Hon. Frank Wilson: Why do not you
produce the utterances ?

Mr. PRICE : I am prepared to pro-
duce them, and the hon. member knows
it. An utterance was made by the
leader of the Opposition at Collie.

Hon. Frank Wilson: I defy you to
prove it.

Mr. PRICE: I wish to point to a fact
which was referred to briefly by one
hon. member, I think the hon. mem-
ber for Moore (Hon. H1. B. Lefroy)
last night. The financiers. of Great
Britain or any part of the civilised
world are not concerned with the policy
of the Government here or anywhere
else. What they are concerned about
is security for their loan, and security
for their loan, as pointed out by the hon.
member last night, is represented by the
popu~ation in the State requiring the
money. If the people are not here to
develop the State how are they going
to get security for the loan'?

Mr. O'Loghlen: Why did not South
Australia succeed with a bigger popu-
lation ?

Mr. PRICE: Just at the juncture
when the Premier was in England he
had absolute and undoubted proof of
the fact that financiers are not con-
cerned with the brand of polities adopted
by any Governument seeking assistance
from them. W~e had New Zealand
represented by Sir Joseph Ward in
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London at the time endeavouring to
raise a loan, which proved one of the
greatest frosts of any loan ever attempted
to be raised by the Dominion of New
Zealand.

.Mrt. George: Why ?
Mr. PRICE: Because they could not

raise the money. If the brand of politics
-of a country had anything to do with
raising of a loan I would say it was
because New Zealand had a Conservative
Government and a Conservative repre-
sentative.

Mr. George: It was what they had
before and the financiers had not re-
covered from the shock.

Mir. PRICE: The Government in
New Zealand at the time and previously
were essentially conservative. The Gov-
ernment of South Australia are Conser-
vative. They also failed in London.
Here in Western Australia, where we
have essentially a Labour Government,
they succeeded, so I repeat th'4t it is not
the brand of politics thet interests the
financiers.

Hon. J. Mitchell: How did New South
Wales get on ?

Mr. PRICE: They fAiled. It is a ques-
tion of the security for the loan. Speak-
ing in this Chamber a few nights ago the
hon. member for Murray-Wellington (.1r.
George) said he was trying all he could
to sell up and get out,

Mr. George: Not get out. I said I
was trying to keep my money so that
you chaps should not get it.

Mr. SPEAKER: Order! Thle hon.
member for Murray-Wellington cannot
refer to other hon. members as "you
chaps."

Mr. George: I apologise. Perhaps
I may be allowed to use the term "~you
gentlemen."

Mr. PRICE: The hon. member's
statement was about selling up and
getting out-getting out of the State.
Evidently people who have never seem
Western Australia show by the fact
that they are prepared to speculate their
money in it that they have more faith
in the country than the hon. gentlemen.
A great deal of objection to a vigorous
immigration policy comes from the fact
that too many of the immigrants

when they landed in Western Aus-
em Australia are, to be found rema-iig
the greater portion of their time in the
city.

Mr. O'Logblen: Can you blame them
when farmers want to pay them 58. a
week ?

Mr. PRICE: The hon. member for
Forrest is altogether too impatient;
I am coming to that point. We find
immigrants coming into this State and
when they arrive they must invariably
be credited with an endeavour to secure
employment in the agricultural districts.
Many of them go out on to farms where
they find the conditions such that they
have practically no decent or reasonable
accommodation in all too many oass

Mr. ]3roun: Not one-third of them
are agricultural men or know anything
about it.

Mr. PRICE: With that I agree. A
very large number of them arm not,
and I will give the hon. member the
reason why they are not. The reason
why they are not agricultural men is
because the great bulk of the agricultural
labourers in Great Britain to-day are
too well off to come out here and labour
for the hon. member. I am going to
blame farmers who when getting a
labourer do not provide him with reason-
able accommodation.

Mr. Broun: How do you know~
Mr. PRICE: I have been over as

much of this State as the hon. member.
I have been throughout the South-West.

Mr. Broun: Name some of the in-
stances where you find inadequate ac-
commodation.........

Mr. PRICE: One might far more
easily name those who have the accom-
modation than those who have not,
but it is a notorious fact, of which the
hon. member would be well aware if he
would on some occasion drag himself
away from the little district where he
is always to be found, and go through
the length and breadth of the State to
ascertain for himself. Accommodation
is not provided for the farm labourer,
with the result that he drifts into the
city where he can secure reasonable
accommodation. Upon drifting into the
City he is brought into direct com-
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petition with the wage earner there,
and we hear an outcry. We find that
the general labourers and workers in the
town are not able to secure employment.
They complain that the immigrants re-
ceive preference. One can hardly wonder at
this complaining. The immrigrant himself
evinces a desire to follow the occupation
which he intended to follow when he
came out here. But he has met with
so much unnecessary discomfort and
low wages, that he has decided to try
the city.

Mr. George : What do you call low
wages ?

Air. PRICE: Some instances were
given by the Honorary Minister in the
letters he quoted last night.

Mr. George: -I challenge you to prove
where any farmer is giving such wrages,
or desires to employ men at such wages.

Mr. O'Loghlen: I will give the hon.
member instances and prove them for
him.

Air. SPEAKER: Order!i
Mr. George : The wage down in the

South-West is 8s. a day.
Mr. O'Loghlen:- Absolutely wrong.
Mr. SPEAKER: Order ! I said

this afternoon that I have been rather
tolerant during this debate. I must,
however, insist upon order being kept.
If I call for order hon. members must
keep order. If not I will take the necessary
action.

M~r. PRICE : I repeat that it is the
low wages and lack of reasonable accom-
modation provided by the great bulk
of the farmers of this State which causes
the immigrants to flock from the farms
to the town. In proof of the low wages
we have the letters read in this Chamber
only last night by the Honorary Miniter.
May I go further and point out that
even the Government themselves are not
altogether free fromn blame in this
matter, that is, in providing for agricutl-
tural labourers, married men, when
they arrive in the State. Some time
ago I had occasion to visit the State
farm at Brunswick, where there is ac-
commodation in the shape of very neat
and comfAortable little cottages for married
men and families. There are three such
cottages on the farm.

Mr. Broun. Do you expect the
struggling settler to provide the same
accommodation as the Government.

Mr. PRICE: I say suitable accommo-
dation for married men, not necessarily
the same as at the State farm. I say
the Brunswick State farm should un-
doubtedly be used for the training
up of future agriculturists. On the
occasion of my visit, instead of finding
married men were engaged I found one
of those cottages was empty, the other
had one single man living in it, while
the third was occupied by, I think, four
single men. Not one-married man was
engaged on the Brunswick State farm,
despite the fact that we have splendid
accommodation there. If married men
were engaged there, those men would,
in the process of time, undoubtedly
go out themselves and become settlers
in the country, whereas one of the single
men candidly admitted to me that he
was saving up to take a trip back to the
old country. He had no intention of
going on the land. I suggest to the
Government that this matter should
receive their attention. I brought it
under the notice of the officers of
the Agricultural Department. Whether
those officers are acting upon their own
initiative or are following out a defined
policy laid down by the Minister in
charge of the department, I do not
know, but it certainly is to be ref.xetted
that single men are engaged on that
farm when we have splendid accommo-
dation there for married men.

Mr. B. J. Stubbs: Where are you
going to get the married men ?

Mr. PRICE: I was waiting for some
such interjection. As a matter of fact
the hon. member must be well aware
that there are any number of married
men in this State who would be only
toe pleased to secure employment on
a farm like the Brunswick State farm,
where accommodation is provided for
their wives and families. I myself am
prepared to let every one of those cottages
to-morrow, if the Government are pre-
pared to employ married men instead
of single men.
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Mr. O'Loghlcn: But the married
men come drifting in out of the country
and blocking the town.

Mr. PRICE: I have already pointed
out that if we insist upon proper accom-
modation for them on the farms, they
will remain there and not come into the
town. Futhermore, to-day, instead of
building up a. yeomanry, a farming
population, we are relying wholly and
solely either on those who come into the
State as immigrants, with a little capital,
or men who take up farming after having
followed some other pursuit and saved
a little money to enable them to invest
in farming. Every interjection that is
made only serves to prove the necessity
for proper accommodation being pro-
vided. What I wish to draw particular
attention to is the fact that young men,
the children growing up in Western
Australia to-day, have no chance of
learning the various branches of the
agricultural industry. That, is borne
out by the interjection of my friend on
the right, who said they know nothing
about the work. Granted that the new
chum in England does not understand
the work. But what attempt is being
made to see that his children shall
understand the work ?

Mr. O'Loghlen : Parliament has no
power to compel them to employ married
men.

Mr. PRICE: But Parliament has
power to say that reasonable accommo-
dation shall be provided. Parliament
has the power to prevent the pernicious
advertisements which sometimes appear
in the newspapers, stating that a married
couple without incumbrance is required ;
and it is a matter which might well be
considered,

Mr. B. J. Stubbs: How would you
stop it ?

Mr. PRICE: We know that the
Government have power to stop the
perreicious. advertisements regarding
certain drugs, and they can stop any
advertisement if they choose to secure
the necessary power to do so. If we are
to have agricultural labourers who are
capable of carrying out the work, then
we must give them a chance of learning,
and instead of compellig a man to keep

his wife and family in town, give him
an opportunity of taking them out on
the farm, so that his children as they
grow up may learn something of farming.
I am sure hon. members will see the
necessity of something of that kind being
done. But, unfortunately, we find there
are altogether too many of our farming
community who are prepared to do
anything which lies within their power
to damn this country, in the hope that
they may succeed in removing the
present Government from power. No-
thing is too strong, I was almost going
to say too contemptible, for them. I
cannot help calling to mind an occasion
on which Mr. McCallum wrote a letter
to the English Press in reference to the
number of unemployed in the city of
Perth. Now I do not wish to express
an opinion as to the justice of the action
taken by Mr. McCallum, or rather by
those responsible for the letter ; because
after all Mr. McCallum was but the
hand which carried out the duties imposed
by those controlling him. But I wish
to call attention to the fact that even
if Mr. McCallum was guilty of doing an
injury to this State, how much more so
was the writer of a letter, which I have
here in a copy of the overseas edition
of the London Daily Mail. I will read
some of the statements made by this
individual, who had not the courage
displayed by Mr. McCallumn when the
latter gentleman signed his name. This
writer does not sign his name to his
literary effusion ; he simply signs
himself " A farmer on the Great Southern
Railway of Western Australia."

Mr. lBroun: Probably he was not a
farmer at all.

Mr. PRIOR: Perhaps not. Would
the hon. member suggest that it was a
Labourite who wrote what I am going
to read ?

Air. Broun: No, but there is no reason
why. because the letter is sinned that way,
you should accuse the farmers of being
responsible for the unemployed in Perth

Mr. PRICE: I have only suggested
that the farmers are responsible for a
lack of agricultural labourers, by reason
of the fact that in a vast majority of
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cases they do not supply sufficient accom-
modation.

Air. Broun: How can you expect the
struggling settler to provide it ?

31r. PRICE: The struggling settler is
fraquently not a large employer of labour,
and it is the largest employers of labour
who very often are the worst offenders,
especially seeing that they could provide
the accommodation if they so desired.
However, let me read these statements
made to the London Daily Mail by this
farmer on the Great Southern. The
letter re tds as follows:

Some of the Eastern States of Aus-
tralia are under Labour Governments,
which are openly socialistic. Their
ultimate aimn is for the Government
to own or control overy trade, pro-
fession or calling, and although our own
Government-
That is the West Australian Govern-

ment.
have only been in office for a little
over 12 months they have incurred a
deficit of £200,000
This was written at the end of last

year.
Which, with our population of
300,000, will take some wiping off.
They have stopped all sales of Crown
lands, and land may only now be
leased from the Government by set-
tlers. They openly profess their deter-
mination to do away with all freehold
titles already granted. If they cannot
legally take away freeholds already
granted by previous Governments,
they can and will impose land taxes
until the unfortunate owner is forced
to sell, and that will be to the Gov-
ernment at their own (the Govern-
ment's) price. We are already paying
two land taxes on the same land.
Evidently he was a gentleman, like

my friend from Beverley, farming on a
large scale.

We are already paying two land
taxes on the same land, one to the
Federal (Australian) Government,
which is also Labour, and one to our
State Government, in addition to the
income tax, roads boards rates,
etcetera. Our Government have
bought steamships, cattle stations,

dairy farms, etcetera, in order to
compete with private enterprise. They
purpose taking over all banks, insur-
ance business, iron, sugar, and other
industries, the consequence being that
money is very tight indeed. - As the
existing banks, naturally, do not care
to make any advances under the
present conditions, all undertakings
are in the same uncertain state, wait-
ing and watching to see to what ex-
tremes the Government will go. Pre-
ference to unionists is openly prac-
tised by the same Government. In
the near future Ave are promised a
rural workers' union, which mneans
that those engaged in the pastoral
or agricultural calling will have to
submit to an arbitrary and impossible
log for their employees, who are trying
to get a six hours' day, which seems
to go a long way towards proving that
the present Australian working man
cannot, or will not, which is worse,
do as good a day's work as his pre-
decessors.
Mr. Brown: Where is the log now ?
Mr. PRICE: The hon. member was

keenly interested in it 12 months ago
and he will probably hear a good deal
more about it in the near future. How-
ever, that letter will serve to show the
extremes to which so-called farmers, or
individuals signing themselves as farmers
in this State will go in their eflorts to
besmirch the fair fame of this country
in the old land, in their endeavour to
check immigration to this State, in
their narrow cry of stinking fish.

LMr. Monger: Do not use that dirty
phrase again.

Mr.. PRICE: The hon. member who
objects to that phrase has used it pretty
often himself, particularly in regard to a
letter of which we have heard this even-
ing, namely, that by Mr. McCallum, who
was honest enough and frank enough to
sign his name to it, whereas the writer
of this letter does not sign his name,
Here is the paper in which it appeared,
a reputable English publication. Yet
we wonder why it is that we are not
getting the right class of immigrants,
according to many of our friends in this
Chamber. I contend that so long as we
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have land to develop, we must find
people to develop it. To-day we have
something like 600,000,000 acres of
land awaiting development ; we have
426,000,000 acres not yet taken from
the Crown in any way whatever.

Hon. J. Mitchell : That is fine. I like
to hear you talk like that.

Mr. PRICE: It is a fact.
Ron. J. M1itchell : -Nothing could be

more correct, it is a fact.
Mr. PRICE: Only 20 odd million

acres are in pr~ocess of alienation from
the Crown out of a total of 624,000,000
acres. Another 180 odd million acres
is represented by leases of various kinds,
but we have no less than 400,000,000
acres of land awaiting development, and
yet we hear members say we should not
encourage immigration.

Mir. Underwood:- How many millions
of it is impossible country?

Mr. PRICE : How many millions of
it? GJo into the South-West and see
the thousands and thousands of acres
of first-class land there awaiting de-
velopment.

Mr. Swan:- Lots of it which has been
alienated is not developed.

Mr. PRICE : With that remark I agree,
but that is no reason why we should not
draw attention to the fact that we have
these hundreds of millions of acres
awaiting development which have not
been alienated from the Crown. Now,
attention has been drawn by various
speakers to the fact that quite recently
and at the present time, this State is
suffering from financial stringency. All
sorts of reasons as I previously pointed
out, have been given for this, The
Labour Government were alleged to be
responsible, but I think if hon. members
will turn up the Statistical Abstract they
'will there find one of the main reasons
why we are passing through this period
of financial stringency. They will find
on page 10 of the number published in
June last a record of the imports and
exports of this State, and they will find
that, for the last 12 months, ended 30th
June last, we imported nearly one million
pounds, worth more goods than we ex-
ported. In other words, we have to

send out of this country over one million
pounds for goods imported into it.

Hon, J. Mitchell : W,- borrowed tuil-
lions.

Mr. PRICE : It is true we have also
borrowed millionsu. and when our im-
ports aire greater titan our exports it
shows tha Ave lhave, not only to send
away capital to pay for the goods which
we import but also mnoney to pay interest
on our borrowing.

Hon. J. Mitchell:- Canada imports
more than she exports.

M1r. PRICE: But Canada for some
time past has been importing into the
Doninion an enormnous number of inuni-
grants. Trhe IDominion has been de-
veloping by leaps and bounds, and al-
though financially Canada is going back-
ward at the present time and has to
borrow in order to keep going, yet the
development of the Dominion is such
that in years to come she will reap the
benefit of the borrowing in which she is
now indulging.

The Minister for 'Works: That will
apply to Western Australia.

Mr. PRICE : It would apply to Western
Australia if we were engaging in an
immigration policy to the same extent
as Canada.

Mr. B. J. Stubbs: What is the popu-
lation of Canada ? About seven mnil-
lions.

'Mr. PRICE:; Undoubt illy one of the
causes of the financial stringency of this
State is the fact that lest year our wool
-clip and wheat crop were such as to
bring about a very serious loss in the
value of our exports. I repeat that we
had to send away over a million pounds
for the excess of imports over exports.

Hon. J. Mitchell: We did not send
it out of the country ; we borrowed it.

Mr. PRICE: Whether we sent the
money away or borrowed it, the fact
remains that that amount had to be
found. If we imported nine millions
worth of goods and only exported eight
million pounds' worth, we have to ind
a million pounds somewhere. If the
money was borrowed, as the member for
Northamn says, it has to be paid off
somehow. I would point out, however,
that money spent in importing goods into
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the country does not bring such direct
benefit to the community as the borrow-
ing of maoney which is spent in the State
and gives employment to the people.
That is one of the facts that should not
be lost sight of by hon. members who
are continually criticising the Govern-
ment in connection with the develop-
ment of this State. There is one matter
which I desire to refer to, as showing
that the people of this State are far
better off financialiy than hon. members
on the Opposition side would lead us to
believe, and certainly much better off
than they intended to lead the people
to imagine during the late Federal election
campaign. I find that out of a popu-
of 313,000 no less than 101,000 people
have accounts in the Government Sav-
ings Bank, or, in other words, just
one-third of the people of Western
Australia have accounts in that in-
stitution, the proportion being infinitely
greater than that in any other portion
of Australia, and showing that although
we may be passing through a period of
slight financial depression, the people
generally in this State are far better
off than those in any other part of
Australia. This is the bank which hon.
members opposite assured the people
during the election campaign, would be
handed over by the present Government
to the Commonwealth authorities, al-
though those hon. members well knew
when making those assertions, that the
State Government had no intention
whatever of allowing the bank to be
transferred to the Commonwealth.

Ron. Frank Wilson: Oh! What
about the Minister for Lands ?

Air. PRICE: Hon. members opposite
knew that the present Government had
no intention whatever of handing over
the Savings Bank to the Commonwealth
Government except under conditions
which would conserve to the State every
privilege we are at present enjoying.

Hon. Frank Wilson: Nonsense!

M~r. PRICE: Then why is it that the
proposal was turned down long before
the Federal party assumed office ?

Hon. Frank Wilson:- The Minister for
Lands was over in Melbourne last May.

Mr. PRICE : He was over before the
Federal elections% and the hon. member
knows that the proposal to transfer the
bank was turned down.

Hon. J. Mitchell: Are you going to
hand it over now ?

Mr. PRICE : I take it that if the
Government could secure such conditions
as would conserve to this State the
privilege which we at present enjoy
through the operation of our State
Savings Bank they would be quite pre-
pared to hand it over.

Hon. Frank Wilson:, What did the
Minister for Lands go over for ?

Mr. Munsie : Not to get a seat on
the'T-Inter- State Commission.

Mr. PRICE: He went over to see if
he could secure from the Federal Govern-
ment such conditions as would warrant
him in allowing the bank to be trans-
ferred.

Hon. Frank Wilson: Just so; he
was going to hand it over.

The Attorney General: On conditions
fair to the State.

Mr. PRICE : He was going to hand
it over on conditions which would
secure to the State the same benefits
from the Commonwealth Bank as those
we enjoy unider the operation of the
bank by the State Government.

Hon. J. Mitchell: What are the
conditions wanted ?

Mr. PRICE: As the hon. member
well knows, at the present time, through
the operation of the Savings Bank we are
able to use its funds for the financing
of our A~ricultural Bank, and we desire
that the same object shall be attained
if the Savings Bank is handed over to
the Commonwealth, and the transfer
will only be agreed to by the present
Government if that condition is granted.

Hon. J. Msitelll :T1 What about the
future deposits?

Mir. PRICE: That condition applies to
future deposits. The exact terms of the
conditions I am not aware of, but the main
point I desire to snake is that certain heon.
members went throughout this State
telling the people that the Government
intended handing over the State Savings
Bank to the Commonwealth, when they
well knew that that proposal had been
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turned down by the Governent and
that all negotiations had lapsed.

Hon. J. Mitchell: In May of this
year ?

Mr. PRICE: Before the Federal
elections took place.

Hon. Frank Wilson: It had not been
turned down because the Minister for
Lands said on his return from Melbourne
that he would not disclose the nature
of his negotiations.

Mr. PRICE : Probably, in view of
the fact that first of all members opposite
denied that they ever made the state-
mnents that the present Government were
the cause of the depression, and that
the Premier could not get his loan be-
cause of the policy of the Government,
and also in view of the fact that they
alleged that the present Government
handed the Savings Bank over to the
Commonwealth. they will now deny that
they or their supporters have quite
recently been howling in Western Aus-
tralia about the alleged organised fraud
and impersonation carried out by the
Labour party in connection with the
Federal elections.

Mir. Munsie: They struck a beautiful
marc a nest.

Mr. PRICE: But now an enquiry has
been held by their own Liberal Govern-
ment--probably as the Leader of the
Opposition was in Melbourne at the
time the matter was dealt with he may
know something of the facts connected
with the case-we find that practically
nothing of the kind has occurred. So
far as the reports up to date go, un-
doubtedly no organised fraud took place
and in every instance it has been said
that the supposed impersonation may
be possible of reasonable explanation.
Now I desire to touch thoroughly
upon the railway policy of the present
Government. We were told by the
Premier a few days ago something of
the intention of the Governiment in
connection with the opening up of the
South-West. I wish to say here that
I am. more concerned with the openDig
up of that portion of the Stat- than the
opening up of any other part of Western
Australia, because it is my firm and
honest conviction that when we people

the South-west portion, we shall be at
the commencement of such an era of
prosperity as has hitherto been unknown
in our State. To-day we are importing
over li million pounds worth of bacon,
hams, cheese, wheat, bran, Pollard,
Potatoes, onions, and other agricultural
products, the whole of which could ad
would be produced in the south-western
portion of the State if this land were
thrown open and we had the people here
to develop it. I readily admit that the
main need at the present time is popu-
lation ; we require people more than
anything else, but there is also need for
the opening up of that country by rail-
ways. Unlike the great wheat-growing
belts of this State, roads ar-e very costly
in the South-west and the amount of
money which it would be necessary to
spend on roads for the proper opening
up of the South-west might be largely
used in the construction of railways.
May I express my regret that the Gov-
ernment last year saw fit to stop the
work which was being done on the Den-
mark-Nornalup Inlet road, which was
essentially a pioneering road and con-
sbructed chiefly for opening up the land
between Denark and that inlet. The
member for Northam knows something
of what travelling there meant before
the road was in existence, and I regret
that last year the work on this road was
stopped. I am to-day in possession
of information to the effect that a very
large quantity of the timber cut and
made ready for the construction of
brifges and culverts is either destroyed
by fire or washed away by floods. And
an enormous length of earth works on
the road has been washed away. Had
the road been completed this would not
have occurred. When the timber was
procured the bridges and culverts should
have been built, and the timber should not
have been left lying on the roadside until
bush fires destroyed it or floods washed
it away. However, that by the way.
The great need of the South-west is a
comprehensive railway scheme which
will opten up the whole of that country,
and only a couple of days age the Pre-
mier, in reply to a deputation, announced
that the Government have such a policy
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in hand at the present time. I hope
they will persevere with it, and that
before the close of the present session
we shall hear from the Government that
some definite schemne has been adopted
for the opening up of that country.

Hon. J. Mitchell : Hear, hear! It is
absolutely necessary, and ought to be
carried out at once.

Mr. PRICE : I am pleased that at
last I have struck a theme that meets
with the approval of my hon. friend ;
it is not often that we are in accord.
On this subject I know I ought to re-
ceive the support of the member for
Northamn (Hfon. J. Mitchell), because he,
together with myself, recognises the
difficulties existing in that district for
would-be settlers. A comprehensive
railway scheme would not only make
the timber supply available, but would
make it possible for settlers to follow up
the railway and get on to the land.
Just here there is another matter which
should receive the attention of the
Government in regard to the opening
up of the vast swamp land right around
the south-western portion of this State.
I refer particularly to the limo deposits.
Those have been talked about by the
previous Government, and unfortunately
their successors in office are continuing
to talk about them too and no action has
been taken so far as we are aware. The
es-Minister for Lands, the member for
Northarn, had this matter brought under
his notice, and it has been brought under
the notice of the present Minister for
Lands- Reports have been sent in by
the responsible officers of the depart-
ment, but-

The Minister for Works:- And they are
waiting for the ninE one.

Mr. PRICE: And as the Minister
interjects, they are waiting for the next
Minister. In the meantime, while these
reports are awaiting consideration, the
farmers are unable to make the best use
of their land.

Hon- J. Mlitchell: Where are these
deposits ?

Mr. PRICE: Near Lake Clifton.
Hon. J. Mitchell : Never heard of the

Lake Clif ton deposits.

Mir. PRICE: Did the hon. member
ever hear of the deposits just out from
Denmark ?

The Mlinister for Works: You do not
expect him to know this State.

Mir. PRICE: There are enormous
lime deposits in the Albany district,
Lake Clifton, and not far from Denmark.

Hon. Frank Wilson: Why do not the
Government get to work on them ?

Mrx. PRICE: I hope that the reports
secured in connection with these lime
deposits will receive consideration, and
that the members of the Government
will not be so tardy in considering them
as they have been in connection with
some other matters to which I shall
refer before resuming ray seat.

Ron. Frank Wilson:- The Government
had better look cut now.

Mr. PRICE; There is undoubtedly
a great need for a cheap lime supply.
and this has been proved by the inves-
tigations of the experts of the Agricul-
tural department. They agree that
the great need of our swamp land in the
South-west is not so muck manure as
lime, and those settlers in thrp southern
portion of the State aud it the south-
western portion who are in a position to
procure lime have already found the
benefit of it, but unfortunately the price
of lime to-day is so high that only a very
small proportion of the settlers and
those in the best financial position are
able to take advantage of it. The
Government should undoubtedly take
early steps to provide this cheap lime
supply, so that the struggling settler may
be able to make the best use of his land.

Hon. J. Mitchell: Yes, help the
struggling settlers.

Mr. PRICE:- I am not greatly con-
cerned in regard to those settlers who are
in a good. sound financial position.

Hon. J. Mitchell:- They all want lime.
MUr. PRICE: Yes, hut unfortunately

the majority of those who settle in the
south-western and southern portions of
this State are men with very little capital
who go there in the hope of getting a
quick return from the land. Their
financial position prevents them from
taking up the large areas necessary to
go in for lucrative wheat production
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and they take up small areas where they
can grow potatoes, and other crops of a
similar nature. We have a very large
number of this class of settle- between
Torbay and Denmark, but particularly is
this the case in the Torbay district. Some
three years ago steps were taken by the
then Government to drain the Torbay
district, the draining of that district
being eventually carried out by the
department under the control of the
Minister for Works. Despite the fact
that a very large sum of money has been
spent on these drainage works, I have.
during the past few weeks, received
scores of letters setting forth the fact
that whereas in years past the settlers
at this time of the year were able to go
on to their land by opening up the sand
bar, this season, despite the fact that a
comprehensive drainage scheme has been
carried out, they have not been able to
get on to their land, and the flooding is
infinitely worse than it was before the
Works Department took this scheme in
hand. In the Torbay district, the scheme
for which was brought under the notice
of the department by the hon. member
himself, floodgates have been put in the
sand bar, with the result that the land
instead of being drained, is kept con-
tinually under flood water. Scores of
settlers are unable to cultivate their land,
and I ama now trying to secure emnploy-
meat for men who have been settled in
that district for years, but who are
suffering from the recent floods, as a
result of which they are now unable to
get on to their land because the drainage
scheme proved inoperative. These men
arc now looking for work in different
portions of the State and at the present
time I am endeavouring to procure work
for four of them. I have urged the
Minister to visit that district and see the
effect of this scheme for himself, and I
hope that in the very near future he
will do so, because in that portion of the
State we have undoubtedly one of the
finest potato districts in the whole of
Western Australia. Yet, to-day, the
settlers, with about three or four ex-
ceptions, are being forced out of that
district. There is only one other matter
to which I desire to refer, and that is

embraced in a series of questions which
on Tuesday I submitted to the inister
for Works, namely, the imuprovemient of
the harbour at Albany. I must ex-
press my regret that the 'Minister for
Works made an attempt to evade the
very definite and direct questions which
I submitted to him.

Hon. 'Frank Wilson, Did ho do that ?
The M1inister for Works: Never.
Mr. PRICE : On a perusal of the.Notice

Paper it will be found that No. I question
submitted by me to the Minister on Tues-
day last was-

Have plans and specifications pro-
viding for extensive harbour improve-
ments at Albany been prepared?
That is a definite, explicit, direct ques-

tion, to which a reply was given as
follows-

A comprehensive report has been
furnished to the Governmient by the
responsible officers.
Hon. Frank Wilson : What a6 shame t

You were not asking for a report.
Mr. PRICE: I simply wanted to-

know-
Hon. Frank Wilson: W~here are the

plans ?
Mr. PRICE:- I am not concerned as

to whether or not the Government are
in possession of a report. I presume, and
I might say I had the assurance of the
Minister for Works months ago, that the
Government had a report. The people
of Albany were informed by the Minister
for Lands that such a report was in
existence.

Mr. B. J. Stubbs; The hon. member
will have an opportunity of perusing
the file,

Mr. PRICE: I regret exceedingly
that the 'Minister having assured the
people of Albany both directly and
indirectly on several different occasions
that the plans for the harbour improve-
ment would be made available in the
very near future, I regretI say, to find
that at thle present stage all the satis-
faction I can get is that a report has
been received from the responsible officers.

The Minister for Works: It is not
fair ; it is a comprehensive report.
including plans, specifications, etcetera.
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Mr. PRICE: Then I regret that
that information was not included in the
reply given by the Minister to my
question.

Hon. Frank Wilson.- I think it is
shameful.

Mr. PRICE: If I am to take it that
a report includes plans and specifications
it is the first time that I ever heard
of the word embracing those things.

Hon. Frank Wilson: It is often done.
Mr. PRICE:. I notice that for once

the leader of the Opposition agrees
with the Minister for Works. Evidently
a fellow feeling makes them wondrous
kind. They have both been there;
they both know the little dodges, and
are able to sytnpathise with each other.
In drawing the attention of the Minister
to this matter, I think the time has
arrived when a definite answer should
be given. I have been continually urging
upon the present Government, as I
urged upon the previous Government,
the need for effecting improvements to
the harbour of Albany- The present
loader of the Opposition, when in office,
promised that such improvements should
be carried out.

Hon. Frank Wilson: So they would
have been if we had remained in office.

Mr. PRICE: Yet when the hon.
member went out of office it was found
that despite the fact that he had been to
Albany and had assured the people that
£200,000 would be spent on the harbour-

Hon. Frank Wilson: Are you sure7
Mr. PRICE: Yes.
Hon. Frank Wilson: You had better

turn it up.
Mr. PRICE: Despite the fact that

the hon. member had assured the people
that £20,000 or a sum approximating
it would be spent on harbour improve-
ments there--this statement was made
on the eve of the elections-when the
elections were over it was found that
there was no report in existence.

Hon. Frank Wilson: Plans were in
preparation, and pretty well finished too.

Mr. PRICE: It was found that the
present Government had to start de neo
upon the question, and although the
previous occupant of the office ot Minister
for Works had assured the people

that immediate action would be taken;
no provision whatever had been wade
for such action. Not only do I
regret the fact that so much delay
has recently occurred, but I deplore
the action of the Government in placing
upon the Estimates 12 months ago an
item of £.6,000 for harbour improvements
at Albany, and in the meantime have
done nothing whatever to carry out
those improvements. I do not intend
to deal further with this question at
the present juncture. Over and over
again promises have been wade--by
the Premier, by the Minister for Agricul-
ture, and by the Minister for Works
himself-that this work would be car-
ried out, and I sincerely hope that
in the very near future action will be
taken, because we cannot continue to
place reliance in the Government if
they, on their part, repeatedly make
promises which they know cannot, and
will not, be fulfilled. The only action
'which will cause confidence to be con-
tinued in the Government is the re-
demption of their promises made to
the people, no matter in what portion
of the State the people may reside.
It is distinctly unfair for the present
or any other Government, to make
definite promises to the people if they
do not intend that those promises shall
be fulfilled. In February last the Mlin-
ister for Agriculture assured the people
of Albany that immediately the Minister
for Works -returned from New Zealand
the plan setting forth improvements to
the harbour at Albany would be dealt
with, and the work placed in hand a
very few weeks after. Nothing, however,
has been done up to the present time.

Hon. Frank Wilson: Not a tap has
been done.

Mr. PRICE:. I say, Mrt. Speaker,
that when definite promises of that
character have been made some definite
steps should be taken to redeem those
promises. I do not intend to take up
any further time of hon. members in
dealing with this question. I refer to
it now, more particularly because of
the answers given to me by the Minister
for Works on Tuesday last, which
answers I am assured now did not convey
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what they were intended to convey.
The Minister now says that plans and
specifications-

The Minister for Works: A com-
prehensive report.

Mr. PRICE:- I have the assurance
of the Minister that the term used in
connection with my question means
plans and specifications. Is the Minister
sincere or not ? Has he deliberately
misled a large number of the people of
this State in regard to this matter ?

The Minister for Works: I assure
you that I was sincere.

Mr. PRICE:- Does the Minister for
Works consider that it redounds to the
dignity of his position to belittle a claim
made on behalf of people who have been
continually suppressed in their laudable
desire to do their best for their portion
of the State ? If the Minister thinksa
he ought to belittle their claim let him
do it.

The Minister for Works: The hon.
member questions my sincerity ?

Mr. PRICE: I do not question the Mlin-
ister's sincerity in the way he believes,
but ask whether or not I am to accept
his assurance, because I have his printed
answer which certainly does not convey
what the Minister now states. This ans-
wer has gone forth to the people whomn
1 represent.

The Minister for Works: They are per-
fectly satisfied.

Mir. PRICE: They are so well satisfied
at the present moment that they are or-
ganising an indignation meeting in the
town. I do not intend to delay the House
further on this question. If it is one
which 'Ministers think should be dealt
with lightly then the consequence rests
with them. As soon as I am convinced
that Ministers are not sincere in this mat-
ter I have but one course open. I have
done my best. I have urged Ministers
to redeem their promises in this matter,
promises made not by one, but by three
Ministers.

The Minister for Works: And by the
leader of the 'Opposition previously.

Mr. PRICE: Up to the present those
promises have not been kept. If M1in-
isters cannot keep their promises I have,

in justice to the People I represent, but
one course open. I have endeavoured by
every means in my power to bring about
the work the people are desirous of see-
ing carried out, because they recognise,
and I recognise, that it is so much in the
interests of the State generally that these
harbour improvements should be given
effect to.

The Minister for Works: That is a
unanimous opinion-

M1r. PRICE: Then let us have it done.
Let the promises so repeatedly made be
fulfilled, and let it be shown to the peo-
ple that when promises are made by the
present Government, Ministers have every
desire to carry them out, and will do so.
So long as that is done I have no com-
plaint, but this matter has been held up
so long, and I have been made the subjecit
of so much deliberate misrepresentation
in regard to it, that I feel the time has
come when there should be no further mis-
representation.

Hon. Prank Wilson: Are you going to
the indignation meeting?

Mr. PRICE: That is a matter which
concerns not the hon. member, but myself.

lIon. Frnnk Wilson: I am very much
concerned about it.

Mr. PRICE: It is not a matter which
concerns the hon. member for Sussex. In
conclusion, Air. Stieaker, may I say that
I sincerely hope the present Government
-will continue the immigration policy which
has obtained right up to the present junc-
ture, and also that as a result of their
efforts, this State will continue to pro-
gress and prosper.

Mr, BROUN (Beverley) : In rising to
speak for the third occasion in this House
upon the motion for the adoption of the
Address-in-reply I would like to say that
I am not going to let the opportunity pass
without making a few remarks upon the
attitude adopted by hon. members in this
Chamnber in colouring their speeches with
a certain amount of personal insinuation.
I myself will certainly keep clear of it,
and I think hon. members should set a
better example by refraining on every oc-
casion from personal insinuation, more
especially those upon the Ministerial side
of the House.
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Mr. B. J. Stubbs: I thought you were
chastising your leader.

Mr. BROtIN: Nothing of the kind.
Mr. Mcflowell: It has all been from

that side.
Mr. BROtN: No it has not. Remarks

that have come from bon. gentlemen in
this Chamber are unworthy of them and
are degrading to their political life. The
electors of Western Australia should cer-
tainly take stock of those responsible for
these insinuations, and by all means turn
them down on each occasion when an elec-
tion comes round. By doing so they will
enable its to bare hon. members in this
House who will devote their time to the
business of the country instead of spend-
ing hours, days, and wveeks in doing noth-
ing else but passing insinuations from one
side of the House to the other.

Mr. Mcflowell: A beginning should be
made on the lion, member's side of the
House.

Mr. BROUN; The Premier, the 'Alin-
ister for Lands, and others have remarked
that those on this side of the House are
"the rabble known as the Liberal party,"
"atoms of humanity," and so forth, and
I think it is ill-becoming for any Minis-
ter of the Crown to make such remarks
iii any Chamber and pass such a reflection
on the Opposition. Although the Opposi-
tion are small in number, they represent
per head a much larger number of elec-
tors than do those on the Ministerial side
of the House. We have a perfect right
as an Opposition party to criticise the
socialistic undertakings of the Labour
Government and it is only right that we
should do so. At the same time, I am not
going to put all blame on the Mtinisterial
side of the House. I think we should
criticise them in their works without in-
dulging in any personal matters what-
ever, and in future I hope these will be
left alone by bon. members, so that we
can get right down to bed rock and en-
deavour to do some good for the country
and the people as a whole. In looking
at the Governor's Speech, I notice the re-
appearance of several Bills that were in-
troduced last session. I hope that when
they come before this Chamber those meas-
ures will be so modified that Ministers

will fin1d the Opposition party to a very
great extent assisting them in passing
most of those Bills. I am not in accord
with them all, naturally, but there arc
several of them that the Opposition paurty
supported last session that were passed on
to another place, and through a compro-
mise not being made by the Ministry, these
Bills were thrown out altogether, whereas
if there had been a compromise made, and
some arrangement come to, these Hills,
especially the Irrigation Bill, would have
been iii force to-day. I notice there are
no new railway Bills mentioned
in the Governor's Speech, but that
there is mention made of the
intention to re-introdnee the Bill
for the construction of the Esperance
line. In my opinion, the construction of
that railway is not warranted at the pres-
ent time, but as I shall have the oppor-
tunity when the Bill is introduced of
speaking on the subject I will refrain
from making any further reference to
it just now. We have heard it said in
many directions that the railways at the
present time are not paying, and that
there are a certain number of miles of
railway under construction which will
take some time to complete, and it has also
been pointed out by Ministers that some
of the agricultural railways already built
are not paying. There is not an bon.
member in this Chamber, I feel certain,
who will expect an agricultural railway
to pay from the outset, for the reason that
development does not take place until the
railway is actually running. The coun-
try is then settled, and those who are on
the land set to work and improve their
properties, knowing that there is a railway
which will take their produce to the mar-
ket. It is only natural, therefore, that it
should take two or three years, or p~erhaps
longer, before agricultural railways be-
come paying propositions. It must he
realised by all that that is so because it
has been proved to be the case in the
pest. In mentioning that the railways are
not paying propositions we must take
into consideration the fact that the un-
skilled hands in the seirvice have received
an increase in wages amounting to a large
suim.
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'Mr. Dwyer: Would you take from them
that extra is. a day?

Mr. BROUN: I would not take it away
from those who are worthy of it, but I
do not eonsider that all the unskilled
hands were entitled to receive it.

'Mr, Lander: Do you not think that they
should all get 9s. a day?

Mr. BROUN: The hon. member would
like to give them 10s. or 15q. a day wvith-
out considering the state of the finance.

Mr. Lander: No, I would give them a
fair wage.

Mr. BROTJN: In referring to land
settlement, which has been alluded to by
the ilininster for Lands and others, and
the association of deferred rents to the
deficit, I will give credit where it is due.
I admit that the Government have been
doing a considerable amount in that direc-
tion. They have assisted the settlers in
many wvays but anly other Government
would have been compelled to do likewise
if they had been placed in the same posi-
tion. It was owing a great deal to the
bad season of the year before last that
the settlers found themselves in financial
difficulties and they had either to be
helped by the Government or leave the
land. I will not admit for a moment that
the deficit is entirely owing to the assist-
ance given to the farmers. I am not
going to refrain from mentioning the
socialistic enterprises which have been
undertaken by the Government.

Mr. Lander: Do you not want to see
the small squatter assisted?

Mr. BROUN: The Government are
playing into the hands of the big squat-
ters and the small man is no better off
to-day than he was before the advent of
the State steamers.

Mr. Gardiner: That is not so.
Mr. BROUN: It is so, according to the

evidence which was given the other day.
I would like to refer to the assistance
which has already been given to the
settlers in the dry areas. There are a
number of them who should receive even
greater assistance from the Minister for
Lands in the direction of a reclassification
of the lands which they have taken up, to
the extent of bringing the values down
to something like a reasonable figure.

Hon. W. C. Angwin (Honorary Min-
ister) : Who put on those values?

Mr. BROUN: I am going to admit,
and it has also been admitted by others,
that the values placed on those lands were
too high, anid there is no reason because
the late Minister for Lands overvalued
many of those areas, why the Government
Dow in power should refrain from making
a reclassification.

[31r. M1cDowall took the Chair.]
Hon. W. C. Angwin (Honorary M'sin-

ister) :The late Minister will not admit
that they have been over-valued.

Mr. BROUN : Undoubtedly they are
over-valued, and one has only to go to
those parts to find out that such is the
case. It has always been my opinion
that land valuations should be regular.
In opening tip a new area the Govern-
mnent should classify that land and put on
it a value according to the classification.
In regard to the classification, I would
have three classes of land, first, second,
and third, and poison leases.

Hon. Frank Wilson: Has that not been
done?

Mr. BROUN: In opening up new areas
the Government should never ask more
than 10s. per acre.

Hon. Frank Wilson: For the best land?
Arr. BROUN: For all the land divided

into three classes there should be a fixed
value, and we should let people take it
up under conditional purchase clauses at
6d. per acre per annum. It was men-
tioned only a few moments ago by the
member for Albany that we have millions
of acres of land already surveyed and
four hundred millions of acres of land
suitable for settlement.

Mr. Underwood: Where is it?
'Mr. BROUN: If the bon. member had

been in his place in the House when the
statement was made he would have heard.
In referring to the values which I con-
sider should be put on the land, I do so
because I think that if my idea were
carried out everyone in the State would
be treated in the same manner. We must
remember that all the old settled areas
were taken up under the conditional p~ur-
chase clauses at 10s. per acre, and while
I admit that the country is prospering,
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and that the value of land is going tip,

at the same time I will advocate and will
always consider that the Government
should not value first-class land at more
than 10s. per acre. I have been asked
the question that if this were done, where
would the State obtain its revenue.

Hon. Frank Wilson: That would des-
preciate all values.

Mr. BROUN: It would .not in my
opinion. The Government always have
the option of binding settlers down to
carry out certain improvements and we
have now on our statute book the Land
and Income Tax Bill. The land tax will
undoubtedly deal with all the land in these
areas and they can be valued according
to the valuation of land throughout West-
ern Australia. Even at the present time
there are many selections which are being
taken up at 10s. an acre while others
have had to pay up to 27s. 6d. for land
of a similar quality. The valuations can
be made on this land according to the
improvements and the Government can
obtain their revenue in that direction.
Whilst on the subject of the land question
I would like to refer particularly to rail-
ways in the district which I represent,
and one railway particularly, the Yillirnin-
ing-Kondinin extension. As hon. mem-
bers know, the Wickepin-Merredin line,
which has been a burning subject in this
House is already completed, and there-
fore it would be fruitless for me to say
anything about it.

Hon. Frank Wilson: * Not completed
right throughi

Mr. BROUN: Yes. I consider that the
Government should push on the Yiflimin-
ing-Kondinin railway as speedily as pos-
sible. The matter has already been referred
to by the member for William-Naa-rogin,
and I agree with him that it is most
essential that this line should be speedily
constructed in order to serve those settlers
in that eastern area who are practically at
the end of their tether. With one or two
exceptions, they went on to the land with
a limited amount of capital and railway
communication was actually promised
them, even before they took up the land.
They have been waiting for this line for
.years, and it seems to me from the answers
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the 'Minister for Works gave to my pies-
tions yesterday that it will be somne time
yet before these people will receive rail-
way communication. I regret very much
that this is likely to he the ease, because I
feel certain that a number of these settlers
will not be there when the railway goes
through. The 'Minister for Works is so
vague in his replies that one is at a loss
to know even when the railway is likely
to be started. The survey has not yet
been made and I believe the Yillimining-
Kondinin line itself has hardly been
started, although the Government pro-
mised it would be started last March and
pushed on as speedily as possible. I hope
that the Ministry will do their best to
assist the settlers by hurrying on with the
construction of this railway, and I hope
that the Minister for Lands will take into
consideration the advisableness of re-
classifying that area and bringing it down
to the same basis as selections in other
parts of Western Australia. I would
also like to refer while on the rural
topic, to that great belt of country on
the west side of my electorate. That
is the Dale District. Only a short time
ago the Minister for Works made an in-
spection of that district, and I feel certain
he recognises that railway communication
should be given to those settlers on the
west side of Beverley. We find they are
very much in the same position as those
settlers in the Eastern areas, with the es-
sential difference that they are a little
more fortunate in respect to rainfall. Al-
though these settlers have been there for
a number of years they have been and still
arc carting up to- 40 miles to a railway.
They are fairly sound financially, and I
think they have paid up all their rents,
and owe practically nothing. This speaks
well for the district, and surely the Gov-
ermnent should take into consideration the
building of a line through there, more es-
pecially as it would serve to couple up
the Great Southern with Armadale, and
so shorten by a considerable distance the
railage of thie wheat from the Great
Southern district.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order!
When the M1inister for Mines and the
Government Whip, the leader of the Op-
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position and the member for Northbam
shall have finished their respective con-
versations the hon. member will be able to
resume his speech.

Mr. BROUN: Thank you, Mr. Deputy
Speaker. Now, I would like to refer to
one or two little matters connected with
the settlement in that eastern area. The
only serious pests down there are the wild
dogs. Quite recently I received a letter
from a number of settlers in the district,
and I understand that most of them have
had to sell their sheep on account of the
destruction caused by the wild dogs. I
believe the rabbit-proof fence is now be-
ing innile dog and fox-proof by the de-
pariment; if this is the case T think the
Government might well take into consi-
eration that rich area lying this side of
the fence and] see if it is not possible to
increase the bonus on the dogs in ord-er
that their extermination might he has-
tened. 1 am well aware that a fair
amount is paid in bonuses to-day;, but
there is not the sligbtest doubt that the
provisions of the Act have been infringed
on many occasions by those who destroy
dogs. and, skinning them, make up the
skins into a number of tails, so that in-
stead of being paid for one dog they are
paid for a dozen or more. Several eases
of this sort have been known. Although
T have not taken the trouble to look into
the law, I believe there is in the Act
special provision against this offence by
making those claiming the bonus produce
the whole skin. Of course that does away
with the difficuilty at once, but T think
this; is a matter which, in justice to the
settlers, the Government' should give spe-
cial consideration to, by increasing the
bonus on the dogs. If it were decided
to treat the district as a special case, the
boundary could easily be defined this side
of the rabbit-r roof fence. -where the floogs
are so destructive, and I feel ceranin it
would not be many years -before the pest
was eradicated altogether. Sheep are a
factor necessary to sucespsful farming.
Sheep and cultivation must be combined
to make farming profitable, and therefore
I think settlers should be given every en-
coneement to carry sheep. At the Pre-
sen1t time, although the settlers are hold-

ing a number Of acres Ltncleared and un-
utilised, they have not a head of stock on
their property, and if bon. members would
go along there they would find those set-
tlers living on tinned meat instead of
being able to live upon meat produced on
their holdiiigs. Now, I want to refer to a
matter already mentioned this evening by
the member for Williams-Narrogin (Mr.
E. B. Johnston), namely, the bulk hand-
hugo of wheat. 1 am pleasedl to see that
a hoard Of inqJuiry has been appointed to
consider the bulk handling of wheat. I
think the time has arrived for the Govern-
ment to take this question in hand, and
to do all they possibly can to assist the
farmer in exporting hulk wheat at as low
a cost as possible. Thle farmers have to
take advantaze of every opportunity to
place their wheat on the market at the
lowest possible cost. I admit tlat the
mnetiorl of handling bulk wheat is a very
costly one, but, nevertheless, sooner of
later it must he taken in hland. T must
congratulate the Miister for Railways on
the splendid manner in which he handled
the harvest over the railways last season.
I think there were very few complaints.

Mr. Foley: You are throwing quite a
lot of boquets.

71r. BROUN: Only where they are due.
I heard of very few complaints during the
past year in respect to the railways, and
from my own experience I think the whole
of the settlers in my electorate, and those
around it, were perfectly satisfied with
the manner in which their wheat was
handled. We had no difficulty whatever,
on most occasions, in securing our trucks,
and very little de-lay in transit. I admit
we did have a few delays at first; but it
was not the fault of the Miinister or the
responsible officers at this end, and after
the matter was mentioned to those respon-
sible nearest to the sidings, things were
soon rectified and -we had no trouble at
all. It is a refreshinz pleasure for the
farmers to find no difficulty in this direc-
tion, because in the na-st we have exoeri-
enced the utmost difficulty in obtaining
trucks, and on many occasions wheat has
been stacked at the sidings and, very
often, a lnrze percentane of it destroyed
by rain or by stock. I hope that it will

not bevrIong before the bulk handling
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system is in 'agl- e in this country; more
espiecially do I support it on the ground
that it will relieve us of the necessity of
bi 'i ig our bags in the Calcutta market.
we all know that tile price of jute gootts
is very high just now. We have to pay
up to 7d. and Sid. per bag for the bagging
of our wheat, and in some instances I
have known of small farmers paying up
to 9d. per bag to bag their wheat and get
away. This is a very great disadvantage
to the wheat grower, especially -when he
's exporting; it amounts practically to 2d.
or 3d. per bushel for the bags. I admit
that those who get in early are able to
obtain bags at from Gl~d. to 7d., but
those fortunate people are the men who
are able to pay the cash, and who are in-
deed better able to pay a bigger price
than the small settler who has to wait
until near the end of the season before
giving his order because he has not the
cash to pay for the goods. the result being
that he then has to pay 9d. On top of
this we found last year another difficulty
in obtaining overseft freight. The in-
crease in freights last year amounted to
the large sumn of 31% d. per bushel; that,
together with 2d. or 3d. for bags, is a
ther large amount to be deducted froem

teprice the farmers receive for their
wheat. Therefore, it will he seen that
the adoption of the bulk handling system
of wvheat will be a very great advantaze
to the settlers, and I hope this great pro-
blem will be undertaken by the Govern-
ment as soon as possible. and that they
will see their wvay clear to establish ele-
vators at Frenmantle. I did not intend to
touch upon matters in regard to the Farm-
ers' and Settlers' Association this even-
ing, nor would I have clone so had] it not
been for the remarks made by the member
for Williams-Narrogin. who stated that
the Farmers and Settlers' rart vwas
going to swallow up t he Liberal rar-tv. I
may say right away that in my opnion
the farmers and settlers have no such in-
tention. neither have they any hope. I am
confident of that. I feel certain they have
no intention whatever of swallowing- up
the Liberal party. or even of playing spits
with them. No doubts hon. members on
the Ministerial side arc a little bit afraid
of the Farmers and Settlers' party, be-

cause we all feel, and many of us are
absolutely confident, that as coming events
often cast their shadows before, so it is
certain that some members on that side
of the House will be missing after the
next election.

The Minister for Mines: That was
a serious charge made by a prominent
member of the association when lie said
that the Liberals were not sincere.

7%r. DROUN : Tt was not made by a
prominent member of that association, as
far as I know, and I doubt wvhether the
gentleman himself knew what sincerity'
meant. The member for Wifliams-Narro-
gin also referred to the Government
machinery works, and he declared that
the farmers would be able to obtain
cheaper and better agricultural imple-
ments than they were getting to-day. In

my' opinion they will do nothing of the
sort. The Government machinery works
will he a la the State Steamship Service;
there is not the slightest doubt about
that. And the Government will be show-
ing the same amount of deficit on this
new prospect, as they are showing on
their socialistic scheme known as the
State Steamship Service.

Mr. Underwood :Do von think the
settlers in the North-West wvant the
steamers knocked off ?

Mr. BROIIN :No. not the big settlers,
because the steamers are being run ab-
solutely to suit them, nti no to suit
the small settlers.

Ifr. R. B. Johnston : But you hope
that the implement wrorks will be a sute-
cess

Mr. BROL'N : Certainly I do, but I
have my doubts about it, because the
farmer is going to buy a machine accord-
ing to its wvorth, and the Government will
have to secure royalties and patents to
manufacture good rmchinery.

The Minister for Works :We have
got them already* .

Mr. BliOtN : And unless they are
able to get those patents it will be im-
possible for them to produce a machine
that will find favour with the farmers.
The farmers go for the best article,
and it pays them to do so--the most
efficient article, the article that will take
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the most ground off during the eight
hours it is working, and the article that
will last the longest. Instead of the
Government starting machinery works in
nur State it would have been better had
they negotiated with the Federal Govern-
ment to have the protective duty taken
off harvester machinery and so have
brought the price down.

The Minister for Mines :Your Liberal
Government in the Federal Parliament
,will do it now.

Mr. BROUN : It is useless for them
to do it now that the State Government
have undertaken to start State machin-
ery works. 1 do hope the venture will
be a success, but, as I said before, I have
ny doubts, because it is certain the Gov-

ernment will have a big problem be-
-fore them, and they will realise that
,such is the case before they have run the
works for very long. There will be a
number of farmers who are not in a
position to pay cash to other merchants
for good machinery, and the Govern-
ment will have all the settlers in poor
circumstances obtaining machinery for
which in most cases the State will not
be paid.

The Minister for Mines :You are not
impugning the honesty of the settlers,
are you?7

Mr. BROUN : Not by any means, but
we have often heard machinery agents
sa , that in many cases farmers purchase
machines and at the end of the term
when they are supposed to pay, through
circumstances unforeseen, they are not
able to meet their obligations, and the
agent has to take the machinery back
without the purchase price having been
paid. Of course, a certain amount has to
be paid down, but that is nothing to the
damage that has been done to the
machine. I notice that during the past
year a large amount has been spent on
workers' homes. That is very gratify-
ing indeed, and I do not want hon. mem-
bers on the Government side to think
that I am objecting to them spending
money- on workers' homes. I say it is
very pleasing, and goes to show that even
the workers are not in sympathy with
the little pet baby of the Minister for

Lands. non-alienation of Crown lands,
for in nearly all these instances the
workers' homes have been built on free-
hold property. That proves that the best
policy for any Government to adopt is
to grant the freehold to all those who
require laud. Another matter which I
wish to speak on is that of State flour
mills. This was one of the planks on the
platform of the Labour party when they
first came into power, and we heard
that they were going to build State
flour mills in many districts throughout
the State.

Mr. E. B. Johnston: They are badly
wanted.

Air. BROUN: Undoubtedly, but so far
the C overnment have not built one, and
I would like to know what their intention
is in this regard.

The Minister for Mines: I thought
you were opposed to State enterprise.

Mr. BROUN: So I am, but at the same
time, when the Government adopt a
policy and tell the people about it, I
would like to see them carry it out. My
reason for advocating the building of
State flour mills was that I anticipated
a mill being built in my electorate, be-
cause it is one of the best agricultural
districts on the Great Southern railway,
and I feel that if a State mill is built
in that centre it will be a paying propo-
sition.

Mr. Underwood: What about State
brickworks I

Mr. BROL'N: I do not want any bricks.
f would also like to call the attention of
the Government to the matter of grants
to roads boards for roads leadin~r to rail-
way' s in newly settled areas. T believe
the Minister for Works already has a
scheme before him in that connec-
tion, and I hope he will do his
best to have good roads made so
as to enable those settlers who
are beyond the 121'2-miles radius to reach
the railways without any difficulty. The
Minister for Works has informed mec that
durine the session a new Roads Bill
will come before Parliament. This
measure is absolutely necessary, because
the existing Act should have been amended
in many directions long ago. I am pleased
to see that the department is giving credit
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to those boards to whom credit is due,
in the form of extra assistance where they
have put a fair valuation on their land.
In the past there have been certain grants
to roads boards, irrespective of whether
they were striking a fair rate or not,
and I think it is only fair to those boards
which are striking a fair rate and patting
a fair valuation on the land, that they
should have greater consideration from
the department than those which are
striking only a nominal rate. If the roads
boards like to rate lip to the maximum
they will get the full amount from the
Government without any penalty being
imposed upon them. Whilst on the sub-
ject of rating, I would like to refer to
Government estates. The Avondale
estate, situated in the Beverley roads
board district, is a property from which
the board at one time obtained a large
amount in rates. At the present time the
Government are carrying a considerable
quantity of wheat over the roads in the
direction of Beverley, and are doing a
good deal of damage to the roads, but
the board receives no compensation,
neither is it able to rate this Government
estate. I do not mean to urge that
Government property should be rated in
every direction, but where a farm is pur-
chased by the Government and it is not
intended to be sold, it should be rated the
same as any other property in the dis-
trict. In regard to immigration, it has
been stated by the menmher for Albany
that to a great extent the farmer-employer
is responsihle for the unemployed in the
city. I desire to say that the statement
is not correct. As I have already stated,
there are a number of immigrants com-
ing to the country who are supposed to
be experienced farm hands, but who
know, absolutely nothing at all about
farming in this country. I am pleased to
see that immigrants are still pouring into
the State, and I hope they will continue
to come, but I certainly' think that the
Agent General should be more cautious
in selecting the immigrants, and not send
out unreliable hands who go t6 him and
say they are farm hands, but who, on

arrival here, show that they know nothing

about farming.

Hon. W. C. Angwin (Honorary Minis-
ter) :There are very few of them.

Mr. BROUN: I have had experience
of them. I admit that a number of the
immigrants who come to Western Aus-
tralia are only too willing to learn, and
it does not take them long to learn how
to go to work on a farm. Hut it has
been said by different speakers that the
farmers are taking advantage of these
men by offering them a wage of 10s. a
week. No farmer with any experience or
common sense would ever adopt such an
attitude, because it never pays to put
an inexperienced hand on machinery.
Hon. members must admit that, and it is
only in few cases that a wage of 10s. per
week is paid to immigrants. I do nob
know of one immigrant who is receiving
less than f-i per week on a farm, and
those are men who do clearing and other
outside work besides the ordinary farm
work.

Mr. Underwood: How is it you do not
get good men on the farms7' Because
you will not pay good wages.

Mr. BROUN: We do get them.
Mr. Underwood: Again and again you

cannot get them.
Mr. BROUN: Because they are not

here to get.
Air. Underwood: Because you will not

pay them good wages.
Mr. BROOK: They are not numerous

enough in the State. Does the lion, maem-
ber wish to infer that the farmer should
pay Ss. a day to men totally inexperienced
and put them on machinery to which they
might do £C100 worth of damage in one
day? Many of them are receiving 8s.
per day, and hou sing, and are allowed
to keep fowls for which they are pro-
vided with feed. No farmer refrains from
paying a good wae to a man who is
worth it, but it does not pay the farmer
to offer good wages unless the men are
experienced. It is very seldom one sees
a good man leave a farm, because the
farmer would sooner increase the man's
wages than lose his services. According
to the Speech, a Land and Income Tax
Hill is to be introduced again this year,
and while-it is necessary for the Govern-
ment to obtain as much revenue
as they possibly can, I hope they
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have no intention of increasing the
taxation on land. It seems to me
a miost iniquitous thing that thle
Federal Government liould be allowed
to impose a second tax on land in this
country. There should be some arrange-
went between the State and the Federal
Governments to do away with the Federal
land tax, and to allow the State Govern-
mnent to have the benefit of thle revenne
which the Commonwealth is now receiv-
ing. If it is their intention to break; up
large estates, as it is undoubtedly is,
the State Government should have that
extra penny Per pound imposed on es-
tates valued at £5,000 and upwards, and
though the owner would have to pay the
same amount of tax he would know that
the State Government insteadI of the
Federal Government were receiving the
revenue. Whilst there are a number of
large holders who object to paying the
Federal tax, they would not object if
they knew that the revenue was to be
spent in the State.

Hon. W. C. Angwiu (Honorary MAinis-
ter) : No Federal Government will give
up ny money they once get hold of.

A3W. BROUN. I do not wish to delay
the House any longer, but I do hope that
during the coming year wve wvill have a
bountiful harvest, and I feel certain that
with all the socialistic legislation, the big
deficit that has been piled tin by the
Government at present in power to the
tune of something like L190.000 per
ainnum-with all these difficulties, the re-
sources of the country are so great that
we shall still continue to prosper. And
T sincerely hope that the Government wil
do their utmost during thie next financial
year to cut down expenditure sufficiently
to reduace considerably the dleficit that is
now showing. I feel certain that with
a little care this can be done, and it is
only right that the farrnlinw commuinityv
or those holding land in Western Aus-
tralia should be alarmed at the state of
affairs, because it is undoubtedly the land
holder in the State who will 'hare to pay
the taxes in the end. Therefore, we have
reason to complain of the different social-
istic enterprises undertaken by the Govr-
ernment, and I hope that they will 'o
slowly, and only uindertake those good

works which are necessary for the pro-
gress and welfare of our State.

Mr. FOLEY (Leonora): We are told
somewvhere that there is nothing new
uinder the sun. Each and every one of the
members who has spoken onl the Address-
in-reply has endeavoured to bring in some-
thing that hie considered newv to the argu-
ments already advanced during- the course
of this debate, but thle bon. gentleman who
has just resumed his seat, to my mind,
certainly brought in something new, or
at least lie has given the ease away from
the Liberal stanldpoint, as regards the
cause of the deficit in this State. W\hen
the member for Pilbara interjected about
the State agricultural implement works
being a success or otherwise, the member
for Beverley said the Government would
not make a sneceess of them-although he
trusted that they would-because the
poorest class of settler, the man who is
in need of money, and who is in strenuous
circuimstances would lhe coming to the
Government and the Government would
go to his assistance, and by so doing
would pauperise this State to a very
great extent-

Hon. J. Mitchell: 'Why make a song
about it q

Dir. POLEY: There will be something
to make a song about when I mention
that if this condition of affairs w'ill be
brought about by the State manufacture
of implements, which is really socialistic,
how much more so has it happened as
far as farmers are concerned in re~gard
to the use they made of the Agricultural
Ranik during thle recent dry season.
When thle farmers were not in a position
to pay bark the mnoney advanced to them
and in fact practically forced on them by
the Associated banks of Western Aus,-
tralia, they went to the State institution.
the Agricultural Hank, the conditions of
which were liberalised by the present
Government. The position is that in con-
sequence of the associated banks closinz
down on those in need of money the Gov-
ernment came to their assistance to a
greater r-tent than has ever been the
case in 'Wes~tern Australia, and if thle
bon. gentleman bases his arguments on
the fact that the poorest men requiringE
agneofltural machinery under the best
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conditions will be able to obtain it under
State enterprise or socialism on the part
of the present or any other Government
then this socialism is thoroughly justified.

Jintend to touch at length upon only one
subject, namely that of mining, but be-
fore doing so, there are a few little things
which I wish to bring before the Chamber.
Although members have criticised each
other and party have criticised party arid
perhaps criticism has been indulged in
which has not redounded to the credit
of tile side from which it emanated, there
is criticism which legislators irrespective
of which side they are on have been
subjected to by gentlemen in this State
who should be and are beyond criticism,
I refer to the judges of the Supreme
Court. The judges are beyond criticism
and tiehtly so, but at the same time they
are. or should be, in their positions only
to administer the law as the legislators
give it to them to administer, and I con-
sider that as legislators our position
shovld he as high and honourable and free
from criticism by them as their position
is free from criticism by legislators. I
intend to say no mnore on that matter.
I know that a substantive motion is to
be moved in this House and perhaps the
whole thing will then be discussed, but
these in general are my opinions on the
question. A few nights ago I asked a
question in the House regarding the em-
ploynment of one of the members of the
Hanscurd staff. In opening this question
I wish it to be fully and completely un-
derstood that I have nothing against the
gentleman who was appointed or against
any member of that staff. There is no
doubt that at times the Hansard staff are
very good to bon. members. They have
been good to me, and they have made my
speeches sometimes such that I could
hardly recognise them-it has been' for
the hetter. We thank them for that, but
at the same time, I have beard it stated
inside this House and outside of it that
the State of Western Australia shouilt
have equal opportunity with the other
States. I have heard hon. members of
this Chamber say during this debate that
State rights should be their first consider-
ation. We believe in it, but there are

different ideas as to how those State
rights can be given effect to to the fullest
extent. Nevertheless if members are sin-
cere in their advocacy of State rights,
they will give me credit also for being
sincere. As far as the employment of a
member of the Hansard staff is concerned,
I know wve have men in Western Auts-
tralia fitted in every possible way to fill
tile position that was rendered vacant by
the resigniation of one of the members
of the staff. 1 recognise that this is
work at wbich the men have to serve a
long apprenticeship. They, have to he
men with a knowledge that is not pos-
sessed by many other men in this State,
hut I say distinctly that at the lime the
appointment of another man to our Han-
surd staff was necessary there was a
gentleman whom I knew was then resident
in Western Australia. and who was wil-
ling to submit himself for any examine-
tion before any juires or before any
hoard or before any experts in this work,
and if the results of the examination did
not prove satisfactory he would have been
ready to withdraw his application. I do
not wish to see Western Australia get any
advantage over any other State, because
I am all Australian first, and no man can
he a good West Australian without
being first a good Australian, bit
I hold that we should conserve our
State rights to this extent that our
men should have an equal opportunity
in filling ally position that might become
vaeant through movements consequent up-
on the Federal Parliament sending to
Western Australia for a man. The Fed-
eral position was advertised throughout
the length and breadth of Australia
and from dozens of applicants who comn-
peted for the position a member of the
Western Australian Hansard staff was ap-
pointed to fill it. If it is possible for the
Federal Government to find a man in
Western Australia good enough to take a
position oil the Federal Hansard staff, I
consider that it should be good enough for
the Government to exercise the State
rights principle to the extent of giving
Western Australians equal opportunity to
compete for any position locally that
might become vacant.
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[The Speaker resumed the Chair.]

Hon. W. C. Angwin (Honorary 2lin-
ister): The Government did not make the
appointment.

Mfr. FOLEY: 1 did not say that they
dlid. Wh'len I asked the question I asked
the information from the Printing Conm-
mittee. Parliament, and not the Govern-
ment, had the deciding of the question.
There is another matter that will be dis-
cussed at length, and according to the Gov-
ernor's Speech a Bill will he introduced
during the session dealing with the Fac-
tories Act. This is sadly needed in Western
Australia. There is a certain amount of
child labour that should not be employed
in our factories, there is a certain class of
adult labour that is objectionable and
there are also certain conditions that ob-
tain in our factories that 'we as legislators
should do our best to eradicate. If a man
or a women is forced to earn his or her
livelihood in a factory it should be the
duty of Parliament to see'that he or she
works under good conditions. If factory
employees have to work for eight hours
a day harm may be done to them which
may render them worse men or women for
the State unless we guard their welfare
and if we are going to build up Western
Australia as part of the Australian nation
we want to have good healthful people and
by baring good healthful people we can
expect to take our place among the other
States. I trust that when this measure
comes before the House members on bothi
sides will study it from the point of view
of how it will affect the nationhood of
Australia. T know the fate that some of
the same class of measures met with last
session, and I trust that there will not be
a repetition of it when this Bill is brought
down for consideration- There is another
measure which affects, not only the busi-
ness people of this State, hut also the home
life and the earning capacity of men, es-
pecially in remote districts. When the
Commonwealth Constitution was framed it
was decided that all weights and measures
should come under the legislation of the
Federal Government. They have not
taken themt over yet, nor do T know that
there is any intention on the part of the

Federal authorities to do so in the near
future, but until the Federal aovernment
do take over these matters it -vould he wise
even if it is socialistic, to devote atten-
tion to the regulation of weights and mea-
sures. If this were done instead of leav-
ing the matter in the hands of mu-nicipali-
ties as at present the Government would
secure profit for the Treasury and would
not only benefit the funds of the State,
hut would raise the purchasing value of
money received by men and women in the
shape of wages, It is computed by men
whvo know, men. who have been in this
trade all their lives, and who know every
part of a scale, how to test and how to
make scales and everything connected
with the use of scales that 90 per cent, of
those in use in the metropolitan area and
the areas in the vicinity of the metropolis
would not he allowed by the Board of
Trade of Great Britain. In Great Britain
all small goods, such as tea, tobacco,
etcetera, -must be weighed only on beam
scatles. I have had a demonstration dur-
ing the past few weeks of spring scales
that weigh, for instance, 1 ounces out so
that when a housewife buys a pound or
two pounds of meat or tea the indicator
would be right at the figure 0, and these
scales which can be manipulated by men
who know a little about them are being
used to the detriment of women when
spending the men's earnings for the neces-
saries of life. There is another phase of
this question. There are thousands of
scales in Western Australia that have
never been tested. A certain charge is
made by the municipality for the testing
of these scales, but in very few instances
have the men practical knowledge enough
to test them.

Mr. George: The city council of Perth
stopped the use of spring balances about
ten years ago; I do not know what they
are doing now.I

Mr. FOLEY: Yet it is computed that
ahout sixty per cent. of the scales in the
metropolitan area are spring balance
seal es. For that matter, there are thou.-
sands of scales used throuighout the coun-
try districts that have never been tested
since they were first purchased from the
maker. I saw one weight this -week -which,
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although it had been in ordinary use for
a term of only 18 months, was 2,
ounces out, and yet it bears the stamp
of the last man who tested it. Therefore,
hbon. members -will see that there is some-
thing in this question of weights and mea-
sures as affecting the pockets of the
poorer classes in this State. I am led to
believe on the same authority, 'which I
think cannot be doubted, that on one of
our mines in Collie at the present time,
where thbe men are paid for coal by weight,
-one of the scales -weighs lewt. on the side
of the mine as against the men. I am not
going to say for one moment that the mis-
take is alwvays on the side of the seller. In
this instance it is on the side of a com-
pany that get paid perhaps for coal that is
being weighed over a Government weigh-
bridge. If the coal company are getting
the advantage of lawt. in every ton of
coal hewn by the men, and get paid a fair
rate by having the coal weighed on the
Government scale, and they know it, then
there is no penalty or punisbment that
-would be too harsh for them.

Mr. George: Hear, hear.

Yr. FOLEY: With the lax methods
of municipal handling of weights and
in'asitres at phresent, it is just possible
that that stale- for 18 months is weighing
lo the advantage of the men and therefore
i'. q:'-ite as unjust and inequitable, I
believe the Attorney General has some
data on this question, and I trust that he
w;ill "we it. It is a question which affects
efich and ever' one of us alike. It affects
file 1-treliacing power of the sovereign,
a-d tlirre are too mnany of them knock-
inl aho'it in Western Australia among
tie wking eople. There is another
little nmattcr, and it relates to what the
lion. mnember for Pingdlly (Mr. Hanrper)
Qaid about labouir in this State. He
said labour is much more deficient now
than it was rears hack. T intend to touch
ii, on that a little later on. When thelhon.
rmenmher for Pinigellv sat dow-n the hon.
incrnhcr for Wagin (Mr. S_ Stubbs)
rn~ze in his; place and gave all the credit
for [he raisinix of the loan in London to
Ilie Agent General, and he put all the
blame and iicredit, if discredit there be,

of having a deficit in Western Australia,
at the feet of the present Government.

Mlr. Monger: Was not that quite right?
Mr. FOLEY: 'No, or I would not he

speaking on it at the present time. The
hon. member for Wag-in said we had a
good season lost year, that is when he
wanted to discredit the Government's ac-
tion in the matter of how they assisted
the farmers; but at the end of his speech.
when he wished to point out that his dis-
trict was requiring something, and
wanted his little part of Western Aus-
tralia to get something from the Govern-
ment, he said, "What did the Government
do when there was a drought in my elec-
torate last year?" If there was a drought
in the hon. member's electorate last year,
and he wanted Government assistance to
the extent he spoke of, then I contend he
was not fair in his criticism of the Gov-
ernment in accusing them of showing a
deficit, although having a good season.
Coming to the Subject of charities and
hospitals, I would like to say that I hope
the day will come when the wvord "ela-
rity" will be wiped clean oft the slate of
Australian polities, and that, if any as-
sistance is necessary, people wilt get it as
a right and not as a charity, but because
their manhood or womanhood in this
'State will entitle them to it. Still, while
we have need of charity, I am positive
we have never had a gentleman adminis-
teringth Med ical Department who has
done one-tenthi of -what the Honorary 'Min-
ister (Hon. WV. C. Aug-win) has done in
this respect. 'We find a gentleman, Mr.
Speaker, backed up by the Government-
because if lie did not have a sympathetic
Government hie could do nothing-we find
a gentleman whose actions have been the
means of keeping the home life of this
State more sacred than it Used to he
kept. If a man throug-h ill-fortune, sick-
riss, death, or some other cause is ren-
deredh incapable of keeping the home go-
ing, the wife or widow, as the ease might
be, lied to do her share towards main-
taing the children, but it is to the ever-
lasting credit of the Hon. W. C. Angwin
that those children arc being kept under
better conditions, are being kept at their
mother's knee, and if there is any senti-
menit or love at all in this life, then w-e
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realise that the 'bringing uip of children
at the mother's knee is a better scheme
than bringing then iup in a puic or
subsidised home, no muatter how coluch
that institution may be endeavour-
ig- to do its work. So far as

the hospitals, nre concerned, I know that
the Honorary Minister has a hard row to
hoe. Tn the mnetropolitan and closely
popula8ted centres, the people do practi-
cally nothing to keep their hospitals go-
'ug. If they do any such wrork it is most
likely a collection in the street, which is
not right, but in the remote districts the
people themselves do a great deal for their
hospitals. Two instances are the Sand-
stone and Leonora hospitals, to which has
been subscribed a great deal more money
than the Government subsidies amounted
to for their upkeep and the work
of helping indigent patients in the
district. in the metro politan area the
people have greater facilities, and there is
a board in eon nection wvith the most im-
portant hospital in the State. They are
not to my mind serving the best interests
of the State, as they should do, instead of
wrangling at almost every meeting. They
never seem desirous to do anything for
themselves but decide that the good old
Government hatve to do the lot. The Hlon-
orary Minister (Hon. W. C. A-ngwin) has
in many eaises been of assisstaanee to the
hospitals. When the Hon. J. D. Connolly
was Colonial Secretary in a previous Gov-
ernment. and retrenchment was needed in
Western Atistralia. the first direction in
which he showed his teeth wvere Ithe hos-
pital subsidies. the very hospitals that
were doin- a little to help themselves.
That gentleman said that if they were
doing a little to help themselves, he would
force them to do more. The Honorary
Minister in the present Government has
dove a great deal, but I am sure that more
will he wanted, and if so I trust that it
will he forthcoming to those hospital comn-
mittees who are endearonrinng to help
themselves. The hon. member for 'Moore
(Hon. ft. B. Lefroy) said be believed a
great deal of nnrest and some of the defi-
cit was caused hr the fact that the Gov-
ernment went in for dlay labour and niever
did anvthine by contract- This has for
many yearsa been a subject that one could

argne upon, but when we get d]owii to true
economies one never knows how it is going
to pan out. Some men have grown rich
on the contract system, but how many
workers have grown rich on it? The em-
ployers, hare grown rich, those who do
comparatively nothing, although I admit
that a man must have brains and ability
for coniracting, but it cannot be claimed
that this alleged ability is of vastly
greater importance than the life blood and
brawn of the men who do the hard work.

Mr. Monger: We have heard that tale
told very frequently.

Mr. FOLEY;- You will hear it more fre-
quently. I think the people of this State
recognise thle Government are endeavotir-

a to do something on this question.
Under the contract system if a little road
job has to he done and six men undertake
it, they take it on by contraet.
The six men reap the benefit of
their labouir through the extra strength
Providence has provided them with,
but when a contractor takes this
work, how doe hie carry it outl
Hie carries it out by day labour.
The hon. member said that he gets better
work done; he does in some instances, I
grant that, and I wish to use that as an
argument why some of the day' labour
work of the prevent Government is not
being carried out under such, advantageous
conditions as the Government would wish.
The hon. member said in effect that they
get better wvork. How? The supervision
might he better. With a fair knowledge
on this question T say that the mlen in
charge of some of the works which are
being (lone by dlay labour nre not giving
thle Government a fair deal. There are
many men in charge of these jobs who
are diametrically opposed to the day
labour systemn nd who are doing their
hest to see that it is not zoing to he made
a sucecess. These are thie men who are
beinst paid by the Gjovernment to super-
vise the work. The cause is one thing;
we want the effect. I say tlhnt the cure
for the complaint will he that if a Glov-
ernnment believes in day labour, it should
have the right to sack those men who are
not giving them a fair deal.

Mr. Mfonger: Why don't you?
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Y r. FOLEY: Because past Govern-
meuss have been of the same political
opijous as the hon. member, and because
they' were allowed to remain too long on
thi.- side of the House, and many of the
gentlemen to whom I have referred are
great friends of those who were in power
and -were in their confidence to a great
extent. That is why the present Adminis-
tration have not been getting a fair deal.
As far as the Civil Servicae are concerned
-- and these muen to whom I have been
referring are practically civil servants-
I say that until the Government have the
right to sack ais well as to employ, they
Are not going to get the best results Out
of f lie governmental construction of anyi
work. I would like to see every branch
of the civil service temporarily employed.
T do not want to cast any reflection on
the work of the civil stervice, speaking
generally, hut T say the instances of men
who do not do their work well are miny
and this kind of thing is not fair lo
others in the service or to the Government
who employ them. But through having
hand Conservative -Governments in power
too long the positions of these people
about whom I am- complaining were made
so secure that those who are now in
Authority find themselves powerless to do
what ought to he dlone. The only other
question to which I desire to refer is that
of mining. Mining in this State is now
confined to A. queston of labour and
anti-labour politically. I have in my hand
an extract from the Monthly Journal of
the Chamber of Mines, and I believe it
represents the opinions of most of the
varions mine managers in this State. It
is written well from their point of view.
No one enn qjuestion the ahility of the
gentleman who writes this pamphlet.
During the recessi the precsent Mtinister for
Mines; was twitted with not administering
the Mining Acts of this State Altogether
to the advantage of Western Akustralia.
and he was criticised from a purelyv party
point of view.

Mfr. Mfonger: By whom?
ur. FOLEY: By the man who wvrote

for the Chamber of "lines in this "iihl ica-
tion. one of thle officials of the Chamber
of Mlines, the past secretary. The

workers in the mining iiidustrv are not
ashlamed to own that they belong to uniions
and they are not ashamed of their official
organ whichl voices sometimes the iews
of those men and thle views of democracy
generally. I refer to the Worker. It
may be a paper that does, not suit every
one; it might not suit us, and we might
want to see it improved, but still 'we are
willing to stand by it. The miners are
all Labourites.

M1%r, Monger: Are they?

'.%r. FOUPiY: And well the hon. mem-
ber knows it from the last election, and
I trust he will know it to a greater extent
at the next. As far n; the memihers of
the Chamber of MIines; are concerned they
are anti-labour to the backbone; they
want to patronise the flovernment in
lpower. One has only to read their
pamphlet on the Federal elections to find
that not one line of it gives credit to any
man who holds labouir viewvs,'no matter
what sound argumients there might be in
the opinions of these gentlemen. On the
other hand they land to the skies one
gentleman who has left Federal politics,
hut I do not wish to enter into a personal
controversy. I want just to say that I
recognise and speak from thle point of
view that miners are Labourites, and em-
ployers are anti-Labourites. A fter hear-
ing almost every speaker in this Chamber
one would imagine that the foremost in-
dustry in Western Australia was quite
non-exiistent. Without being boomed, but
backed uip by practic~al and sympathetic
administration, the industry is causing
wealth to be poured into the agricultural
areaq of the Stale which are makimr great
strides at the present time. Those con-
nected with thle mining industry are not
parochial or nar-row-mindedl. We know
that the wealth wicih is accruing from
this industry ic being sent to the ag-ricul-
tural arewz to helnk the battler who is
doing his share towards the development
of the State. The miners. and the people
on the goldiflclds are doing their share
towards neninfr in, the country, hilt T
am sorry to say that duringt the recess
the v have been criticised unmercifully
hecauce they- were said to he narrow-
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winded and one-eyed, and bad no sym-
pathy with the farmers.

Mr. Monger : Where did those senti-
ments emanate from I

Mr. FOLEY: From the Liberal
League.

Mfr. M3onger :No.
M21r FOLEY :I am going on what I

have heard. I do not kno-w that a gold-
fields member has at any time ever
voted against the construlction of ana-
ricultural railway in this State, and that
being the case it cannot be said as far
as the development of the State is con-
cerned, that the goldfields members
were doing any thing that is- detrimental
to the agricultural industry. On the
other hand, when some gentlemen ex-
pressed the opinion that railways should
go before settlement, they never had a
better opportunity of supporting that
view iban when the proposal to construct
the Esperance line was put before th~em.
How many members on the Opposition
side voted for that railway! Not one,
and I doubt whether they ever will, jusgt
because the measure for the railway orig-
inated from this side.

Mr. Monger Give us a few figures.
Mr. FOLEY Figures have already

been given and I do not desire to weary
the Hlouse with them. There are some
figures of recent dlate which are con-
tained in various reports and my friend
can peruse them if he likes. We find
that when the Federal Government took
over the Northern Territory and con-
structed a railway to make the inland
portion accessible--the only portion that
can be worked at the present time-when.
they did that they were twitted with the
criticism that the place was peopled by
officer;, and that there was a debt on the
Territory of so many pounds per head,
which had to be carried by the people of
Australia. If it is good for Western
Australia to build railways before settle-
ment hon. members ought to cease their
endless criticism of the administration
of the 'Northern Territory, so far as the
Federal Government are concerned.
Canting back to mining, we find that
at Wiluna there aire refractory ores, and
that mines have been closed down for

many years because this ore could not he
treated at a profit. A gentleman namea
Howe has devised a scheme whereby
the ore can be treated, and) it is to the
credit of that gentleman, and to Western
Australia, that that treatment has
proved an absolute success. It is now
only a question as to how much it will
cost to work these big ore bodies existing
at Wiluna. I am sure'the lion, member
will be gratified to know this. Not only
will this experiment benefit Wiluina, but
it will be the mneans of causing hundreds
of men to be employed at the Bellevue
mine at Mount Sir Samnuel. and at the
Lancefield mine, which has been a bone
of contention for many years. These
mines will be worked because their ore is
of a higher gr-ade than the ore at W1iluna.
It will be seen that if the Government
(a assist that company, and they have
placed no bar on them in their endeav-
ours to produce this result, then I say
they are doing something practical to
assist the mining- industry. I do not say
that no other Government would have
done it, but we have found a Government
that have done it with very little talk.
I trust the people of the State will
learn once and for all to say that
a man need not necessarily own
a big business to be a business man.
He can have a good business capacity
and yet be working in a mine, as in the
case of the men who have been directly
responsible for the resuilts, whicht have
been brought about in the Wiluna mine.
Quite a number of hon. members lose
no opportunity of declaring- that the min-
ing industry is going down, and that our
fields arc peteringo out, yet these bon.
members call themselves optimists. If
they are optimists, I would like to know
what a pessimist is. One hon. member
last year got in his say after all the
others had spoken. lie cried stinking(
fish as far as the goldfields were con-
cerned, and declared that scarcely any-
thing- was beinz done on the mines; yet
we find thant our mines are going- down
to 3,0010 fedt and over, andl good values
are being- obtained. The bon. m-embher I
refer to, the member for Pingelly (Mrt.
Harper) with his long experience in Ihe
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mining industry should he the last in
the world to adversely criticise any min-
ing field when it was in such a develop-
mental stage as were Kalgoorlie and the
other fields when be criticised them.

Mr. -Monger : He has never criticised
themt adversely.

Mr, FOLEY: Oh yes, lie did. Many
of our mines are working at 3,000 feet
mid over. They are looking wvell, and
Paiapling- and crushing- well. There is
Ora Banda, with oxidised ores in the top
levels, giving way to surlphides, and we
find at Ora Bianda that telluride was dis-
covered a little while ago. Hitherto we
were let] to believe that there 'were only
two places in the world ot which tel-
luride was to be found, namely, Kal-
goorlie, and a State in America.
but I wish to say that many years ago
in the Broad Arrow district, which lies
directly between K~algoorlie and Ora
Banda, telluride was. found by the men
working tlndler Captain Truscoft in the
Credo mine near Broad Arrow. That
being the case, and telluride being found
at Ora Banida and Kalgoorlic, and at
Broad Arrow situated between these two
places , leads us to believe that there are
stilt a fewv Golden 'Miles lying dormant
only waiting to respond to the pick or the
machine of the prospector. There has
been a much firmer tone lately in Boulder
and Kalgoorlie in respect to mining
shares. It is good to know this. For
many years past in this State the mining
industry has been regarded as a specula-
tion, hut I believe, judging from the way
our mines are crushing and sampling,
that to a greater extent than in any other
Australian State will the mining industry
of this State come to he looked upon as
an investment rather than a speculation.
We find that Coolgardie is looking lip,

and that Southern Cros;-, -which was sup-
pos;ed to have Petered out many years azo
-whichl my friend the member for Pin-
gelly. as mine manaaer. tamned down as
far as, nroflts were conerned, many years
nqno-we find that Southern Cross is to-
day rroducving more t-old than heretofore
alld Pinderl better eond3itions than pre-
viopely obtuined. Then look~ a1-o at the
value., being obtained in my own district.

I have it on the authority of MUr. Loring,
the bead in Australia of Beieik, M1oreing
& Co., that he considers the Sons of
Swalia one of the best mines in Austra-
lia, and the best under the control of his
firm. Then let us go to the Mfeekatharra,
field and see the development taking place
there. When we look at the development
of the Fingall mine, the criticism of the
member for Pingelly seems a very small
voice indeed. The present Ministry have,
done much to assist mining, and much
more, we hope, is to follow. Even if
many of our socialistic schemes have to.
he brought in, the mines must be opened
tip. Prospecting parties have been
equipped, and some of the parties that
have been Sent out, or have obtained
camels with 'which to go out, comprise
men who have never seen Perth, men who
came overland from South Australia and
who have never been to the capital of
Western Australia. Some of them have
been along the route of the trans-Aus-
tralion railway, and I am very hopeful
that at a certain distance along that line
a new goldfield will be opened up. I
know of one prospector who g-ot gold out
there, and I only trust that -when he
returns to that place he and others will
get more, with the result that Western
Australia will benefit.

Mr. Green: When he is ready to go
out he will not be able to get the camels.

Mr. FOLEY: I think he -will. One
prospector just -back from that district
told me it was absolutely of no use going-
out there, because the water difficulty was
against him. When the time arrives for,
him to return I am quite sure that if he
requires camels he will get the assistance
of the Government. 'My friend the mem-
ber for Kalgoorlie said the other night
that no prospector could get camels, be-
cause they were all being used on tbe
dam at Kalgoorlie. It only goes to prove
that the Government are endeavouring to
do some good for the State. Only a few
months hack a new goldfield broke out
in part of my own electorate. and it wvas
imnpossible to cart the ore with teams to a
battery to see whether it was worth any-
thing. As soon as T put the case before
the 'Minister for Mines he said he would
do something-. I suggested the loan of
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camieks and they were immediately forth-
coming, and only about three months ago
the prospectors, after receiving their
return from the battery, paid to the Mines
JDepartmnent £300 for the loan of these
camels, because they said they did not
want anybody to do anything for them
for nothing. I hope my farmer fr-iends
will take notice of that. I would like
to refer to one asp-ect of how mining can
be aqsisted. The men who go prospeeting
certainly require assistance. There is
aniother elass. of man equally as, essential
as tile prospector. the man with thle small
show. Hle, too, requires assistance, aiid
then again there is tile rich manl or com-
pany .

Ion. Prank WVilson : Yon (10 not want
them.

Mr. FOLEY: That renmrk shows thle
capt'tv of thle hon. member. I scarcely
thought it was possible for him to get
so low as to make that interjection. The
manl with money, and big companies, have
just a-; much right to consideration, and
aire getting it from thle present Govern-
ment.

Hon. Frank Wilson: That is heresy.

Mr. FOLEY: It ma 'y be heresy, awld
perhlaps there may be a heresy hunt for
me. like there is said to be for the man
who obtained thle poweltising agreement
ot of thle department. These big men
and companies should be assisted, and I
will give an instance of how they have
been assisted. There wVas a companyv
in my own district, and there was a dan-
ger of the mine closing down. Capital
waq needed to sink a shaft andi it was,
estimated that the work would take about
£10,000. The Minister for Mines author-
ised me to put a proposition to them on
a pound for pound basis. I went there
and put the proposition to them, and had
the cost of sinking that shaf t been L10.000
the G'overnment would have. prodided up
to f5,000 on a pound~ for pound basis.
But the offer was not accepted. It was
not beca use the Government would not
assist them, and I mention this to show
that so long as assistance like that is
offered to the big cornpanies they have no
cause for fear, so far &as the present
flovrnment are concerned.

I-on. Frank Wilson: Mlany of them
are coining in with capital, are they
n ot ?

,1r, FOLEY: WVe want them, and they
are welcome. Mlany a time exemption is
needed to enable a scheme to be formu-
lated whereby the big ore bodies canl he
worked, and 1 would ashk any member of
the House to point to one instance since
the present M1inister for Mines has had
control oV the department where that ex-
eniption has not been forthcoming. Such
wvas not always the ease when the leader
of thie Opposition was Premier, and
was. backed uip by a gentleman now in
Federal politics. At that time exemption
wds g'iven to companies who held large
areas of land. In my own district, as
the records in the Mlines Department will
show, for a continuous period of nearly
10 year-, one manl obtained exemption. I
was in Parliament only about three
mponthis when I was up against about six
solicitors in Perth trying to fight this
coinpany, and not until they finally tried
to fight through the Agent General in
London were they beaten ait every point.
This mine to-day is being prospected
with what I believe will he excellent
results.

Mr. 'E. B. Johnston: By the same com-
pany?

Mr. FOLEY: No, by prospectors. By
inn exemption thle Minister is not

always doing a good turn.
Hon. Frank Wilson: He has never re-

fused it, yoiu say?
Mr. FOLEY: Not tinder the conditions

T have spoken of, but there are men who
have hundreds of acres of land that they
scarcely do anything with. They uise it
as a dumping g-round for machinery, v and
keep it locked up from the genuine pros-
pector for manny years.

Ron. Frank Wilson: What are they
ilorng about it?

Mr. FOLEY: I am pleased to say: that
the 'Minister for Mines has forfeited a
number of leas~es, and there are not so
many leases being held up now as, before.

lion. Frank Wilson- But what about
this ompany?

Mr. FOT.EY: The company were put
in their plane by not getting exemption,
because it hA been provpd to the Minister
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that they never intended to work the pro-
perty. To-day they are waiting for the
prospectors on either end to do the de-
velopment work, end when they strike
something the company will step in and
reap the result. That is happening on
mrany mines in 'Western Australia to-..av,
The present Minister for Mines has shut

~o'vn on this sort of thing in many cases,
but his predecessor did not do so. The
men who hod the ear of the Minister and
officials in Perth could get exemption, but
the man outback who was doing the work
could not get it. Only recently the West
Australian Bank, representing somne big
mining man-not capital, because bie has
none-went into the Mines Department
in Perth to ak for exemption. The
Minister had said that certainly no more
exemption should he given, but the bank
through the lUnder Secretary (Mr. H. S.
King) obtained exemption.

Mr. Price: Do you say that exemption
was given after the Minister said it should
not be given I

Mr. FOLEY: After the Mfinister said
no more exemption was to be given nil
after the 2kid of the month; but whent the
Mlinisler was absent in Ravensthorpe his
officer gave protection to the West AiUs-
tralian Bank on the Great Western leases.

M1r. Monger: That is a very strong
statement.

Mrr. FOLEY: Yes, hut it is true, and
the Minister isi not going to be led by the
nose by his offiis. and although that
ease was perhaps harmful to a few, it
has requlted in a minute being written by
the present M1inister for Mines that no
more exemption or protection is to be
grantrd by officers in Perth. and ense-
quentlY the men out hack will in future
hare equnal opportunities with the rich
men in Perth, who have hadl every chance
of obtaining the 'Ministerial ear in re-
gard to exemptions.

Mr. E. R. Johnston: Whatever he did,
he did for the best.

Mr, Monger: Tt is a very nasty in-
nnendo.

Mr. FOLEY: Tt is not an innuendo.
but a plain statement which can he backed
up by inquiry at the department. Thepre
is another class of prospector and that is
the tributer. The tributer has done much

in Western Australia to openi up the
various mines, but, unlike Victoria, where
tribaters do not fulfil the labour coven-
ants, in Western Australia they do
fulfil them, and sometimes work for noth-
ing or up to a paltry £2 a week, which is
not a living wage on the goldifields. es-
pecially when out of it they have to find
tools and fracteur to develop the ,-round
for' some company, anud when sometimes
they get something worth having, the
company can step in and take the tribu-
ters off the work. Suich a coadition does
not prevail in any other State.

Hon, Frank Wilson: It depends upon
their ag-reement, does it not?9

M1r. FOLEY: That is a] the law pro-
vides. The law should be altered in order
to allow them at least four pounds a week
before any royalty is taken from them,
because thiey are doing the work which a
company would have to pay wages men to
do, and if the work is not worth wages
it is not worth having. In the matter of en-
couraging prospectors, it is a fact that on
new fields speculative pegging goes on to a
large extent. The Government ought to
take a hand in this matter and see that
when there is a new rush a few mnen do
not have the oprriortutily' oE Oegi u"t
all the claims to the detriment of good
men who at the time might he prospecting
in remote parl.s of' the State and
reach the field late. As regards for-
feituires, there have been instances re-
speeting whieh a difference of opinion has
existed between members on this side of
the House, buit there has never been any
forfeiture ease brought before the Mini-
ster which anyv Labour member ever re-
garded with the slightest suspicion. If
the 'Minister made mistakes they were
simply mistakes, the experience of which
would4 prevent him from committing simi-
lar errors again. T wish to say a few
words'on the matter of prospecting areas.
'At the present time it is possible for a
prospecting area to be held only for a cer-
tain period. but some associations want
the Government to determine that pros-
pectingr areas shall he prospecting areas
for practically all time. This in my
opinion would he wrong, because
no mine inspector can say whether
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a prospecting area is pa 'yable. Soe
men mnight work well and others might
1not, and it should not be left to the
inspector to say whether an area is pay-
able. At the expiration of the term for
the prospecting area the lessee should
have the right to apply for a continuance
on that area, and tinder such conditions,
I believe prospecting in this State would
be benefited. The old question of battery
e-harges has cropped uip again. recently,
and in this connection the Minister for
Mines-

'Mr. MNong-er called attention to the
state of the House; bells rung and a
quorum formed.

Mr. FOLEY: In connection with
battery charges, the Minister has taken
a step which no other Minister has ever
taken, and I consider it a wise one. It
has been suggested by supporters of the
Government, and it is a fact that the
present charges on State batteries all
round cannot be reduced. At the pros-
pectors' conference held at Coolgardie,
there were not two men who held the
same opinion as to how these charges
could best be reduced. Each gave his
opinion, based on the experience of
working a little battery of his own, or
one that he had known on the other side
worked by a water-wheel or some other
contrivance, but the 'Minister said, " You
prove to me that it is possible for you to
kceep, a mill going, and if you do, I be-
lieve I can reduce the charges." in the
Coolgardie district this reduction of
charges is being made, and if Coolgerdie
can prove that, the same may be done in
other districts, and the all-round charges
for crushing might thus be lessened. At
the same time, I do not think there is
any one institution in which the Goy-
ernment should not endeavour to make
both ends meet. Tn the matter of
assistance to prospectors, these men
should be given an opportunity to pros-
pet on areas on which they have a chance
of gaining something, but we find that
where there are big mines the ground to
the extent of several hundred acres on
either end is often held by the companies
operating these big mines. The cotintry
is thus locked up at either end of the
big leases, or amalgamation of leases,

the prospectors have not the right or the
opportunity of pegging on the Line of
reef, which if it were atlowed, would be of
much beniefit to them, and if opened up,
of great benefit to the State. I con-
sider that an extent of 96 acres is too
much and if T had charge of this depart-
ment with full authority I would never
allow more than 00 acres to be held by
any one company, because, with all the
mining knowledge I have had through-
out Australia, I have never found 60
acres of land worked by one company,
even if it were a big alluvial mine in
Victoria. If 60 acres under those con-
ditions is too much for these companies
to use legitimately wo all know 96 acres
is much more illegitimate, and I trust the'
M1inistry will bring about in the new
Mines Regulation Bill a reduction in the
number of acres it is possible for any
one leaseholder to hold in Western
Australia. I consider that the Mines
Office is slow in the matter of
giving assistance to small show hold-
ers, not because the MNinister or his
his officers desire to be slower than any
other department, but we find that when
an application for assistance is made by
a small show holder, perhaps to sink or
drive, the inspector in that district has
to go and inspect the show and give his
opinion in a report to the Chief Mining
Engineer. The latter officer reports to
the Under! Secretary, who in turn reports
to the 'Minister, but by that time perha~ps
in many instances the prospector is
miles away from where he was when
he made that application. If the form-
ation of midning boards in any district
can better that system I say it would be
well to inaugurate mining boards, but
so long as the inspector of the district
has the say, and he is the only man who
has the say. then we will have district
prejudices, which must exist in the mnind
of every mining man, always pron-inent.
I believe that if mining boards were
formed to improve this, it would not be
ths opinion of only one man as to whether
a show or line of reef was worthy of
assistance from the Government, but
the matter would be decided on the
opinions of men who have given a great
deal of their lives to the mining industry.
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4On the question of big mines I have
given my opinion as to how I believe
they can be assisted. I believe the big
-companies, the men with capital, and
the small men in the State, can be assist-
ed to a great extent, not by money given
out to them to work their mines, but by
-the use of the laboratories connected with
the Mines Department. The ores of
Western Australia are refractory ; they
are different from any others existing in
Australia, and a man might walk over
one of the best and most profitable lodes
and never be aware of it, because he does
not know the nature of the stuff. In
the old times a man went out with a pick,
a shovel, a dish, and perhaps a small
dolly pot, and ha could test anything.
but in Western Australia it has been
proved that lodes exist that cannot be
tested by this system. Each man who
is prospecting has a different opinion on
the question of how these tests should
be made, and I consider it is the duty
of a Government to step in and by work
in the Government laboratory assist the
raining industry to the fullest extent
possible. To show that the mining in-
dustry is not going down is proven by
the fact that to the end of July, 1012,
gold to the value of £3,116,000 was
obtained, and to the end of July, 1913,
the total was £3,173,000, or nearly
£60,000 more in favour of the seven
months ended July this year, compared
with the corresponding period of last
year. That has come from a smaller
number of leases I amn aware that thle
Minister for Mines has forfeited many
leases of men who did not intend to work
them. Ho said that if leases were to
be held they were to be worked or else
forfeited. In 1911 there were over
2,000 leases, and that was the year of
the great Bullfinch boom, when mueh
speculative pegging took place in that
district. In 1912 there were 1,491
leases and in 1913, although there was
a bigger output, there were only 1,313
leases in existence. That jutst shows
how much gold has been got, but at
what cost ? In 1911 the tons of ore
broken per man in this State amounted
to 331, and in 1912 to 365. That is an
answer to the hon. member for Pingelly

(Mr. Harper) when he says labour is
inferior and deteriorating in the indus-
tries of Western Australia. Fortunately
accidents have been fewer, and the
reason for the felling off is the good ad-
ministration of the Mines Department
at present. In amost every instance
the inspectors are the same, but under
the Labour Administration they are not
hampered in their work. The Mlinister
for Mines was only in office a few weeks
when he issued an instruction that the
Mines Regulation Act and the Mining:
Act under the jurisdiction of the in-
specters had to be rigidly enforced, and
these men who were good men in almost
every instance, were given the oppor-
tunity of doing good work. This has
had the result of lessening to a great ex-
tent the number of accidents in our
mines in Western Australia. What I have
said in regtrd to the tonnage broken
per man, show that our miners always
work at top speed, and when that is so,
that is the time that miners' phtbisis,
or, as it is commonly known, miner's
complaint, seizes hold of them. In the
sanatoriuma at Coolgardie, as well as at
Subiaco and Kalgoorlie, there are to be
found a number of men who are suffering
from miners' phthisis, men who have
been amongst our best workers. I
know many of them, and the fact of their
having been good workers who have had
to carry on their labours under bad con-
ditions is responsible for their present
state of health. And now they are
living on the charity of the people of
Western Australia. What are the Goy-
ermunent going to do? The present
Covcrmunent are building a sanatorium
at Woorolon. That institution will do
much for these unfortunate men, but that
is not altogether what is wanted. If we
desire to do away with miners' phtbisis,
if we wish to do away with the harm that
is being caused to these men-the mem-
ber for Kalgoorlie said it would be a good
thing if the Government saw their way
to help the widows and orphans of these
men, but I consider the proper thing to
do is tW make our raines clean, make
the air in them pure, and thus prevent
these women becoming widows and the
children orphans. A royal commission
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sat on this question of inuner'8 phithisis,
a couple of years ago in this State, but
its work to my maind was scarcely worth
the paper upon which the report was
printed. There has been a work pub-
lished ill Victoria by Dr. Sururnons.
One -of the big men of that State made
money out of mining in Victoria, and
devoted a certain amount of it towards
an investigation of tainers' diseast-s, and
towards ascertaining the best means. of
preventing these diseases, and the report
of Dr. Summons, which was the outcome
of the investigations, set out that if the
air in mines were made pure there would
be no need to worry about the quantity
of it. In Western Australia there are
many dry treatment plants, and the
m~ajority of the holes bored in the mines
are dry. In Victoria it is illegal for a
man to bore a dry hole in a mine. Hf
there is a hole being bored there is to be
a water jet played on the dust. That
is the secret of the prevention of
miner's phthisis, but I have heard it said
that the humid atmosphere injures the
men more than the other. As one who
has worked underground for 22 years, I
say that so long as a man uses plenty of
water in the faces he is working in, he
is safer ; can wash his clothes, but it is
impossible for him to wash his lungs.
If it is possible in Victoria to bring in
this regulation, it should be possible
also here.

Mr. Monger called attention to the
state of the House ; bells rung and a6
quorum formed.

Mr. FOLEY:- I was referring to the
report of Dr. Summons which set out
that if we could make the air in the
mines pure there would be no need to
worry about the quantity per man.
'Unfortunately, as I have stated, the
dry treatment process in many of our
mines prevents that to a great extent
being done. The question in Victoria
was settled at one time by the fact
that if a man was working in a hot end
or a wet end he worked six hours a day.
It can be understood, however, that
this is net a solution of the difficulty,
though it may be a palliative. If a
man is working in an end, and it is
only possible to work there for six

hours, there will omre a time whlen that
end will get further away from the
ventilation which is obtainable in the
mine, and the question ill arise whether
it will be wise for hini to work mere than
four hoursi, and so it will go on until
he will not be able to work for more
than three hours. This kind of thing
does not make ruining profitable, and
if it were (tarried oil to any extdent the
particular idne would have to close
down. In soine of the mines in
Western Au-itralia we are working on
a level, an~d perhaps the wite or rise
under -which the men are working might
be a dowaca!st as far as the sir current
is concernted. Next day a man might
be working in the same place and it
might be an upoast. That is not ven-
tilation. Tile air is only passing around,
and the muiner or the mnullocker who is
working behind has to stand the con-
sequences of that. I wa, sorry that
the question of ventilation did not enter
into tile discussion when the Royal
Commission on miner's phthisia sat in
this State. The miners themselves can
do much, and there are mine owners
who are willing to give as good conditions
to work under as they can, but it is
the duty of the miners themselves to
see that all matter underground that is
not hlealthy is put into one place, and
that they are cleani in their habits
underground. Matters such as these
would assist to a great degree. And
then if these men are careful and it is
found that the company owning that
property are not keeping up their end
so far as cleanliness is concerned, they
should be prosecuted with the utmost
rigour of the law. Everyone is in
accord with the construction of the
home for consumptives at Wooroloo.
No one will1 say that the men who
contract m~iner's complaint always con-
tract tuberculosis ,but it is highly
necessary in the interests of the
men that they should be segregated
from those passing througb the later
stages of the disease. They should be
given an opportunity of getting away to
Wooroolee, which I understand is, to be
specially adapted for those suiffering
from the disease in a mild form. if any
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assistance is needed by the dependants
of suchI men it shouldbe f orthcoming from
the industry. "When the sufferers are
in an advanced stage of consumption
they should be kept anay from others
only slightly affected. If we can do
that and if hon. members will give us
their support for the passing of the
Mines Regulation Act, and if that
mueasure is treated with any consideration
at aDl in another place, I believe this
Parliament will have been the means of
alleviating distress to a very great
extent, and -will have helped materially
to remove the cause of much of the
miner's phthisis and other complaints
to which miners are subject in Western
Australia. There are several questions
I would like to touch upon were it not
for the fact that they are, in my opinion,
questions rather for the Arbitration
Oourt than for the Legislature to deal
with. I wish in conclusion to compli-
ment the Minister for Mines on the
patriotism displayed in his adminis-
tration of the department. In my own
electorate during the present year his
administration has been the mneans
of replacing very many forcigners ini
the mines by Britishers. The result
is that although many of these
Britishers are newly arrived immi-
grants who for the first week, at
all events, do not understand much
much about the work, the output of
gold has gone up and the tonnage returns
have increased at the same time. We
often hear members of the Opposition
declare it is wrong to place obstacles
in the way of employing foreicrners in
the mines. The same solicitous gentle-
men may sometimes be seen waving
a British flag at some function, on
which occasions they are regarded as
patriots. But the only patriotism of
which they are guilty is a patriotism
which is not allowed to affect their
pockets. When hon. members suggest
that the foreigner in the mines is superior
to the Britisher they are belittling the
stock from which they themselves have
sprung. When these newly arrived immi-
grants have had a few weeks in a mine
they prove themselves to be as good
as other men, that is to say, at

shovelling and nauliocking In a
very short time these Britishers are
capable of doing better work than
foreigners of long experience in the
mines. In view of this, how can any
objections be raised when we get the
Mines Regulation Bill regulating the
number of foreigners to be employed
in a mine ? Mr. Greenbart, an inspector
of mines, on one occasion found that of
303 men employed in the Owalia mine
201 were foreigners. I have been twitted
many times with making inaccurate
statements in regard to the employment
of foreigners in the mines, but this
testimony by Mr. Cireenhart should serve
to disabuse the minds of those who would
like to think that the percentage of
foreigners to Britishers in our mines
is infinitesimal. I trust the present
Minister for Mines will be long in office
to administer the Mines Regulation Act,
which is going to give preference to
Britishers as against foreigners. I con-
tend that every hundred foreigners in
a mine is about equivalent to one more
gun pointed at Great Britain. if ever
the time arrives5 for Australians to take
action, -whether on behalf of Great
Britain or for themselves, the action will
be taken by good Australians and
Britishers who in the past have
been. thrown aside in favour of the
foreigners in our mines ; and the
foreigners themselves will then sit
back on velvet and saj, "L We are
not Britishers nor Australians, and,
therefore, there is no call for uts to
fight." In conclusion I wish to say
that as a goldfields member I amn just
as ardent a supporter of the Government
to-day as when first I came into the
Houise. It has now been sho-wn that
when they have an opportunity to
prove their worth they seize it on
every occasion, and although they may
have made some few maistakes, yet their
administration has been as clean and
as able as any other admninistration
known to 'WestErn Australia. I hope
that when we get the result of the
anticipated good season the farmers'
representatives in Parliament will give
some little credit to the Government
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who have done so much for the farmers
in their time of necessity.

Mr. MONGER: I move-
That the debate be adjourned.

Motion put and negatived.
Mr. Monger drew attention to the

state of the House.
Mr. SPEAKER: I am satt.fled that

there is a quorum within the precincts
of the House.

Mr. MONGER (York): I have been
put to a slight disadavantage this even-
ing. I expected the usual courtesy
from the representatives of the Govern-
ment in regard to my request for an
adjournment of the debate. They have
not agreed to this. I do think that we
might have had meted out to us a smial
amount of ordinary courtesy from the
Governmnent benches. During this de-
bate we have bad constant reference to
the kindness that has been meted out
by the gentlemen on the Government
side to Sir Newton Moore, and I think
if there is one person in this Chamber
who should congratulate himself upon
Sir Newton's retention of the office of
Agent General, it is the member for
Bunbury (Mr. Thomas). I am sorry
that he is not here this evening, but
X do think that hie amongst other gentle-
men on the Ministerial side should
congratulate himself upon Sir Newton's
re-appointment. I do not desire to
refer to any of the controversial matters
that have been given so much expression
to by both members on the Opposition side
and gentlemen occupying the Ministerial
benches, but I do want to say that the
time is not far distant when the Minister
for Lands and the Minister for Works
will be called upon to account to the
country for their various, shall I say,
suggestions. So far as the Minister for
Works is concerned, I thought that he
to-night would have been in his pitwe
and before the debate closed would have
given a few explanations to the people
of this State in regard to the attitude
he has adopted, not on one question but
in many questions appertaining to the
general interests of the people of this
country. He is not here, and we are
told that the Address~in-reply is to be
carried to-night. I am. sorry that the

Minister for Works is not here, for if there
is one gentleman on the Treasury benches
whom I do desire to hear my few rearks
with regard to the mal.administration
of the present Government he is that
Minister. I am glad to see, howvever,
that the member for Subiaco has at
last come in, and if I may be allowed
to revert back to a little ancient history
I will refer to that select committee which
was appointed by this Chamber and
placed in the hands of the hon. member
for Subiaco-

Mir. B3. J. Stubbs: Very capable hands,
too.

Mr. MONGER: I would not like to
say very capable hands, but I will say
that there was no mandate given to any
section of the Government that was
swallowed and taken up so kindly as
that was by the member for Subiaco
in the position to which he wvas appointed.

Mr. ]Dwyer: What did lie swallow?
H-on. Frank Wilson: The Government.
Mr. MONGER: I do hope that the

hon. member will attempt to give some
little explanation of the verdict that lie
and his Government gave on that
occasion. We have heard a good deal
of the many kindnesses extended to the
agricultural interests by our friends
on the Ministerial side. I do want
explicit information from them to-night
as to the method by which they mean
to deal out fairness to the people who
were shown railway propositions in a
certain direction, and afterwards saw
the railways taken in a very opposite
direction to that in which they were
p omised when the people went to
settle in that particular locality.

r.BJ.Stubhs: There were five
routes for that line. How could yozt
build a line on five routes-?

_1r. 1MONGER: I am referring not
only to that particular line but to every
proposition for which authority was ob-
tained by the previous Administration,
and which was gliven effect to by the Mini-
ister during the last 12 or IS months. Dar-
ing the debate oil the-e agr-icultural rail-
ways notioiraq motre adiverselv die-
C-ussed than the Tambellup-Orverup line,
the opening of which took plate the ether
day. I think the Mlinister for Railways-
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was present and the usual congratulatory
statements were made on that occasion.
But if ever adverse criticism was ad-
vanced within the precincts of this Cham-
ber it was on the occasion when that
railway proposition was under considera-
tion. I am sorry that the member for Al-
bany (Air. Price) is not in his seat at the
present moment to support me in that
statement. The point I desire to make is
this: that while strong opposition was
brought against that particular railway
proposal, no such attitude was adopted
like that taken up by the Minister for
Works in regard to the Wiekepin-Merre-
din line. I regret that the Minister for
Works is not in his seat, because I am
going to say that he has not played the
game fairly in regard to the Wiekepin-
Merredin line. His attitude in the matter
of the construction of roads as feeders
to the railways is unfair, excepting where
his own personal interests are concerned.

Mr. SPEAKER: Order! The hon. mem-
ber must not say that.

Mr. MONGER: I am sorry the Mfinis-
ter is not here.

IMr. SPEAKER: Order! The hon.
member must not make such an imputa,
Hion that the Minister is guided by his
own personal interests.

Mir. MONGER: I will remember that
direction in the future. I am sorry that
the Minister is not present because he
might have given reasons in regard to
the intentions of his department in the
matter of construction of roads as feeders
to railways. I have heard a lot during
the course of the debate on the Address-
in-reply concerning the kindly efforts of
the present Administration towards the
people settling on the land. I have
heard the wails and cries from the mem-
ber for Subiaco and the Minister for
Works and I want to say that I was
never present at a more pitiable exhibi-
tion than when I saw Works and Lands
occupyingx very prominent positions in
one of our agrieultural centres-

Mr. SPEAKER: Order!
Mir. MNONGER: In one of our agricul-

tural centres-
Mr. SPEAKER: Order! The hon.

member must not refer to Ministers as

Works and as Lands, but must refer to
them as the hon. the Minister for Works
and the hon. the Minister for Lands.

Air. MONGER: I apologise. What I did
intend to convey was that I never saw a
more pitiable exhibition offered when the
hon. Minister for Works and the hon.
Minister for Mines attended a conference
in the hon. Minister for Lands' electorate.
And if you had only been there, Air.
Speaker, you would have sympathised
with those two gentlemen. They have
been telling us what they have done, and
what they are going to do; but God help
Western Australia if we depend upon the
promises of those two gentlemen in what
they are going to do for the advancement
of the State. The lion. member for Bun-
bury (Mr. Thomas) told us in most elo-
quent style of what had been done. Mr.
Speaker, I am going to tell you what they
offered. An attempt was made to do
away-I will not say with the liberty of
the subject-but if ever there was an at-
tempt made to make our land settlement
a hard proposition it was in the introduc-
tion of these regulations of the 18th Oct-
ober, 1911. The Minister for Lands, if he
did not quite succeed, very nearly did so.
This reminds me of the fact that I asked
a few mild questions the other day and got
replies. The effect of these replies was
that land settlement has deteriorated out
of all recognition since the conclusion of
the regime of my friend, the ex-Minister
for Lands.

Mr. B. J. Stubbs: Cultivation has gone
ahead very fast. A great deal of land
is under crop.

Mr. MONGER: Not so much as there
should be.

[A pause ensued.]
Mr. SPEAKER: Order! Will the hon.

member resume his seat! Of course it is
apparent to me and everyone else in this
Chamber, that the hon. member is merely
wasting time. This House is not one in
which the proceedings can be carried on
in a farcical manner, but is for doing the
business of the country. If the hon. mem-
her does not make his speech in the ordin-
ary manner, I will ask him to cease alto-
gether. I am going to give him another
chance, but cannot allow him to proceed
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if he is going to bring the proceedings'
of this Chamber into ridicule and con-
tempt.

Mr. M1ONGER: Before I resume my
seat, Mr. Speaker, I join issue-

Hon. Frank Wilson : Mr. Speaker has
not ordered you to resume your seat, but
only to resume your speech.

Mr. MONGER: Before resuming my
seat, I would like to say that if there is
one piece of congratulation that I can ex-
tend to my friends who occupy the Min-
isterial benches, it is in connection with
the fine season and the great prospects
before us, and I hope that the hon. mem-
bers occupying the Ministerial benches
wvill, when they go to the country in the
conise of another twelve months or so,
be able to say, "Alone we did it."

M r. A. N. PIESSE: I mov-
Th'at the debate be adjourned.

Mr. ALLEN: I second the motion.
Motion putl and a division taken with

the following result:-
Ayes .. . . 6
Noes .. . .19

Majority against .. 13

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
M r-

Allen
Mitchell
Monger
A. N. Piesse

Air. Collier
Mr. Dwyer
Mr. Foley
Mr. Gill
Mr. Green
Mr. Holmn~a
Mr. Johnston
Mr. lewis
Mr. McDonald
M4r. Mcflowall
Motion thus

Avas.

IMr. F. Wilson
Mfr. Layman

(Teller),

Nong.
Mfr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

negatived.

Mullany
Murisie
O'Logblen
Price
B. J. Stubbs
Swan
Turvey
Underwood
Hellmann

(Teller).

12 o'clock, midnight.

Mr. A. N. PIESSE (Toodyay) : I am
very loath to take up the time of the
House at this hour of the night, and I
might also say that I regret to he the cause
of prolonging tile hours of the Mansard
staff and the officials of the House. I had
an assurance from the 'Ministerial Whip

that this debate would be adjourned until
next Tuesday and now I am told that
owing to a disturbance of the debate it
has been decided to proceed and terminate
the discussion to-night. This is not the
first time that a promise of this descrip-
tioni has been made and then broken.

The Minister for Mines: It was an-
nouneed by the Press this morning that
the debate would be concluded to-night.

-Hon. Frank Wilson: Your Whip made
the arrangement with the bon. member
last flight.

The Minister for Mines: Nothing of the
sort.

Mr. SPEAKER.: Order!I
The Minister for -Mines: You encourage

some of your men.
Mr. SPEAL(ER: Order
HOn. Frank Wilson: What about the

arrangement with the Whip?
The Minister for 'Mines: There was no

arrangement made; it was announced last
nlight that the debate would terminate
to-night.

Mr. SPEAKER: Order I I will s-
pend both lion,. members if they persist
in interrupting when I call order. I will
rnot allowv it. and I will suspend the bon.
members without hesitation if their
interruptions are repeated.

Yri. A. N, PIESSE; it is my desire to
gt my view,~ in Hlansard and I deem it

necessary that 1 should proceed with my
short speech even at this late hfour. When
Parliament assembles people naturally
look with some expectation to the Gov-
ernor's Speech. The Speech we have be-
fore us establishes a record for emp ltiness.
Take awvay the formal matters and wvhat
is there left in itn We might bare ex-
pected the Governor to say, "Mfy Ministers
have done little during recess, and there-
fore we have very little to say now, and
as they intend to do less in the future,"
-enough said. The only matter that
we may call important, and it is by way
of diversion, is the Esperance railway,
the old lame duck, and which, without any
justification whatever, is to be brought
before the House again this session.

Mr. G4 reen: It will show the attitude of
some lion, members to the rest of the
State.
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Mr. A. N. PIESSE: We have had no
pre-sessional speech from the Premier,
and the Premier has had little to tell us.
No doubt he is filled with anxiety as to
the future of the State, although he
covers up the position with a pleasant
expression which he is fortunate enough
always to be able to wear. I quite realise
the feelings of the present Ministry.
They have lied very little in the way of
success and they bare very little to be
proud of. Their speculations in the muat-
ter of socialistic ventures have been abso-
lute failures, and they have plunged them-
selves into unnecessary worry and the
country into great expense. The pur-
chase of the trains has been a matter
which has considerably hampered the Gov-
ernment, and hampered the development
of the country as well. The Government
have spent half a million or three parts of
a million of money on works which were
not essential, and in ventures which were
not necessary in the progress of the coun-
try. If that money had been sIpent iu the
development of the agricultural resources.
we would hare been in .a better position
andi the people would hare had much
greater heart, while the Government them-
selves would hare been made happy. The
Government have burdened themselves
with these socialistic ventures, and have
failed in their duty to the country. To
bark hack to the Speech, we find that
splendid rains have fallen, and that the
prospects of the harvest are good. This
is iinnecessary padding in the Speech-
Of course we hope that we will have an
abundant harvest, and if there is not,
there will he further stagnation, and we
shall stiffer. To the 'Ministry of to-day
'we have little to he grateful for. 11 am
sorry they have not realised their re-
sponsibilities. We have a larg-e inumber
of people in the agricultural areas in the
hack blocks who are in at starvin~r con-
dition, and no effort has been made to
relieve them. Seed wheat and fertilisers
were supplied last year. but this year
these unfortunate people are left to shift
for themselves. Further than that, they
are burdened -with liabilities due to the
State and which amount to a considerable
sunm. There are two years' rent due and

also instalments on seed and fertilisers
as well, and in some eases Agricultural
Batik instalments are still due. If the
present Government realise their duty to
the State they will endeavouir to place the
position of these people on a sounder
footing, and that I contend can be done
by amending the [Land Act so that in the
case of a drought, or of necessity, the
period of the loans can he extended, and
time given to these people to meet their
liabilities.- MAany of them are hopelessly
involved. It really is too bad to think
that the Ministry have not realised their
responsibilities and the necessity to be up
and doing. If it were not for the fact
that these Ministers who hold land are
in receipt of considerable money they
themselves would have to throw up their
holdings. If it weare possible to place
Ministers in the position of one of these
settlers to whom I have referred, we would
find that they would quickly star-e. I
venture to say that the position these
people are in is really serious and I
sincerely trust before this session is ended
power will be sizhl-b to enable thle Gov-
ernment to give relief to thsse people.

The 'Minister for Vines: In view of
what has been done and the statement of
the members for 'Vnr00e (Hon. H. B.
TLefroy) and Beverley (Mr. Broun) your
remnarks are most ungenerous.

Mr. A. N. PIESSE: NLot ungenerous.
Mr. Green: They are worse than uin-

generous.
Mrr. A. N. PIE SSE: I am just about

wenry of the member for Kalgoorlie (Mfr.
Greenil. He comes here with socialistic
ideas which are beyond him. He has
no conception of what socialism means.
They are purely and simply his own ideas
and it is for his own henefit that he
pushles forward these views of hi% from
tire to time. Now to refer once more
to the position of these reople. certainly
somethinz will have to he done. The
1rinistr has just told me my' remarks, are
unge-nerous. But he must remember that
it is not the Government who have carried
these people for the last six months: it
is the merchnants who have carried them,
who have advanced to then. The other
dsy there was a notification in the West
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Austrnulian to the effect that a bill of sale
would have to be forthcoming to the
department. This request for a bill of
sale was most ill-timed, because so far
as the Government liabilities are con-
cerned there is ample security. If the
people paid no rent their improvements
are sufficient to justify the extension of
time for the payment of these rents and
to provide security for the liability.
Arrangements have to be made whereby
these people are expected, to pay interest,
arid to assign a certain percentage of
their crop, and the balance is divided
amongst their creditors.

The Minister for Mines: People en-
gaged in other classes of business have
to meet their liabilities.

Mr. A. N. PIESSE: But these people
are engaged in what the Minister has not
the pluck to do, namely, to'go out back
and carve out a home for himself.

The Minister for Mines: I had the
pluck to go into country which you could
not look at. I have been in parts of this
State which you would not dare to look
into.I

Ur. A. N. PIESSE: It is not a matter
of parts of this State which I would not
dare to look into, but of the position of
these people. When the MNinister says they
have to pay their liabilities like other men
he forgets the privations these settlers
have to undergo. I have seen some pri-
vations myself. However, I am not here
to blow my owvn trunpet, but merely to
urge the claims of these people out in the
drier regions.

Mr. Dryer: Who sent them into the
drier regions?

Mr. A. N. PIESSE: Not the member
for Perth. Judging from his remarks
at a deputation the other day, they would
be very foolish to take the advice of the
member for Perth on any subject. These
men are certainly entitled to more con-
sideration than they are receiving. They
Are converting into a valuable asset what
was formerly considered worthless.

Mr. Green: Would you advocate getting
the middle man off their back.

Mr. A. N. PIESSE: The hon. member
always has a bogey or two which he
hawks about with -him, something after

the manner of his friend the 'Minister for
Lands. They resemble each other in
their efforts to destroy boges, like the
man who set fire to a hay stack to drive
out the nuce.

Mr'. Dwyer: There are lots of mice still
left.

Mr. A. N. PIESSE: Yes there are a
few about Perth. Like the member for
Kalgoorlie, the Minister for Mines sought
to destroy what was a small trouble, and
inflicted grievous wrong on the whole
State in his definition of the lands reu-
lations. He not only destroyed the secur-
ity of conditional purchase leases but he
ruined many men, and I venture to say
that the gentleman whom we have spared
severe criticism because of our high re-
spect for him, I venture to say that-

Hon. J. Mitchell drew attention to the
state of the House.

Mr. SPEARER: I ama satisfied there
is a quorum within the precincts of the
House.

Mr. A. N. PIESSE: The instructions
issued by the Minister for Lands in re-
gard to the land regulations were noth-
ing short of a calamity. These are not
empty words. Prior to that definition
the banks would receive these conditional
purchase leases as a security. But once it
had been given out that no transfers woul
be effected until 10 years improvenenM
had been made on the leases, naturally
the baniks had not the pluck to continue.
and I defy the Mlinister for Mlines to say
otherwise. Then the Government, 'if their
generous manner, tried to shoulder the
responsibility on to the associated banks.
They said the banks turned down these
people because a Labour Government was
in power. Nothing of the sort. Since the
Government came into power tlhe banks
have lent out more than they did pre-
Niouslv.

The Minister for Mlines: Was the mem-
ber for Beverley correct when lie said
to-nighlt that the Government had given
generous trsistance to the farmers?

31r, A. N. PIESSE: I have myself said
that in regard to my own electorate. in
respect to water supply ond qecd and fer-
tilisers. What I have nowv been savin.-
is that it is the duty of the Government to
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assist these people in regard to their
liabilities. These people are heavily in-
volved and if the Government would place
them on a sound basis their positions
would be much easier, and the merchants
would be p~repared to give them credit.
If, for instance, their instalments due for
seed and fertiliser and agricultural bank
liabilities were extended over two years,
wve would find the merchants ready to
carry them on.

The Mlinister for Mines: That has been
done. The payments have been extended
over two years.

Mr. A. N. PIESSE: What we want is
absolute freedom from such liability for
two years. The property is sufficient
security, and to extend it over six instal-
ments is unnecessary.

Mr. Dwyer: And yet we have a deficit.
Mr. A. N. PIESSE: What else can we.

expect from the people in power but a
deficit? It is only natural. How can we
imagine that a surplus will result from
people who are so inconsistent?

The Minister for Mines: What was the
deficit of your leader?

Mr. A- N. PIESSE: When the Scaddan
Government took office they took over a
practically balanced ledger.

The Minister for Mines: You had a
surplus of £13,000 once in six years.

Mr. A. N. PIESSE: We wiped off the
deficit, at any rate.

The Minister for Mines: So will we.
'Mr. A. N. PIESSE: Reference has been

made to the speeches having been per-
sonal, and, in the Premier's own words,
"mud from the gutter." It is impossible
to imagine a speech more cbaracterised
by mud from the gutter than that which
the Premier made when replying to the
leader of the Opposition.

Mr. Dwyer: He had to follow in the
other's tracks.

Mr. A. N. PIESSE: Two wrongs do
not make a right. If the leader of the
Opposition did indulge in mud throwing
that was no justification for the remarks
of the Premier.

The Minister forINMines: But what have
you to say about the cause of the trouble?

Mr. A. N. PIESSE: T have read the
speech of the leader of the Opposition,
which was a reasonable one, with the ex-

ception perhaps of the reference to Mfr.
Angwin, and I cannot see anything to take
exception to in regard to his remarks con-
cerning the Eucla land deal. Criticism, if
fair, cannot he taken excep~tion to. Refer-
ence has been made from time to time to
our organisation as "the Liberal rabble,"
and "the old women of the 1Liberal
League."

The 'Minister for Mines: - What is a
rabble, anyhowI

Mir. A. N. PIESSE: We have not far
to hunt for a rabble. Reference was made
to the women of the Liberal League as old
women. I would scorn to apply rude
terms to the women of the Labour party,
and the members who referred to the "old
women" of the Liberal League have very
little respect for the women of the coun-
try. There is no doubt that some of the
women of the Liberal League would do
greter service to the country than some
of the members who ridicule them from
time to time.

Mr. Green: vWho said it?

Mr. A. N. PIESSE: I have heard mem-
bers, particularly the member for Kalgoor-
lie, indulging in that unkind reference to
the women supporters of our league.

Mr. Green: I deny that statement.

Mr. A. N. PIESSE: If we want a
specimen of inconsistency we have it from
the Premier. When he was in London
he said to his audiences, "Give us people
and we will give them the land." Yet in
the last two Governor's Speeches there has
been no reference whatever to immigra-
tion, floes the Premier think those people
in the Old Country are blind and that it
is only a question of talking twaddle to
them at Home, and turning it down fin-
mediately he returns and is under the
whip of the Labour organisations? Re-
ference has been made to the Eucla land
grab. Certainly the Premier and his col-
leagues are justified in selecting land if
they think fit, but in this particular case
the public understood that the land was
withheld from selection. Although the
Premier said that the 40-mile belt only
was reserved, the general impression was
that the whole of the Eucla land was
locked up.
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The Minister for Mlines:- What no"-
sense!

Mr, A. N. PIE SSE: jThat was the im-
pression of the public at any rate and it
was due to the fact that applications for
land in that district were turned down by
the James Government.

The Minister for A-ines. Ten years ago.
Mir. A. N. PIESSE:- Yes, and it was

followed out by succeeding Governments.
No intimation was given that the land was
open for selection.

Mr. Dwyer: You had knowledge that
the land was open for selection.

Mr. A. N. PIESSE: I had not.

Mr. Green: Would you have gone
there if you had known?

Mr. A, N. PIESSE: I do not think I
would, because it requires considerable
capital to develop that country. At any
rate, the public should have been made
fully aware that the land was available
for selection. 1This transaction raises the
question of wvhether the Government are
doing right in view of their official posi-
tion, and I think they have heel) a little bit
hypocritical in decrying the holders of
large areas. It has been a general com-
plaint of the Labour organisation that
large holders of land are not putting their
holdings to their best use and, therefore,
they' are against the country's best in.
terests. We will see what the Cabinet
syndicate do with their holding. It is -not
the first time that the Premier and his
colleagues, have indulged in land transac-
tions9. There is the matter of the home-
stead lease, which was much before the
people during the Legislative Council elec-
tion some time back. Here again the hy-
pocritical phase of the Government's atti-
tude comes in. Was it not through the
fact that dummying was earried on and
that tire holders of land were selling and
transferring to other people at a profit,
that brought out the famous regulation
by the Minister for Lands, which has done
so much harm to the agricultural industry
of this State? And yet we hear of a eon-
ditional purchase lease transferred to the
Minister himself, With the member for
Moore (lon. H. B. Lefroy) I see no harm
in the transaction, but the hon. member
put the position clearly when be said that

the Government preached one thing and
practised something different.

Mr. B. 3. Stubbs: Do you riot know
that the reason for that regulation was,
that publicans in Perth were taki~ng uip
land, and then a week after its approval
it was for sale in an auction room in
Perth?

Mr. Monger: It was not the reason at
all1.

Mr. A. N. PIESSE: It is a fact that
those who were so anxious to destroy this
Unlawful trade in land were not so clean
in the matter of transactions themselves.
I would like to refer to the financial aid
and assistance given to the goldfields. The
member for Kalgoorlie (Mr. Green) said
that something like E140,000-i take it his
figures are correct-had beeni given to the
goldfields people for the advancement and
acsistance of mining generally, Contrast
that with the action of the Government in
the matter of water rates demanded from
the farmers along the goldfields line, and
other branch water service pipes. There
we have an uinjust tax imposed upon these
people, I'eoole who are struggling hard to
make a living on the land and the gold-
fields are spoonfed to the tune of £140,000
and probably the figures would total
£2_00,000 if we had all the amounts before
US.

The 'Minister for Vines: Are you
aware that the gold fields people are pay-
ing a higher rate for water than the
others-is. 6d. per thousaid?

Mr. A. N. PIESSE: Tt is niot a matter
of whether the gold fields people are py
ig is. Od. a thousand.

The Minister for Mines: Granted by
your Government, too.

Mr. A. N. PIE SSE: And a just and
proper arrangement it was, Just extend
it to agriculturists, and see what the result
will be. We are being squeezed, abso-
lutely squeezed, and the other people are
being spoonfed. That is not the only
complaint we have against the present Ad.
ministration on the point of assistance. In
regard to' the railways which have been
autborised for some months, if the Gov-
erment had had the wisdom and fore-
sqight to abstain from socialistic ventures
the whole of them -would hare been in
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course of vonstrueliovi, and some of them
would hare been completed to-day. But
the conotry must be held up by this mis-
erable system of departmental construe-

- lion, which is questionable as to its saving
from a monetary point of view, though
there is no question that the country is
losing enormous sumns through the delay
experienced owing to the lack of these
conveniences. In my own district-I hope
it will be served by a railway some day,

*as one has already been passed by P ar-
liament. and in regard to which I have re-

-ceived replies from the MNinister for Works
that the construction -would be put in
hand-where people were put on the land
by the assistance, not of the Government
but of the merchants, if they put in every

*acre possible we would have somuething
-like 25.000 acres under crop which would

yield ahout 100,000 bags of wheat to he
*carried over the railway. Tt seems that

we must wait if the present wretched sys-
tem of departmental construction is to be
continued, and it looks as if we shall not
get the railway for another two years.
The menmber for Will iams-Narrogi n (Mr.
R B. .Tohnston) complained most bitterly
,of promises that had heen made to him
and had not been kept, and I think he
complained with every just ifica tion. Simi-
lar promises have been given to other
members. T do not say that the ' mnister
for Works deliberately breaks these pro-
inises. but he has over-estimated thle row-
ers of his denariment from a construc-
tional point of view. If we save £2,000
,or £0.000 on the construction, I venture to
say that we are losing more than ten
times that amount owing to the loss of time
experiencedi by the man on the land. The
Premier. in reply to the leader of the On-
position, referred to the civil servants; in
fact hie bitterly resented the remarks of
the leader of the Opposition in rceard to
the civil service. It is onlyv reasonable and
rnrhlt that thec-e men shnutd feel agzgrieved.
'They see fist slipping from them tlheir
meians of livelihood. With the deficit at
the pres;ent timne, it is; the fear of the~e

-men that something like a Black Thursdlay
-will be brought about in order to balance
the ledger. They have seen the error of
their wars in the matter of elections. and

lheii confidence in the Governiment is fast
Waning. No doubt at the next general
elections we shall find the civil servant
thinking deeply and mending his ways.

1%r. Gill-i You will mak'e some promises
now to prepare them fur it, I Suppose.

Mr. A. N. PIESSE: The civil servants
realise that the future. is very serious.
What is happening to the shirveyors9 Ac-
cording to' the Governor's Speech last
session, something' like 60 men were em-
ployed. This session I question whether
-six are employed. Surveyors to the niun-
bar of about .50 must have left the State
by this time; in fadt, judging by a depu-
tation to the Pre~mier the other day, they
are in a state of despair, and the fact that
these men are out of work proves that the
country, 'so far as land settlement is con-
cerned, is practically at a standstill.

The Minister for Mines: . They might
have to work for farmers for 15g. a week.

31r. A. N, PIESSE: I would be sorry
to give the Minister 15is. at week. I would
not give him his tucker. He wouild starve
in the country;- he call only live in the city.
There is another matter I would like to
bring uinder the notice of the House. avid
it is that of the railway, service through-
out the State, and in the far distant dis-
tricts the careless manner in which goods
are ]handled. From many of these out-
stations we have complaints from time to
time as to the loss of goods or of goods
being stolen, and at the way they are
handled.

The Minister for Mines: It speaks
badly for your constitutents that many
goods are stolen in your distriet.

Mr. A. N. PIESSE: I knew of one
ease where drapery worth £9 was stolen.

The Minister for Mines: It speaks
badly for your constituents.

Mr. A. N'. PIESSE : I take it that there
are good and had to be found in all con-
stituenciesg. hut it does not speak well for
the 'mnister controlling that department.

Mr. Dwyer: Do yout think the railway
servants are guilty of peculation?

1'r. A. N. PIESSE: I did not say
anything- of the kind.

M1r. flwyer: Would it be the settlers?
Mur. A. 'N. PIESSE: I know the hon.

member is looking for a bief or two. As
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regards the servants of the R-ailwgy De-
partment, we have no complaints against
them. It is the poor provision in the
matter of the care or storage of these
goods of which we complain. We have
from time to time asked for goods sheds
at outstations, and I venture to say their
provision is justified, but when it -is a mat-
ter of Government impecuniousness that
these sheds are not built, it follows that
goods of a damagable nature, which have
to he left at the sidings, do suffer from
the effects of exposure to the weather.

Mr. Gill: Why did you not put up sheds
at the time the railways were -built?

Mr. A. N. PIESSE: 'Unfortunately the
Government were not given euffiient time
to do that.

Mr. Dwyer. The poopls rejected them
Hon. Frank Wilson: It is necessary to

get the railways first.
Mir. A. N. PIESSE: They had to step

out and let our friends opposite step in,
which was most unfortunate.

The Minister for Railways: They dlid
not step out; they were pushed out.

'Mr. A. N. PIESSE: We find our
friends stepping out. TDirectly we will
find those on this side of the House step-
ping hack and tben we will complete
these sheds. The hour is getting late, and
it is only out of consideration for the
staff that I do not continue this speech
until morning. Tt is always a matter of
broken promises that these debates are
carried on so late in the night. Our
friends opposite have the early part of
the evening and ventilate their views
freely, -but in our ease we have to take
what is offered to us.

Mr. Dwyer: That is your fault. Why
did you not come along earlier?

IMr. A. N. PIESSE: There is one mat-
ter I have forgotten, and that is the re-
classification of lands. Too much money
has tbeen charged settlers for their land
in the drier areas. That is a sin we ca
lay at the door of the previous "Minister
for Lands; but it is in the power of the
present Administration to reclassify that
land. Our friends opposite are in power
in consequence of promises they made to
the people and the representations they

made to the people, which were more
often false-

Mr. SPEAKER: Order! The hon.
member must withdraw that remark.

Mr. A. Nf. PIESSE: I withdraw, but I
thought I was justified in--

Mr. SPEAKER: The hon. member
must withdraw unreservedly.

Mr. A. N. PIESSE: I do so, Mr.
Speaker, but say it was due to their re-
presentations that they are there, and
those representaicus will be long remem-
bered by the people.

Mr. B. J. Stubbs: They have been faith-
fully carried out.

Mr. A. N. PIESSE: And they will find
that it will he due to the practice and
policy adopted by them that they will
suffer. The price of land is much too
high, and it should he reduced to the old
standard of 10s. per acre on a 20 years'
term, or a longer term as force of cir-
cumstances demands.

The Minister for Railways: Who is
responsible?

Mr. A. N. PIESSE: I admit that the
late Administration was responsible for
the price. It was done like some of the
work our friends opposite do, with the
best of intention.

Hon. Frank 'Wilson: Why do you fix
10s. an acre for it?

Mr. A. N. PIESSE: Ten shillings is
ample.

Hon. Frank Wilson: Why not fix
Is. Gd. 1

Mr. A. X. PIESSE: If I had my way
I would make it less so long as the people
Live and work on the land.

Mir. Dwyer: You are a philanthropist.
Mr. A. N. PIESSE: If the hot. mem-

ber for East Perth went out on those
terms he would starve, but there are
plenty of men who would prove of value
to the country even on those terms.

Mr. B. J. Stubbs- Do you expect the
financial institutions to edvance money to
the same value?

Mr. A. X. PT7ESSE: I sam sure that
members opposite who twit and interject
while I am speaking with regard to these
holdings, have no conception of -the up-
hill fight these people have.

Mr. Price: Have they not always had
an uphill fight?
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Mr. A. N. PIESSE: Not within the
better rainfall districts. Outside it has
been and is still a big struggle. Many
of the women in the dry areas do more
and put up with more privation than some
of our friends opposite could endure
for a week. I hope the Government will
-see the necessity of ensuring to these peo-
pie the reward of their labours. 'Unless
some special consideration is extended to
them, unless their position is reviewed
and relief is granted, the majority of
them must leave their homes. Even given
a big harvest this year they cannot carry
on. They are heavily involved to mer-
chants in the matter of supplies and
machinery, and so far as the liabilities due
to the State are concerned, these could be
extended for a very long period without
any great loss to the State. If this is
,done we shall retain on the land good
honest settlers with an abundance of grit.

Mr. B. J. Stubbs: The hon. member
wnnts these things done and then croaks
about a deficit.

Mr. A. N. PIESSE: I said it was no
more than -we could expect from the people
in power. The revenue from that source
is not a very big sum, and ultimately
must come to the State. It is not lost
money : we are merely losing the interest
on the amount due for the time it is not
paid. I take it that there are others who
propose to continue this debate, and in
consequence I would like to express re-
gret that force of circumstances has com-
pelled me to inflict myself upon the House
-at this hour of the day or night.

Mr. ALLEN (West Perth) : I regret
exceedingly that I should have to take
this opportunity to speak, hut T believe it
is the only one which 'will be afforded any
members desiring to address the House
ou the Address-in-reply. I regret that
I should be compelled to take the only
oppiortunity available to me in the early
hour of the morning to utter the few re-
marks I propose to make on this particu-
lar occasion. I have already been talking
some thve or six hours in my ordinary
-vocation, and, therefore, I am not feeling
to-night perhaps as ready and able as I
-would like to he to address the House on
this important subject. MI~embers on the
G~overnment side have spoken long and

loudly on the Address-in-reply, and I
think the Government might reasonably
agree to adjourn the debate until Tuesday,
as 1 am given to understand that nearly
all the members on their side who desire to
speak have done so. You, Mr. Speaker,
referred a little while ago to the remarks
or conduct of one of the members on this
side of the House as being farcical. Is
it any wonder at this tour of the morning
that the remarks of hon. members should
become somewhat disjointed, or the pro-
ceedings farcical? I wish to congratulate
the Government on the absence from the
Speech of a lot of fresh legislation. What
is proposed will give us more timae to con-
sider important amendments and these
will not be rushed through. I think right
throughout Australia to-day, if anything,
wye are over-legislated, and the fact that
there is not a long list of new legislation
predicted is rather an advantage than
otherwise. I congratulate the Premier on
his return to the State after his experi-
ence in the Old Country, looking better in
health, and I congratulate him on what he,
wvith the assistance of the Agent General,
was able tu accomplish in regard to the
raising of a loan. I would like briefly to
refer also to the nature of the debates
which have taken place in this House on
different occasions. Some remarks have
been made by members on the other side
of the Housec which have been detrimental
and which have reflected on the leader of
the Opposition and other speakers. I
refer to the allusions to mud slinging.
I have no sympathy with anything of that
kind. I think personalities and anything
descending to mud slinging is to be depre-
cated, and the less of that kind of thing
we have the better it will be. Had the
Premier, holding the high position he does,
refrained from retaliating, and not started
slinging mud back. as he called it-had he
refrained from doing this, he would have
set an example which hon. members would
have followed, and he would have upheld
with greater dignity the position be occu-
pies.

Mr. Price: You admit that your own
leader started it.

Mr. ALLEN: Perhaps by way of inter-
jection some remarks were brought out
which members opposite designated mud
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slinging. We have beard something from
the Premier in regard to newspaper pub-

*lications. We have been criticising cer-
tain remarks made by the Premier width
appeared in the daily Press, but if, as, thie

*Premier states, thie reports are incorrect,
we are not to blame for assuming that they
were correct and quoting them in the

*House. If the Premier is misreported lie
can always take the opportunity of recti-
fying the report. Statements have been
made regarding the powellising contract
and the only information we havv ik that
which appeared in the uewsjaers. The
report, I understand, was given away by
an offeer of the Government, aind I mnight
say here that with such tactics; I have no
sympathy. We have had no denial of
the accuracy or otherwise of that report.
therefore I take it we are right in assrm-
ing it to be correct.

The Mlinister for Mlines: It lias been ad-
mitted that it is correct.

Mr. ALLEN: We had a speech deli1-
vered by the Premier at a social to Mir.
3fcCallum some nights ago. Tn the course
of that speech the Premier wvas reported
to have made certain references, to the
action of civil servants, at the recent Fed-
eral elections. Then the Premier declared
that hie had been misreported. I accept
his assurance that that report was incor-
rect, hut I want to tell the House that it
has coins to my knowledge that since the
Federal election, one gentleman at least
has been to me and told mne that he re-
ceived his walking orders fromn the ser-
vice. I asked him why he had been dis-
missed, and he said that certain reasons
had been assigned which had no founda-
tion in fact, and that the bottom of it all
was that be had been working for a
Liberal candidate.

M1r. Price: Did he apply to the appeal
board?7

Mfr. ALLEN: This man was a tem-
porary civil servant, He had been in the
service for seven years.

Mr. Price: The period of temporary
sen'iee is only two years.

The Mrinister for Mfines: Are you mak-
ing this chiarge yourself?

Mr. ALLEN: I aM re1-(aliWir Wat0 Ile
told me.

The Minister for -Mines: You are re-
peating tittle tattle.

M1r. ALLEN: It is not tittle tattle.
The M1inister for I\dnes: Do youi be-

lieve it?
Mir. ALLE"N: I have no reason to dis-

believe it. The man gave mne his word
that what he told me was true.

Mir. Dwyer: Have you made inquiries
from the Public Service Commissioner?

Mir. ALLEN: I ami simply informing
the Hfouse what the man told me.

The Minister for Mlines: And you be-
lieve it to be true without having made
any inquiry?

Mr. B. J. Stubbs: Will you give us
the mian's name?

Mr. ALLEPN: I will do so with the
man's permission, and, as a matter of
fact, I have been endeavouring to get
hold of him again with the object of dis-
closing his identity. I am simply stating
now what he told me, and I have no rea-
son to doubt tlie main's word. It ('er-
tainlv looks veryv much as if there was
something behind the scenes; in this par-
ticular case, but with regard to the utter-
ances of the Premier to which I have re-
ferred, the Premier denies the accuracy
of the report, ,nd I take it that the Press
will tell me that they accurately reported
lie Premier.

The Minister for 'Mines: But in regard
to that man, did you make inquiries in
the department where he was working?

Mr. ALLEN: Yes, and I believe the
head of the department was anxious to
retAin his services.

The 3linister for Mfines: Who was ye-
spionsible for his dismissal?

Mr. ALTEN: The 'iister for Works.
The Ylinister for Mines: I think I know

to whom you are referrinlg.
M1r. A LT1 N: Evidently there is soine-

thing in the atmosr here a- far a,; this
man's case is eoncerve-1. Tn rerard to
the question of the unem-loyed. I rewriet
that there should he an1- ltieinnlovrd in
this State. Western Aui4ralia should be
able to absorb all the labour which can
comle into its borders. I would iinrrecs
an hion. memnbers that we do not hear of
the whole of the une.mnloyed. T. Pz aI hosi-
ness Man, in a settled nart of the City,
receive numerous applications for em-
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Ibloyment from a class of man who is not
the ordinary labouring wan, and who does
not parade his unemployment by march-
ing through the streets, meeting morning
after morning, and waiting onl the Pre-
mier to ask for work. I -regret to say
that there is a good deal of what is known
ats genteel poverty in the city at the pre-
s ent time. A g6od deal has heen said
about what is known as the Encla land
transaction, and it was during that part
of the debate on the Address-in-reply that
the leader of the Opposition was accused
of throwing mud. I have read the hon.
gentleman's speech through, and I must
confess that I saw no remark which
could be directly construed into mud
slinging. The bon. member for Moore
(Hon. H. B. Lefroy) did say to the At-
tornev General, by wayv Of inlterjection.
that if hie dealt in mud hie must expect
some of it to stick. In regard to the
Enela land transactions, the member for
Moore puit the question nicely and plainly
last night. He said that it wvas never in-
tended to attribute to the Government
anything- in the nature of corruption, or
anything that was illegal. and hie said it
would be better if the gentlemen -who
preached certain principles were to prac-
lice them. Now I have heard from the
other side scathing criticisms levelled at
certain gentlemen holding large areas of
couintry in the Ndrth-West on leasehold.
They have been adversely criticised in this
House.

I o'clock a.in.
The Minister for Mines: By whom?

Mr. ALLEN: I cannot say now, but
there is plenty of it in evidence in
flansard. Remarks have heen made re-
ferring to the holding of these large
tracts as something detrimental to the in-
terests of the country. Reference has
been made to Copley Brothers, and to
Forrest, and others. I have no fault to
find with the gentlemen opposite holding
land, but I really do think they should
be consistent.

Mr. Price: Why, you are making
chm-wes of corruption now.

Mr. ALLEN: Nothing of the sort.
Mr. Price: Well, you were five minutes

Mr. ALLEN: No; I say if it is wrong
for Copley and Forrest and others to
hold large tracts of country surely it is
equally wrong in our friends opposite.
But we want people to take up large
tracts of country. Possibly the time will
came when a substantial offer will be
made for those large tracts of land, and
the offer will be accepted. If the member
for East Perth (Mr. Lander) were here
now he would say that the proper thing
to do with the holders of large tracts
of land is to put the boot into
them. The member for lBunbury (Mr.
Thomas) made a speech the other night
which I shall long rememlber as being
the most egotistical utterance I have ever
listened to,' whether in the House or out-

sieof it- It brought to my mind the
old saying that if only one could buy
such a man at one's own estimate of his
worth and sell him at his own, what a
fortune one would make. The one oh-
.ject of the hon. member was apparently,
to belittle members of the Opposition.
Onl a previous occasion I heard the mem-
ber for Bunbury deprecatinig the person-
alities which -wore sometimes indulged
in in the House, bitt when I heard his
speech the other night T almost blushed
for his lack of any feeling of decency.
The member for Butnbury made refer-
ence to the proposed site of the agricul-
tural machinery -works, and ha empha-
sised the fact that Bu1nhury was the
place where these works should be.

Mr. Dwyer : We ought to get them in
Perth,

Mr. ALLEN :No, I do not think so.
I think the agricultural machinery works
shoulld be placed where the works will
hest serve those who require the machin-
ery. The member for Bunbury made a
great many points, but the one that
atruck me most was this: that if these
works were established in Bunbury they
would provide work and homes for 500
men. Presumably the great outstanding
advantage of this would be that these
500 men might he induced to vote for the
lion, member at the nest election. We
hear a great deal about monopolies.
When first I came into the House I was
prepared, and still am prepared, to sup-
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port any Government in a legitimate de-
sire to do anything in the nature of
breaking up a ring proved, or even sus-
peced, to be detrimental to the food
supplies of the people. I must confess,
however,. that the butcher shop enter-
prise of the Government must inevitably
tend to build up a monopoly. What is
going to happen if the system is ex-
tenaded, as we are told it wvilI he q? Will
it not close up the different private
traders in Suhiaco and elsewvhere ? Be-
cause they will not be able to compete
against the Government. Their custom-
ers, being human, will transfer their
custom to the place where they can get
the chenpest meat, which any faithful
supporter oe the Government will tell
us is in the State butcher shop. There-
fore, the result is clear to anybody: the
private shops will in course of time be
closed down one by one, leaving the Gov-
ernment with a huge monopoly. Then
there -will be nothing in the world to pre-
vent the Government from charging any-
thing they like for meat.

Air. B. J. Stubbs : The Government
cannot.

Mr. ALLEN: Why not.
Mr. B. J. Stubbs: Because they have

to treat the people reasonably.
Mr. ALLEN : Well if that is your

best reason it is a very feeble one indeed.
Mr. B. J. Stubbs : Have the Govern-

ment raised the freights on the railways
because they have there a monopoly f

Mr. ALLEN:- Supply and demand
must always regulate the price, and if
the meet supply ran short the price would
go up according-ly. The member for
Bunbury made some scathing remarks
with regard to some of the ladies in the
Government service 1 Hie said he had
gone into a Government office and found
two young ladies reading the Western
Mail in office hours. Thereupon he
levelled an indictment against civil ser-
vants generally, the chief burden of his
song being that they have not enough
to do. I do not believe an-% thing of the
sort against the civil servants. I believe
they are ready to -ive just as good a ser-
vice for the money received as are others
in private employ. Of course if the ar-

rarigenient of the building in which they
are housed is such that a certain amoun t
of loafing is not only possible but is
almost invited by the endless passages.
and turnings, it Is only what would hap-
pen in a1ny other in~stitution where the
employees could niot he brought right
under the eye of the supervisor. Here is
another little matter I wish to refer to:
A certain gentleman was promised a
position iii the State implement works
which have recently been established. He
was a little bit dubious about entering
on his duties, because he had at one time
come into collision with members now
sitting on the Government benches. In
order to assure himself he called on the
Premier to discuss the matter with him.
The Premier was busy, as he always is,
and the caller was asked to communicate
his business. He did so. His name and
business were given to the Premier, and
the Premier said that perhaps, he had
better not go there. The result was that
this gentleman called the auctioneer in,
sold up his goods and chattels, and left
the State. Now I refer to this because
this country is sadly in need of popnla-
tion, and on this occasion we lost a
householder with his wife and family.

IMr. B. J. Stubbs: What was his
name?

Mr. ALLEN: Thar. gentleman was
Mr. Wilson, who used to be a member of
this House at one time.

M1r. B. J. Stubbs : A. J. Wilson f
Mr. ALLEN : Yes, 1 think those are

his initials. He was commonly known as
Woodaxe Wilson. I think that sort of
thing is not desirable. The manager
Of the agricultnral implement works had
promised this gentleman the position,
and T1 do not think the sequel reflects
much credit on the Premier.

Mr. Gill: Tt is not true.

MLNr. ALLEN : I do not want that de-
nial from the hon. member, I want it
from the Premier.

The Minister for Mines: What is the
charge?

Mr. ALLEN : That this grentleman
was promised] a position, And on consult-
ing, the Premier as to whether he ought
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to take the position hie was told that he
bad better not.

Mr. IDwyer: They doubted his ability
as a canvasser, I suppose.

Mr. ALLEN: Oh, there will be a lot of
excuses.

The Minister for M-%ines: There will be
a lot to speak of if you are going to
listen to every disappointed applicant.

Mlr. ALLEN: But this man was not
a disappointed applicant, not at least in
the first place, for he had been promised
the position.

Mr. Gill: He was not promised that
place.

Mr. ALLEN: I will not accept that
denial. The gentleman in question dlid
not wait on you.

Mr. Gill: Yes, he did.
Mr. ALLEN: We all regret to know

that the finances of the State are in a
rather unsatisfactory condition. I am
not going to say that the Government are
to blame entirely for the unfortunate
financial state of affairs in Western Aus-
tralia. That no doubt is due in a smatl
measure to the dry season, which neces-
sitated the Government spending money
in directions in which they would other-
wise not require to do, but surely that is
compensated for by the bountiful harvest
of last year, which must have yielded
considerable revenue to the State through
the railways. But the point I want to
come to is that knowing the conditions of
the finances, and knowving that the season
was likely to he a bad one, and that they
would require to find money to provide
wIver for the settlers and to remit rents,
the Government yet launched out on
socialistic enterprises, which absorbed a
large amount of money that should have
been kept to provide for these extra
contingencies. The farmers, we are told
on all hands, are calling out for railway
facilities, yet the Government had money
to provide for these socialistic enterprises.
The Government found it expedient to
take over the Perth trains at a cost of,
I suppose, half a million. I regret to
find out that the tramway people did
not take debentures as I thought they
would, but insisted on getting cash, and
by the time we have added to the actual

(17]

purchase pirice the cost of finding the
money, the cost of the tramns to thq. State
will come out at close on half a million.
1 still contend that the Government should
never have entered into this purchase.
We had the tramns running while many
districts were languishing for railway.
facilities, yet the Government found half
a miflion of money to acquire these tramns
from the company. I said then, and I
say now, that if we had only forced the
compiany to carry out the terms of their
agreement we would have had a good ser-
vice, and a much helter one than we arc
likely to get from the Governmnent during
thle next year or two.

Mr. Dwyer : Did it not rest With the
city council to sce that (be company car-
ried out the agreementi

Mr. LLLEN: It not only rested with
the city council. The finial arbitrator was
the Minister for Railways, or the Minister
for Works for the time being, atid Lte
Perth City council always felt-I, as a
late member of the council speak with a
certain amount of knowledge-that there
was not that amount of sympathy between
thle local governing body and the Gov-
ernment that there should be. When we
approached them we were never given
that considerattion or treatment that we
thought we should get.

Mr. flwyer: 'Was that the case with the
previous Government?

Mr. ALLEN: It was the case with all
Governments, but had any of those Gov-
ernments assisted the City Council the
comnpany would have been compelled to
gix e a better service, inure adequante at-
comnmodation, and a better time-table,
and the State wVold not have had to buy
the trains.

The Minister for Mines: Did the city
council ever aplproach the present Gov-
ernment?

Mr. ALLEN: Yes; they approached
the Government in regard to permission
to run motor buses in Perth, and the
Government kept them on the string for
months, while all the time they were
negotiating -with the tramway company
for the purchase of thie tramns. They
were making fools of the City Council
for months.
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The Minister for Mines: You com-
plain that the City council did not get
assistance from the Government in
enforcing the terms of the contract.

Mir. ALLEN: I refer especially to theo
previous Government ?

Mr. B. J. Stubbs: You are speaking
against your own leader.

Mr. ALLEN: I have always been
opposed to the nationalisation of the
service. It is a. mistake, and I am
satisfied that we will not get a better
service for the next two or three years
than we could have had under the
control of the company. Another point
I wish to refer to is the fabulous price
paid for the system.

The Minister for Mines. z It is a pro-
fitable deal,

Mr. ALLEN: Of course it is a pro-
fitable deal, but too much money was
paid for it. If the Government had sat
tight and waited a while they could have
bought the tramway company out for
£100,000 less than they paid for the
system.

Mr. Lewis: Why did not the City
council move before ?

Mir. ALLEN: The City council did
move. We could have bought the trains
long before the Government purchased
them, and at a, less price than the State
paid. When 'Mr. Molloy was in England
lie cabled out telling us the trains could
be bought and asking the City council
to give him instructions. At a special
meeting I moved that we should purchase
the trains at £C380,000.

The Minister for Mines: But what did
Molloy offer for them ?

Mr. ALLEN: I believe he offered
£430,000. But if the Government had
kept out of the way wve would have pur-
chased the system on much better terms
than the Government obtained. As I
said before, the Government fooled the
City council. Whilst we were trying to
get permission to run motor buses the
Government kept the matter hung up
for months, and all the time were
negotiating with the directors in London
to purchase the trains. Recently I
received a copy of a paper from the
Old Country which contained an article
tending to show that the London trains

are gradually going down and down.
The motor buses are going to displace
them, and I believe that if the City
council or a private company had power
to Put motor buses on the streets the
trains would not be able to compete
against them.

The Minister for Mines:- The Tramnways
Act prevents that.

Mr. ALLEN : I know it does. It is
another monopoly.

The Minister for Mines: A necessary
monopoly.

Mr. Dwyer. That does not prevent
the City council from running motor
buses if they have the necessary authority.

Mr. ALLEN: The council cannot get
the necessary authority. We tried to
get authority for the running of motor
buses, and could not get it. Another
injustice in connection with the Govern-
mnent control of the trains is that they
have been asked to give a free pass
over the system to the members of the
local governing bodies through whose
districts the trains pass and that small
privilege has been denied them. I
did not think the Government, after
taking away from the local bodies the
trains which should have been. theirs,
would have been so grasping and nig-
gardly as to refuse them a free ride
over the system during the time they are
in office. Seeing that we, as members
of Parliament, provide ourselves with
free passes over the railways, and, now
that the tramns are nationalised, with
free passes over the tramns, and receive
at the same time a salary for our services
to the country, the least we might have
done was to give to the members of
the local governing bodies a paltry pass
over the trains.

The Minister for MinEs: To whom do
the trains belong ?

Mr. ALLEN: To the people of the
State, of course.

The Minister for Mines: Then why
give a pass to the members of the local
governing bodies ?

Mr. ALLEN : As a little compensation
for the services they render year in and
year out, free, gratis, and for nothing.

The Minister for Mines: Their servit-es
are rendered to the people of the metro-
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politan ae and the trainse are owned
by the people of the State.

Mr. ALLEN: Thle Government do
not recognise the amount of self-sacrifice
on the part of these members of the
local governing bodies. If they did not
take up this work and carry it out what
a tremendous amount of work would
devolve on the Government! But the
local governing bodies do this work
in season and out of season, and yet when
the Government have taken away from
those bodies rights which should have
been theirs, taken them away by what
I can only term an act of confiscation-

Mr. SPEAKER: Order!I The hon.
member must not refer to a Statute
in that way.

Mr. ALLEN: I withdraw the remark.
When they took away from the local
governing bodies the rights that ought
to belong to them, the least they could
have done was to give a free pass over
the system to the representatives of
those bodies through whose districts
the tramways run. We have heard
a good deal about want of confidence
in the country. I desire to emphasise
the fact that so far as members on this
side of the House are concerned, we have
been charged with crying " stinking
fish." That is the only reply given to
our criticisms of the actions of the
Government. I think trouble has arisen
in this House largely owing to the policy
of secrecy and the withholding of in-
formation by the Government when
such information has been sought by
members of the Opposition. For what
reason this is done I know not, but
when legitimate information is bought
the members of the Government show
a desire to withhold it, and to withhold
it in a sort of schoolboy fashion just
simply because we have asked for in-
formation. We do not ask for such
information for ourselves, but we ask
for it for the benefit of the country,
and I think if the Goverrnnent were
more ready to give information to
members sitting on this side of the
House a great deal of unnecessary
debate, and debate which is not at all
times the most pleasant, but is rather
of a vindictive nature, would be done

away with. The withholding of in.
formation creates a suspicion and an
uneasiness which would be allayed if
the Government were more open in
giving to the House that information
which we as representatives of the
electors of the country are entitled to.
There is another matter to which I wish
to refer, because Western Australia is
going ahead by leaps and bounds. No
matter what party are in power we have
in Western Australia the land, the
facilities, and everything which conduces
to prosperity. In fact Australia, to
my mind is a wonderful country. With
all the ins and outs of Government,
all lhe changes of policy and all the
vicissitudes to which the States arc
subject, it is to my mind wonderful
how the progress of Australia is main-
tained. Fancy any private business
experiening such changes, having a board
of directors, one pulling one way and
another pulling another way ;such a
ba'-iness would not stand for 12 months-
Aid yet not alone in this State, but in
Australia as a whole. there seems to
be one pulling one way and another
pulling another way, and yet Western
Australia goes ahead and is bound to
reogress as is also Australia as a whole.

We in this western State have gee-
graphically a great advantage over thc
other States, and we have opportunities
which they might well envy us. Our
prcducts are increasing year by year
and when we get the South-Western
districts of the State under irrigation
goodness knows what we will not produce.
I wish to refer to a course which South
Australia has adopted, and that is the
appointment of a commercial agent
in London. We have exhibits of our
products sent Home. They are limited
at present, it is true, but I am sati fled
that in a short space of time they will
be multiplied considerably. South Aus%-
tralia, has appointed a commercial agent.
He was appointed 10 or 12 years ago
and hie has done wonders in the way of
opening up markets for South Australian
products.

Mr. Dwyer: Is he attached to the
Agent General's office 7
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Mr. ALLEN: I think so. I have
before me a copy of the British Aucs-
tralasian of 5tlh July, 1913, which con-
tains a very interesting article under the
heading "Winning New Mlarkets, How
South Australia Sells her Food Products.'
Although the hour is rather late I would
like to read this article for the infer-
niation of hon. members:

Par and away the most extensive,
as well as. the most imposing display
at the National Health Exhibition
held last week at the Holland Park
Rink, was that of the food products
of South Australia, arranged under
the supervisionI of Major A. E. M.
Norton, ]X.S.O., Trade Commissioner
for that State in this country, who
was ably assisted by Mir. Alan Chamn-
pion. Major Norton received many
hearty and well-deserved congratula-
tions on the attractiveness of the
display. He wvas warmly comnplimen-
ted, too, on his practical foresight
in attaching cards to each exhibit,
stating where the goods in question
might be purchased, an item of in-
formation which was carefully noted
by would-be buyers. This feature,
though apparently trivial, is never-
theless, one of great importance.
'Alien M'vajor'Norton was first appointed
Trade Comimissioner sonie six or seven
years ago, and, in the course of his
duties, began to arrange and supervise
exhibits of his State's produce in
various parts of Great Britain, it did
not take him long to realise that a
mere display of food and other products
at some, local exhibition would not
suffice to create a demand f or these
articles, or open a market for thcrn.
However attractive a display might
bc in itself, something more was needed
to get the public to buy. There was
no good, he reasoned, in baiting the
hook unless you wvere prepared to
land the flili, and many a good fish
was lost simply because no landing
net was at hand. In other words,
the general public who attended the
exhibitions saw and admired the
displays, and wished to buy the goods,
could, or rather, did not do so because
they did not know where they could

be bought. Major Norton, with
characteristic business-like thorough-
ness, promptly altered all this. When-
ever an exhibit ion was arranged he
made a point of calling upon the local
retail grocers and inducing them to
make a special window display of
South Australian food products-
apples, prest-rved and dried fruits,
butter, honey, wvine, eucalyptus oil,
and so forth. This, in a great majority
of cases, the retailers readily con-
sented to do, expecially as Major
Norton promised to advertise the
fact that these products might bke
purchased at their respective stores.
The idea was a good one, and proved
surprisingly successful fromn the start.
Hy getting into touch with and winning
the sympathy and support of the
various grocers' associations through-
out the country--several of which
hav'e a membership running into
thousands and representing, in more
than one instance, upwards of 30,000
shops-Major Norton obtained wide
publicity for the State's products,
and gradually built up an equally
wride market. All of the grocers who
undertook to stock the goods did not,
it is true, continue to do so, but a very
large mnajority still remain constant
buyers whose orders show a steady,
gratify'ing increase. This is largely
owing to the fact that Major Norton
keeps a keen eye uon themn and
conducts his important department
on strict business lines. No mer-
cantile firm is more assiduous in
looking after its clients. In order
to save the middleman's profit, Major
Norton dispenses withI brokers as far
as possible. He is glad of course
to avail himself of the facilities pos-
sessed by the wholesale houses for
distributing the goods ; but, after all,
to secure the support of the retailer
is his constant aimn and endeavour.
If the retailer wants the goods the
wholesaler must stock themn. Create
the demand and the re-st will follow.
That is the position in a nutshell.
Much has been said and written lately
of the vital importance of exploiting
the large provincial markets in the
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interests of ti Australian producer
and the problem, we have been told
with somewehat wearisome iteration, is
a difficult one. From some points of
view, and in regard to certain articles,
this may be so:; but Major Norton has
succeeded in demonstrating, in a most
practical manner, that, so far as
many important food products are
concerned, a solution has been found.
Hle has furnished a very striking
illustration of how a State department,
run on business lines, can benefit
producer and consumer alike, and
at the same time advertise and promote
the interests of the State itself. It
is an object lesson which other Aus-
tralian States might study with ad-
vantage.

I want to commend that article to meam-
bers of the Government. It seems to
me that it is a proposal worthy of any
Government, no matter whether Liberal
or Labour, to take into consideration the
advisability of appointing a commercial
agent in London to see that our pro-
ducts which are sent Home are not only
exhibited, hut are publicly advertised,
and advertised as Major Norton points
out, with the information where they
can be purchased. I hope thic matte
will be received favourably by the Gov-
ernment. It is one apart altogether
from party politics. It is xveil worthy
of eonsid.aration and I hope it will not be
overlooked. I wish to offer my con-
gratulations to the Ministrr for Lands
upon the speech which he delivered in
this Hfouse on the Address-ia-reply. I
would iike to say that it was the most
interesting and the most lucid and fair-
minded speech which I have listened to
in this House for a long time. I greatly
enjoyed listening to him. I was pleased
to hear his remarks concerning the pur-
chase by the Government of agricultural
machinery in South Australia' There
was an imprcssion that the Government
had made a bad deal because they had
purchased a second-hand plant, but after
the explanation of the Minister for Lands
I feel that the anxiety of the country on
this score will be relieved. The Minister
has given us an assurance that a great
deal of the machinery is, as a matter of

fact, not only equal to new machinery.
but has actually never been used. The
Minister explained that the Government
had got rid of most of the second-
hand stuff, and that though the
other machinery did not come direct
to Fremantle it was diverted from
Port Adelaide and was still in
the boxes in which it was originally
placed by the manufacturers. This
explanation should tend to allay the
anxiety which had naturally been created
by the reported purchase of second-hand
machinery. The Honorary Minister last
night dwelt upon the subject of the food
and drugs regulations. For the life of
me I cannot understand the objection
of the proprietors and manufacturers
of patent medicines to the requirements
of the Government to lodge their for-
mulz when they have a guarantee from
the Government that the secrets of these
formula will not be divulged. Such a
guarantee, of course, is necessary. The
Honorary Minister informed us that
in regard to explosives it is neces-
sary for manufacturers to lodge the
I ormuloa of the component parts and
that these formulae are kept secret.
While I agree with the attitude of the
Honorary Minister in this respect I
cannot agree with him when he contends
that certain medicines, the ingredients
of which are perhaps actually worth
only one half-penny or a penny, should
not be allowed to be sold because the
public are charged 2s. 6d., or 2s. 9d. a
bottle or a box, as the case might be,
for them. If we call in a medical man
and he gives a prescription, we have
to pay the doctor's fee of 7s. 6id., or half
a guinea, and goodness knows what the
doctors give us in their prescriptions ;
the greater part is aqua-pura, and the
chances are that the ingredients do not
cost more than 2d. or 3d., whereas we
are charged half-a-crown or even more
for the bottle of mixture. We hear no
complaint about that. While I think
it is desirous that every restriction should
be provided that the people do get
the best of drugs, at the same time I
think a great deal of consideration
should be given in favour of a lot of
these propirietary medicines which people
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in the backbloeks are in the habit of
avaing themselves of. The Honorary
Minister made reference to Doan's Back-
ache Pills. I have heard friends of
mine speak very highly of those pills,
and with confidence of the good they
have received from them. It is the -
standard proprietary medicines that
people seek after. I know a person from
Western Australia who, when in Rome,
received a severe attack of kidney com-
plaint, and after considerable trouble
was supplied with some of these pills,
and he hears testimony to the relief
received. I do believe that a great deal
of hardship will be caused if these pro-
prietary medicines are .4ruek right out,
particularly to the backblocks people.

*Mr. Foley:. Not many of the back-
blocks members are advocating them.
anyhow.

Mr. ALLEN: I have heard one or two
do so. Reverting to the subject of the
Address-in-reply, I said at the outset
that I congratulated the Government on
the absence of a great deal of legislation
being foreshadowed. I want to con-
gratulate the Government upon having
provided a more adequate supply of
water for the metropolitan area. I am
glad to see that, as the metropolitan-
suburban area at certain seasons is very
short of water, and with the extra accom-
modation provided for storage will be
better off, and I hope there will
be no delay in starting the scheme
for the supply of the water, which
is very badly needed. In connection
with the liquor traffic I notice
that a measure is to be submitted pro-
viding for the granting of complete local
option, and the suppressing of sly-grog
selling. I hope that the Government,
in bringing forward this BiUl, will give
us a fair, equitable, and just measure.
By that I mean, that there will be noth-
ing in the nature of confiscation. There
are many members on this side of the
House, and a great many electors, al-
though some of them may not be of the
same political faith as members sitting
opposite, who cordially agree with the
desire to amend the liqdor legislation,
hut they do not want to see anything in
the shape of confiscation.

Mr. B. J. Stubbs: What do you call
confiscation ?

Mr. ALLEN: I call it confiscation
when a man has been compelled to go
before a bench, submit plans, and spend
a. certain sum of money to put up a
building to comply with the Licensing
Act, and shortly after a poll is taken he
walks out without any compensation.
It seems to me that those who have done
that should receive some compensation.
If it is to be time compensation, let uts
fix the time, but do not let it be too long.
The time compensation in the 1910 Bill
was too long. In this amending measure
we want to be fair, equitable, and just.

Mr. Turvey: How long do you suggest
should be given ?

Mr. ALLEN: Somewhere about 1916
or 1917, but for goodness sake do not
let us have anything in the nature of con-
fiscation. The electors will support us
if we are only fair, equitable, and just.
I have told members of the Temperance
Alliance that if they are prepared to be
equitable and just and take progress
slowly, and not want the whole loaf at
once, they would accomplish more in
the long run. I do not want to take up
more time in the early hours of the
morning, and in conclusion I express the
hope that we will be able to carry some
useful legislation during this session. I
hope that the personal element which
has characterised this, as well as other
debates, will be lost sight of. I hope that
the Premier, holding the high and exalted
position he does, will set an example to
other members of this House. I believe
we are able to do useful work for the
benefit of thie vast State of Western
Australia, but not if we are continually
squabbling among ourselves. Western
Australia possesses great possibilities,
given equitable and just legislation, and
not too much party legislation. The
Premider when he came into power said
he was going to legislate for all, anid I
would remidnd him of that promise. Let
us be fair and equitable to all, and I
think this State has possibilities second
to none in Australia.-

Question put and passed ; the Ad.
dress adopted.

House adjourned at 1.36 aam. (Friday.)
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